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Do you know
any of these
people?

If so, then you understand the need
to preserve our natural resources for
future generations. For your own
children and for theirs. They will
need the same things we do ■clean
air and water and a healthy place to
live. We can provide them for our
children only if we’re smart enough
now not to spoil what we have. Re-● > I member the future. Your kids may
need it someday.
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SIERRA CLUB
530 Bush Street. San Francisco, CA 94108
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/ TERRY MOORE:

WHO KILLED HOWARD?

Star of the classic Mighty Joe Young,

Korean War pin-up queen, claimant to
the Howard Hughes zillions, Terry poses
for new cheesecake and talks about the

unsolved questions in the death of her
"husband." Interview by Steve Rossi and
Bob Crane. Photos by Steve Eisenberg.

MUSIC:

THE GO-GO'S, BITCH GODDESSES OF
THE EIGHTIES; MOE BANDY, THE
GOODEST OL' BOY OF CONTEM

PORARY COUNTRY; THE SURF PUNKS
DISGRACE THEIR FAMOUS FATHERS;
AND THE ELEPHANT BOY'S SON,

SABU, ROCKS OUT /
.i-

5854
SYDNE;
ISN'T IT SCANDALOUS?

Our centerspread has a
talent for embarrassing
situations. So we caught
this British beauty with her
knickers down.

DON MURDOCH:
HOCKEY'S ROSY-CHEEKED
HELDRAISER

Donnie wonders, "What's a boy to do
when wine, women, and wanton parties
are laid at his feet?" He tries to find a lit

tle time to play hockey, too; we discover
in this profile from an upcoming book by
Larry Sloman.

ST 66●●
V INVASION OF THE BODY COUNTERS

America's mercenaries gathered in

Scottsdale, Arizona for war fun and

games. A first-hand report by actor lan-
Michael Vincent and E.L. Woody, with

photos by Billy Tinney.
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CHERRY VANILLA:
SUPERGROUPIE'S SAGA

The physical and mental
revelations of Our Lady of

the Dressing Room. Inter
view by herself, photos by
Franz Koose.

GIRLS OF THE FOLIES BERGERE

The Las Vegas answer to frog

legs. . . and breasts and buttocks and
great glittering extravaganzas. A
breathtaking pictorial by Dick Zimmer
man, story by Raven de la Croix. .1

FEATURES

5 BDXY CARTER: TAKES ON THE AMERICAN PRESS

9 HANS HOLZER: EROTIC MAGICK Playing footsie with the spirit world

10 ROBIN MOORE: DALLAS' 'mTLLA'riNG 'TRISEXUALS Funny business in the New South

12 'THE BLACK BOX CONSPIRACY Jeff Goldberg finds  a safe painkiller—and the conglomerate that's sitting on it.

44 THE REPAST Gastroerotic hction/By H.G. Hooper

56 LADIES TO A TEE Do gay women golfers have more fun?/By Bob Crane

99 GABOR'S MINIATURE MAIDS Art for the immoral minority

109 BLIND PEOPLE MAKE LOVE, TOO! And talk about it in this sensitive report/By Gary Sheinield

DEPARTMENTS AND OUI GIRLS
LOIS ARENO:
THE GIRL IN THE ROPERS'HOT TUB

Where does an actress go when her
career's been all wet? It's all uphill after
the hot tub, Lois tells us in an interview
with Editor Peter Wolff. Cover photo by
Oscar Abolafia.

8 PHOTO STRIP: Punk peeldown

17 CLUB OUI: Machismo

39 THE ART OF BEING AS'TRUD: Photo feature

84 BACK TO BURLEY: Burlesque returns to San Diego

86 SHOWDOWN AT THE COED CORRAL: Wet-Tease in Hollywood

89 WELCOME BACK, KARYN: Photo feature
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It can’t be coincidence that your
interviewer thought of "The Mouth"
when Jaye P. Morgan mentioned erotic
parts of the body that no one thinks to
cover. With the most voluptuous mouth
in show biz, on the face of the woman

right, the way I like ’em—firm with
protruding nipples. Her eyes tell all. She
has a wonderful body and snatch to
match her tits. Could we see more of her
in the future? PLEASE!!

Ultimate Body, in your 1981 October
issue. I have always loved women with
large busts. I was wondering if you could
reveal her measurements...if you will 1
will be eternally grateful.

S.Q. B.S.
Brantford, OntarioPost Falls, Idaho

We’ve tried, lord knows we have, but Lori
cannot be found. If you get a line on her,
S.Q., tell her to call home.

Tami Roche measures 44-20-34. So there!

In response from a person with strong
feelings about your article and photo

I’m sure you won’t mind printing
another article on just how "THE HIT
MAN” cometh (OUI's Sports, July 1981).
Or maybe you can get Mr. Hearns to eat a
few of his words. (Such as) ‘Tm going to
destroy Leonard.” "I’m going toshow the
world just what a punk he is, what a sissy
they’ve been running behind.” "When
I’m finished with him, all he will be able
to do is go ahead and be the pretty little
thing on the block, little Sweet Ray.” etc.,
etc,, etc.

next to him, his train of thought is
understandable. Another shot of Jaye P.,
please, to feast upon.

It seems to me as though the Hit Man
got hit, the Motor City Cobra got bit, and
the Destroyer got destroyed.

Thank you in advance. I remain a
happy subscriber.

S.C.
Hollywood

R.G.
■ , ■●yPlease don’t get me wrong.

I really enjoy looking at your magazine.
My only problem is thatmy wifeenjoys

it too. Not that that’s bad. I’d rather have
my wife enjoy OUI than make me read it
in the cellar. Or only in the bathroom.

But my wife continually falls in love
with the clothing and shoes your models
wear. She’s driving me crazy making me
drive her all over hell’s half acre in search

Altadena, CA I

/
I would like to thank you and

congratulate you on your superb write up
and pictorial of Tami Roche: The

layout on Tula: The Bond Girl who’s
really a boy.

I am a 29-year-old female, 5'11", 145
pounds, blue eyes, medium length brown
hair and a fine 38C-26-39 lovely body. I
have been married for two years to the
most wonderful man in the world!

I thought it was wonderful to see such a
fine female specimen who once possessed
the male genitalia. It’s about time an
average-day magazine circulated to
millions of people brings out the reality
of life of people who exist today.

There are not only male and female
people as the majority of people know
them to be, but there are also people who
at one time were male or female. And

Continued on 6

of these fashions. And gas is expensive.
Please rectify this situation—either

note where these garments come from or
eliminate them altogether.

B.S.
Gleveland, Ohio

Sorry for the delay in writing this letter,
but 1 linger over all my issues of OUI.

Your pictorial of Lori Ann Nevelson in
the June, 1981 issue is the best I’ve seen
yet. Her breasts have to be the best set of
well-rounded ovals that can be found; not
too large, not too small or saggy—just

4 oum
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BILLY BALLS OUT THE PRESS

I  nder the American way of life,
I  citizens have certain political
^ y and economic rights which
were established to protect and dignify
the freedom of every individual. The
second right listed is that of freedom of
speech and freedom of the press.
Somewhere down through the years

the interpretation of these two freedoms
has been bent and twisted to accom

modate editors and reporters. There’s
little evidence in today’s reporting that
shows the intent to protect the dignity
and freedom of those people the laws
were written for — the every day citizens.
Truth and fact seem to get lost in a maze
of supposition, assumption and personal
opinion. I thought the basic rule of a
good journalist was to report the true
facts of a story exactly as it happened
without any embroidery to make it more
interesting or sensational.

Let’s face it. Some news is dull, but is it

fair to those involved to change a word
here or turn a sentence around there to

make it more interesting or readable?
Never mind that the people involved get
hurt or lose business, friends, and in

many cases their dignity, because a
reporter substituted a word that he or
she thought would be more appropriate,
or would make his or her story sensa
tional enough to afford them front page
space. I can’t help but believe that there
are many reporters who would change
their tactics in obtaining and reporting
stories if they were ever the subject of
someone else’s pen.

I think the kind of reporter I have the
most disdain for is the one I call the

sneak. They’re truthful enough to tell
you they’re a reporter, but what they fail
to tell you is that they have been taping
your conversations with friends or busi
ness associates as you sit having a meal or
just talking. The recorders are always
carefully hidden in a purse or coat
pocket. Do they think you’re so stupid
that you can’t remember with whom you
had certain conversations? Why do they

automatically assume you have some
thing to hide? Whatever happened to
the right of privacy?
The idea that a person is a public

figure and fair game for every
uneducated, unethical, half-assed, wet-

behind-the-ears reporter that comes
along seems to be prevalent today. What
law gives them the right to pass judge
ment on a person’s life? How does a per
son get to be a public figure in the first
place? In many instances the press is
directly responsible for this accomplish
ment. The subject has no choice in the
matter.

A slow world news day is a perfect ex
ample of this. Reporters frantically
search for stories to fill their papers and
airwaves, with little regard to research
and background materials. Insignifi
cant happenings are blown out of pro
portion and made to sound earth shat
tering, when in actual fact, if examined
without frills, turn out to be unimpor
tant and certainly not newsworthy.
People are turned into heroes, scoun
drels, angels, or devils and made to be
honest, dishonest, truthful or liars, all

with the stroke of a pen. Lives have been
shattered by careless words written hur
riedly, racing for a deadline. What’s
more important — deadlines and news
paper sales or human life?

Irresponsibility and lack of concern
run rampant in the race to be first on the
air or in print with the story. Evidence of
this is seen in columns turned in after a

night of heavy partying. Bleary-eyed
reporters test their journalism skills in
forming a story when they have no idea
of the subject matter and their heads
hurt too badly to take the time for
research. These stories must often turn

into character assassinations. Reporters
write what they supposed could have
happened, assume what was meant to be
said instead of finding out what was ac
tually said, and end up with a personal
opinion on why the subject said what he
didn’t say in the first place.

Clear? Victims fall by the wayside,
their lives drastically changes forever,
with no recourse to have the true story
heard. Make an attempt to have a state
ment or story retracted, the press rears
its majestic head and says it’s sour grapes
on your part, or you must have some
thing to hide. The favorite defense is
they have hard evidence but are pro
tected from revealing the source.
What is the truth? Do they have

evidence to take the issue to court. In the

first place, it would be years before the
issue was heard and in the second, the
cost would be astronomical.

I would like to write in a little more

detail about the tactics used by some
reporters to get a story.

There are those who pretend to be your
friend in order to get you to confide in
them. They dish out the sympathy on a
silver platter and when the time is right,
stab you in the back in their column.

There are those who harass your
children and family, even to the extent
of interrupting a school classroom where
your daughter is a teacher. They camp
out on your property and in your
driveway, set up cameras and record
your every move. When you get upset,
they think it’s funny. The line I heard a
thousand times is, “We’re just doing our
job. ’’ They will say or do anything to gain
entrance to your home.
There are some who approach you

with a threat in their eyes and in their
voice as the questions begin, an unvoiced
attempt to let you know that the pen is
mightier than the sword and if you don’t
cooperate they have the means at hand
to do you in. Two examples of this type
are Jack Anderson and William Safire,
who in my opinion are strictly fiction
writers. Professional ethics are for the

birds with these two. It’s so easy to edit
tape. Take a question from one inter
view and an answer from another, put
them together and have the statement
mean exactly what the reporter wished.

Continued on 118

“Jack Anderson and William Safire, in my opinion are strictly fiction writers.
9>
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photos of cheerleaders wearing their
white bobby socks and saddle shoes. I
think girls in white bobby socks are real
sexv.

men could satisfy their women if they
experimented a little instead of just
shoving it in.

Marilyn, I think you’re perfect. I IcJve
your breasts. They're the perfect size, in
my opinion. Don’t change, we love you
just the way you are. I’m still waiting for
“Insatiable” to come to my theatre!

MAIL
Continued from 4

through deep inner feelings all their lives,
they were trapped in a body knowing it
shouldn’t be theirs. With these constant

feelings of uneasiness they sought
professionals and became the sex they
always believed themselves to be.

I know what it is to slip into a skirt or a
pair of pants! I know what it is to slip on a
pair of loafers or a pair of high heels! I
know what it’s like to pull on a pair of
jockey shorts or slip into panties! I know
what it’s like to slip on a pair of socks or
pull on a pair of nylons! I know what it’s
like to pull on a tee-shirt or snap on a bra!
I know w’hat it’s like to shave or put on
make up! I know what it is to be flat
chested or have breasts! I know what it is

to wear a pair of swimming trunks or a
bikini! I know what it’s like to bang (to
hump) or get banged (get humped)! I
know what it is to have a penis or a
vagina! I know what it is to slip on a
condom or get douched! I know what it is
to fondle breasts or have them fondled! I
know what it is to receive fellatio as well

as cunnilingus!
For I was once that female trapped in a

male body that I traumatically despised.
It took 23 years and the help and skill of
medical science to physically correct me
to the female sex that I knew I always was
and should have been.

In closing. I'd like to thank all the
editors at OUI magazine, for a job well
done and respected, as well as Tula’s
beautiful poses, in opening theeyesof the
lay person on the phenomena of
“Transsexualism.” And a word to the lav

F.P.

West Haven, Ct.

Paul Lucessa’s sports quizzes “Who’s
in the Booth” and “The Great Football

Cliche” in the July and August issues
were positively delightful. Would like to
read more of this writer’s articles.

E.O.

Dorchester, Ma.ss.

I  am a current subscriber and am

usually very pleased with your magazine.
I feel, however, compelled to comment on
an article that appeared in the past in
OUI (June 1981):
OUI carried an article interview with

Cleveland outfielder Joe Charboneau, in
the Sports section....It w'as a very good
and deserved interview. But, John Hyduk
made one comment on page 52 that I feel
was unjust!
On page 52, the caption between two

pictures of Super Joe was “the toast of a
town that hadn’t had a hero since Rocky
Colavito.” This statement is totally
absurd: The Cleveland Browns are the

true heroes of Cleveland! They gave us
the AFC Central Divisional Title last

year.
Charboneau was the well deserved

“Rookie of the Year,” but Brian Sipe
passed for 4,142 yards, the second highest
in NFL history! And Sipe also passed for
30 T.D.’s and set or broke numerous

passing records! So John Hyduk’s
statement truly was unjust!

I was born and raised in the “Greater

Cleveland” area. I am presently serving in
the U.S. Navy. And though I am stationed
in Norfolk, VA you w'ill find me home in
Cleveland on every possible opportunity.
And I take a lot of ribbing from fellow
shipmates, who hail from Pittsburgh,
Houston, San Diego, and such. Cleveland
is the ultimate in living, though.
Thus, Sam Rutigliano, Brian Sipe,

Mike Pruitt, Thom Darden and all the

other Browns players, coaches and
trainers who make up the team are the
“Greatest happening since Rocky
Colavito.”

M.A.A.

Van Nuys, CA

1 meant to write to you about three
months ago but never got around to it.
Your article, ‘Six Luxury Cars With
Prices that DON’T Match’ was really
excellent. I agreed with most of the things
you said about the cars. One of the only
things you stated'that I didn’t agree with
was that the Volvo GL is a good looking
car. Though it may not be ugly, it is
nevertheless pretty homely looking. In
looks I would rate the six in this order:

1. Pontiac Grand Prix

2. Toyota Cressida
3. Datsun Maxima
4. Audi 5000S

5. Peugeot 505S
6. Volvo GL

Everyone of these cars except the Grand
Prix looks like a family car. Even the
Cressida and Maxima have the fucking
door frames and post that are family car
staples. In fact, the two-door models look
like family (plain and simple functional)
cars.

These cars.possess what have always
been considered bottom-of-the-line

styling. At least from an American
viewpoint. You know the sedan versus
the coupe. I’ve investigated all six. I was
surprised to find so much cheap plastic in
all of these cars, especially in the Peugeot!
Peeeeuuuu!

I naturally expected to find the most in
the Grand Prix. Well surprise, surprise,
surprise. This car seemed to have all of
the good qualities of the five imports plus
a lot more. I mean a black Grand Prix LJ
fairly loaded, with bucket seats, is Bo
Derek on wheels.

person “public” Do you know who you
slept with last night or are sleeping with
tonight?

Name Withheld

In your very interesting article on
Tulsa Cossey (Dec. 1981) you ask your
readers to drop a line if they had any
“strong feelings”. Well, I’d like to drop a
few.

Eirstly, you shouldn’t feel bad about
running nude pictures of a man. After a
few very careful viewings of Tula 1 can
tell you she is like no man I’ve ever seen! I
thought she was the most eroticthingl’ve
seen in print in years. I purchased the
magazine because of tbe mention of the
article on your cover. The best way to
describe how I feel about Tula is....Hornv!

T.S.
New York

Maybe if I were a lot older I’d like the
ole family car-style luxury sedan, but I’m
24 and if I’m going to have to spend
$11,000 or more on a new car, it better be

great looking!

Thank you and Bobby Beausoleil for
setting tbe record straight. I wish,
however, that your interview had
enlightened us more about what this

amazing man has been doing for the past
12 years—his art, his music, his synthesizer
—the Dream Machine.

He has accomplished a great deal
during his twelve years in prison, and
deserves praise and recognition for
continuing to be creative and artistically
productive in that very limiting prison
atmosphere.

( R.J.M.

Horny
Your interview with Marilyn Chambers

(October 1981) was too hot. I loved it! It
was good to hear her views on the
Lovelace ordeal. Sounds like she knows

what she’s talking about. Also, I agreed
on what she said about how men should

feel about their size. It’s not how huge,
long and thick your manhood is, but how
you use it that counts. I’m sure a lot more

I  just purchased the newest copy of
OIII and loved the photos of Cybil in this
issue. Most of all I liked the white bobby
.scjcks that she was wearing in a few of the
shots.

I sure would love to see more photos of
your models in white bobby socks, like

B.B.

Sacramento, CA
Continued on 20
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There’s only

one way to
play it

Wherever the music
is hot, the taste is Kool.

Because there’s only one
sensation this refreshing.

\



Proud Prowed

Punkstrip
Cute, mom-and-apple-pie faced

Deborah from Michigan wants to

be a punk singer/songwriter.

Never mind that most punks are

thin and burnt as a three-light
match, Deborah believes her

Oui
Photographic bumptious endowment could set

her apart, and she and friend
David Lawrence shot this strip in

hopes that some record exec sorts
would write her care of the

magazine. Give her a chance.

guys. As she put it, “Breasts can be

a real asset if you know how to use
them,” and we can think of a

dozen ways already.
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BLACK RITES AND RITUALS TO ENHANCE YOUR LOVEMAKING

and to whom to apply these “Iwoadcasts”,
of course, and it is a trick that can be

learned once you understand the guiding
principles of magick.
Now the word erotic has really very

little to do with that sweet little angelic
Greek boy-god Eros, at least not the way
we and the majority of humanity
understand the term today. Aaually,
Eros was the god of life, and together
with his dark twin Thanatos symbolized
the flow of man’s life energies from birth
to death, from day to night. In our
concept of Erotic Magick, however, we
deal with the love and love-making
asp>ects of the term and as such we must
address ourselves to Sexual Magick as it
appears to be the area of greatest impact
in our lives, next to the survival instinct
itself. The sexual drive then is both a

blessing and a curse: a blessing in that it
causes the harnassing of the energies
within us, and a curse when the drive is
frustrated or aborted.

Since time immemorial, the power of
sex has been the greatest power of them
all. Men and women possessed with
unusual physical attributes, or perhaps
only those whose attributes were ordinary,
(such as Cleopatra) but who knew how to
make them count, have been in command

ing (xtsitions in more ways than one as
far teck as the age of the caveman. But it
was also that same primitive prog;enitor
of the human race who recognized a
second, equally powerful force in his
world: the power of the occult, of the gods
and demons, of the forces of nature he

could not yet understand and even less
control. Just as the choice specimen
among men and women were worshipped
(and sought after) for their sexual
proclivities, so the purveyors of the
occult—the priests, magicians, sorcerers,
were much in demand....as long as they
could deliver (just as their sexual
colleagues).
To this day, the twin powers of sex and

religion are among the world’s most
controversial attributes even when they

Continued on 105

from your ear. Nothing so obviously
contrived. That is magic, not magick
with a k. If properly applied, the magick
I’m talking about is the ancient art of
understanding and manipulating the
forces of nature in such a way that they
serve you better than the one who is
unaware of their laws and his own

powers. Nothing supernatural about it
either: no laws of science are violated, no

miracles performed. What is being done,
however, may indeed look like a
suspension of ordinary laws of science to
the average person. But it really isn’t. It is
simply a way of harnassing energies
within no powers outside and focusing
them in the desired direction. Naturally,
you have to abandon the old materialistic
concept that man is simply flesh and
blood, and death is the end and we’re just
a living machine of sorts. Because that
simply isn’t true.

Dr. Hans Holzer, internationally acclaimed
parapsychologist and author of more
than 80 books on esoterica of the spirit
world is known as the “Ghost Hunter”

and has been tracking down and
recording his findings for more than 30
years.
Born in Vienna, Austria, Holzer

studied first at the University of Vienna
before coming to the United States and
Columbia University in New York. In the
late 1940s he began producing documen
tary films and radio programs on ESP,
and soon gained a reputation as an expert
on that subject. Throughout the 1950s
and 1960s Holzer was a frequent guest
expert on Johnny Carson, the Steve Allen
Show and The Mike Wallace Show,

bringing his knowledge to a broad
American audience. More recently,
Holzer has been the writer-producer of
NBC-TV’s popular series on the world of
the unknown. In Search of...
Holzer is ever continuing his investi

gations into the occult and we're proud to
share them with our readers.

The powers derived from
occult utilization of the sex
drive are first, the power to
attract and dominate; second,
the power to enjoy sex on
levels vastly superior to those
ordinarily reached without
occult aid.

ver since men desired wo

men, and vice versa, ever

since people had unfullfilled

J needs in their everyday lives,
some of us have been looking

for a better way to get what we really
want.

In this computer-dominated world
that “way” naturally involves increased
knowledge, learning, training, the right
contacts and the right approach once we
have found those important individuals
who can make our dreams come true. All

this is strictly logical, rational and the
success of our drives deptends on factors
we can easily estimate if not the actual
end result itself.

But a small sector of humanity has
always known there is an alternate road
to getting yours: the way of magick. What
is magick? Not stage manipulation,
tricks that make your maiden aunt Sarah
take her skirt off onstage or allow the
magician to extract his handkerchief

F
What makes the concept of magick

work is the realization that man is a

living power center, with ray guns called
eyes, with antennas called the nervous
system, with computers called brains and
with television cameras in miniature

called visualization centers. If you look at
it that way, perhaps you will understand
the pxjwer of magick a lot better.
Thoughts are not just imaginary

nothings drifting through an otherwise
empty mind, but are formulated telepathic
messages, programmed broadcasts at
times, with substance direction and

impact. The trick is to know how when

9



R O B I N MOO R E

B E H I  N D CLOS E D DOORS

DALLAS’S SWINGING TRI-SEXUALS

In last month’s Writer’s Notebook

I described the many and varied
women who contacted me after

reading THE HAPPY HOOKER asking
me to do their stories. Perhaps the most
unusual was Del Hendrixson, Jr. of
Dallas, Texas. Her father, a traditional

army colonel, was so disappointed at not
having a son that she was brought up as a
boy anyway.
. I might add here that the Dallas-Fort
Worth metro complex deserves the title of
the swingingest city in America. It’s a far

cry from the slow talking, stone kicking,
laconic image of the strong silent totally
male Texan that we find so prevalent
today in Dallas. The J.R. Ewing saga,
Dallas, characterizes the area far more

accurately than the Gary Coop>er-John
Wayne image.
There are, of course, the gays, an active

segment in Dallas and Fort Worth who
have established a homosexual hierarchy
unparalleled in America. Indeed the
homosexual "queen” of the Forth Worth
fag community is a prominent member
of the exclusive Shady Oaks Country
Club in Fort Worth. The "queen,” for the
edification of those uninitiated in
homosexual mores in America, is the
judge, the mediator, and the final word in
homosexual disputes. Introduction to
the "queen” is a must for new homo
sexuals in town. Only through the
"queen” is entree forthcoming to the
upper echelons of faggotry.

It is interesting to note that the top
aide, until very recently, to one of the
most important men in the Congress of
the United States enjoying a remarkably
close relationship with his employer and
one of the highest ranking military
reservists, thanks to this legislator, in the
state of Texas is one of the most

prominent members of the limp wristed
community.
And what about the women, those

beautiful young things who watched as
their men performed intrepid feats of
daring do out on the range and more
recently in the oil fields? Well, today in
Dallas the Lesbian community has

grown to startling proportions. For an
"effete easterner” it is a shock to go to
longhorn country on an investigative
assignment and find out that in frontier
Dallas, business frontier I should add, the

odd fellows and gals are more readily
discernible than in New York, Chicago,
and even San Franicsco.

Then of course there is the layer of
bisexuals which are numerous. These

folks have an advantage over the rest of us

in that they don’t leave out one big sex in
their own erotic activities. And, super
imposed over all these aberrations in

invitation to every abnormal psychology
library in the world. No university course
on deviant sexual behavior should leave

Tri out of its required reading program.
The circumstances of birth and

upbringing have an important bearing
on why gals, Lesbians, bi’s and tri’s
become that way. Outrageous (and
poignant) though her story is, her life
contains lessons for everybody.
Del s peripatetic group of colorful and

innovative young women avow they try
everything at least once. One of the most
startling and certainly sexually voracious
of the group is the girl they call Tatoo.
Dina originally came from a staid
community in upstate Katonah, New
York but by the time she was 16 she
realized she was different from the other

girls. Before her 18th birthday she had
been married, divorced, and acquired her
first tatoos. Now, in her mid-twenties,

Tatoo in the nude is a startling sight.
Arms, legs, buttocks, pelvic area and
belly, she is a multi hued marvel.

Bisexual, though partial to men. Tatoo is
the queen of the small private pool halls
where she likes to shoot differently.

Under the guidance of Woody, the
group’s colorful, burly, Ijearded, rhine
stone cowboy-garbed male leader, his left
arm ends in a stump at the wrist. Dina
became the celebrity on the green felt
circuit. Actually her favorite p>ool table,
located in a private home north of Dallas,
is red felt. Her favorite pool shot, the
other players understandably let her wave
the one foot on the floor rule, is to kneel

on the table, right hand holding the pool
stick behind her buttocks, the stick

between her thighs snuggly against her
groin and the end of the stick guided
through the thumb and forefinger of her
arched left hand. Her shots are remarkably
accurate and the other p)ool players
happily p>ay for the privilege of ripping
up the felt with her.

After running the table a few times,

Dina and her admirers, turned on by the
events on the pool table, continued the
sport on the floor, sofas and of course on
the table itself.

human sexuality, is a more recent genre
of sexual distortion—a merry group
based in Dallas and cavorting about the
country that call themselves trisexuals.

Or Tri. Their motto is a Tri will try
anything. The leader of this bawdy band,
a talented Dallas photographer, Del
Hendrixson, Jr., tells a story that is the
quintessential chronical of pure raunch
in her book, Tri.

I am not enamored of books that are

merely sensational, but the story of Del
and her group of Trisexual girls and boys
in the book entitled Tri should be an
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Dina’s companion in these pictures,
Annette, is another of the most recent
recruits to Del’s little team. As was the

case with Tatoo, membership in the

group began when Del sensed her
bisexual tendencies, this time as she was

tending bar in a single’s saloon in Dallas.
It is hard to believe as you look at her

pictures that Annette was once flat
chested and her proclivities were towards
women. Flat-chested girls take heart as
you look at the pictures of Annette.
Those breasts and constantly erect
nipples were created by the top breast
surgeon in Dallas. Annette claims to have
total sensitivity in her breasts but
confesses that Del or other women seem

to get through to her erogenous zones
faster than any man.
As a Tri, indeed the leader, perhaps the

origfinator of the Tri’s, Del has tried
everything, even (though inadvertently)
pregnancy. Del was living with a
beautiful Mexican girl named Anna with
whom she’d had a torrid affair and then,

unaccountably, Anna had turned off of
sexual involvement with Del although
she continued on as a roommate and
became one of Del’s first nude models.
The Lesbian love affair, as is the case

with many heterosexual trysts, began to
fade on Anna’s part although being with
her and unable to possess her was driving
Del crazy.
Del loved Anna so much that she was

no longer attracted to other girls and men
just didn’t do it for her. Finally, however,
the frustrations of being passionately
attracted to Anna only to be sexually
rejected, caused her to consider trying it
with a reliable male friend.

She explained to Tony the situation,
and he, knowing Del s feelings for Anna,
was very understanding. Tony agreed to
become a surrogate lover for Del.
“Whenever I’m about to lose my mind,

Tony...” she began.
“I’ll come over and help you find itl”

Tony agreed cheerfully. Tony became
Del’s handpicked emergency lover whom
she met when she could get away from the
demanding Anna who still refused sexual
comfort.
At first it was difficult for her to take

Tony since her relationship with men
had been virtually nil. But he was gentle
and understanding and careful, knowing
that Del never used birth control devices

of any kind since of course it had been
unnecessary.
As Del recalls the circumstances of her

impregnation in her book, Tri, she was
caught offguard one day when a strange
young man came in looking for Tony.
"I invited him in to wait and then the

phone rang.
“It was long distance, a friend in

Philadelphia who I hardly ever talk to.
And as she started telling me about the

latest happenings in her life, I noticed my

Ifpf

But there are also the embarrassment of

using a contraceptive when you’re
supposedly gay.
“I wrapped up the long distance call

real quick and got rid of him, hoping
nothing had happened.”
Six weeks later Del discovered she was

pregnant. The thing that bothered her
most was how would she explain it to
Anna. Her doctor told her that all she had

to do was take the early morning flight to
New York, go to the clinic, put $150
down, get the abortion and catch the
evening flight back to Dallas. The whole
thing would cost $300. At the moment
Del did not have $300 nor anyway of

getting it. She had to explain her
predicament to Anna who was shocked,
horrified, and refused to accept the excuse
that because she provided no sexual
outlet for Del she had had to go
elsewhere.

Del scraped up the money, went to
New York, had the abortion and when
she came home Anna had moved out.

This began Del Hendrixson’s saga of
finding wives who are miserable with
their husbands and introducing them to
her little stKiety of Tri’s—girls who are
basically Lesbians but in twos or threes
would take on attractive men, preferably
married men from out of town who

would require no lingering relationship.
Del and her band of disappointed

divorcees and girls who felt they had been
misunderstood and misused by men,

joyfully took all-expense paid trips
around the country and to Mexico and
since they were not prostitutes nor
looking for money for mutual pleasure,
they have now built up an enthusiastic
following. Nothing was too unusual or
weird for them to ny.
Today, in Dallas, the group of Tri’s

has burgeoned and Del is the reigning
well as one of the mostqueen as

visitor getting excited. I could not help

but watch him rubbing a big extrusion in
his pants.
"My friend kept talking on the phone,

asking questions and experting to get
back sensible answers while this guy in
my living room was calmly blowing my
mind. I was shocked but couldn’t say
anything. I just hop>ed he would stop. I
stood up and turned my back to him to
give him time to quit it so I could
concentrate better on the phone call.
"He came up and put his arms around

my waist and let me feel it, hard, rubbing
against my butt. He never said anything,
that’s what was killing me. By now, it
was beginning to get to me. I was with a
perfect stranger, a guy, and letting him
touch me like thisl I could feel myself
weakening to his advances and getting
more and more excited.

“Soon I wasn’t even listening to what
she was saying on the phone. He was
really getting me hot. I decided what the
hell, I would pull my shorts down and let
him in. I didn’t even have to do that,

because he did it for me. He just reached
around, unsnapped them and pulled
them down around my thighs, sort of
pushed me over forwards a little and
started guiding it in.
“By now I was so hot that it went in

without much trouble. He wasn’t as big
as Tony, but he was there, not Tony. And
that was what counted. It really got me
worked up too, because he was hard as a
rock. He didn’t last long; he gave it about
ten good strokes and I felt him holding
on for dear life.
“That’s when I realized that he and

Tony were indeed different. Tony knew
that I didn’t use anything and knew
about Anna and was very understanding.
He had never come in me. But now, this
fool had.
"I remembered what I most disliked

about guys. The fear of getting pregnanti successful photographers in town.
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THE BLACK BOX CONSPIRACY: HOW “THEY’ KILLED THE ULTIMATE PAIN KILLER
America’s first TNS, on charges that the
giant pharmaceutical, health care and
baby product conglomerate brought the
patent on the device in 1974 only to
suppress it.

Lawyers for Hagfors, McDonald and
Jensen argued that J & J suppressed the
device because they didn’t want it to
compete with the company 's pain-killing
drugs. The baby powder maker, through
its McNeil Laboratories division, also
manufactures Tylenol, which is not only
America’s leading over-the-counter pain
remedy, but the best-selling health and
beauty aid as well, outselling such things
as shampxx) and toothpaste; Co-Tylenol
(Tylenol with codine) the nation’s No. 1
prescription painkiller; and Zomax,
hoopla’d by McNeil as a new non
narcotic, non-addictive analgesic with
the strength of morphine.

Johnson & Johnson is appealing the
verdict, but Chief District Court Judge
Miles W. Lord, who presided at the trial,
found enough evidence of fraud and
misconduct—“of the most extreme and
culpable nature”—to recommend that J
& J begin paying the penalty to the
inventors before the lengthy appeals
process begins. The tricky part is, even if
they lose again on appeal, Johnson &
Johnson maintains control of the TNS
patent, and this in the long run may be
worth far more to them, in dollars saved
from their pill profits, than the $200
million-plus settlement.

“It was a nightmare,’’ recalls TNS co
inventor Stan McDonald, speaking from
the pain clinic he now opterates in
Minneapolis. “We had an idea, and saw
that it worked. All we needed was
backing, which J & J promised to
provide. Instead, in six months, they
demolished us.”

McDonald and Norman Hagfors met
fifteen years ago while working for
pioneer pain researcher and inventor P.
Norman Shealy. Throughout the sixties,
Shealy was tinkering with miniature
electrical stimulating devices which could
be surgically implanted in the body for
long-term treatment of severe and chronic

experience relief from their aches and
pains. Some TNS users reptort relief from
tension and anxiety as well, as a euphoric
afterglow that’s better than any drug
high. It works without side-effects, or loss
of mental clarity, because it’s all natural.
The secret of the TNS is that it stimulates
the body’s own healing and “feel good”
mechanisms, without chemicals, capsules,
or pills. Which is precisely the problem,
and the reason you may not be seeing the
amazing black box around, until the very
far future indeed. The pill people don’t
like it.

The machine poses a threat to
pharmaceutical manufacturers chiefly as
an alternate therapy for pain. As all

A doctor's office in the year 2081. A
patient, looking woefully out of sorts, sits
on the examination table. “Doc, I feel
rotten,” he complains. His head aches
from too much synthetic scotch, he’s
wrenched his back playing laser-ball with
the kids, has gotten strung out on the
latest supposedly non-addictive tranquil
izer, and as a result of everything else is
feeling miserably depressed. "No problem,”
says the doctor, attaching two small
electrodes behind the patient’s ears,
"we’ll have you back to normal again in
no time.” He carefully adjusts frequency
and voltage dials on a small black box.
The patient feels a mild tingling
sensation at the electrode sites, nothing
more, but within minutes his head stops
throbbing, his back stops aching, his
depression has lifted, and the panicked
craving for drugs has vanished. The man
of the future hops off the table feeling like
a new man.

Working for Johnson &
Johnson, the three inventors
were quickly denied research
funds, demoted, replaced arul
finally forbidden to use the
Johnson dr Johnson name.T his futuristic scenario isn’t as

far-fetched as it sounds, but
only a slightly exaggerated vision

of what can be done with a marvelous
machine that’s available right now. It’s
called a Transcutaneous Nerve Stimulator
(TNS), and it looks strikingly similar to a
Sony “Walkman” —except that two
electrode wires, instead of stereo earphones,
plug into its p)ocket-size metal casing—
and it’s potentially the most important
medical invention of the last decade. The
TNS has already proven remarkably
effective in the treatment of arthritis,
migraine, sports-injuries, multiple
sclerosis, sprains, fractures, drug addiction,
alcoholism, and chronic pain. And
medical scientists familiar with the device
swear this is just the beginning.

Simply attach the electrodes directly to
the painful area, or behind the ears, and
adjust the dials. It’s not quite as fast
acting as the envisioned black box of the
future, and it doesn't work for everyone,
yet. But after an hour or two of gentle
tingling, while relaxing or working (the
TNS is completely pxjrtable), over fifty
ptercent of those who try the stimulator

Americans know pain is big business. It’s
estimated that an astonishing one-third
of all Americans are in pain at any one
moment. That translates into billions of
dollars in profits to makers of pain-
relievers—$750 million annually for
over-the-counter preptarations like aspirin
and Tylenol alone. Obviously in this
high-p)owered marketplace, the sirtiple
pain-relieving electronic gizmo spells
trouble. Although the TNS—priced at
around $225—may cost a hundred times
more than a bottle of aspirin, you only
buy it once. It definitely eliminates refills.

This is a story in which the little guy
wins but everybody loses. Last July, in a
landmark lawsuit brought against
Johnson & Johnson, a federal court jury
awarded a total of $207 million to three
Minneaptolis men—Norman R. Hagfors,
Stanley McDonald and Clayton M.
Jensen—who invented and marketed
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SABU! Now I know why they call you the elephant boy.
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pain. The idea of neuroelectric stimula¬
tion for pain and other ailments wasn't

new. The first century A.D. Roman
physican Scribonium Largus recom-
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Women want us because we are fantasy to them,
not real people with feelings. So why should we have real
feelings for them—Screw *eml And we do, man, we do!

ft

ft

doped up as often as possible. Soon after
we started our first few gigs, chicks I’d
known in school started throwing
themselves at me. Shit! I’d be right up on
stage, and they’d start screaming at me
from the audience to take out my cock, or
come down into the audience and show

what I got up close. At first I couldn’t
believe it, and I just did nothing. The
other guys in the band were just as
ignorant as me. But slowly we started to
get hip, especially when we’d find naked
chicks waiting for us in our dressing
room.

or as we were known in the band—Razor,

Shiv, Rage and Scuzz.
This one young bitch came into our

room after the gig. She was high and had
the biggest tits we ever saw. “Fuck me!’’
She screamed at the top of her lungs.
“Fuck me!” Well, we didn’t need any
prompting, we were all over her in a
second, tearing her clothes off and
laughing. We’re always hyper after a
performance, so our energy was tremen
dous. We fucked her for an hour and a

half—in the pussy, in the ass, in the
mouth, anywhere you could fit, and she
loved it, the bitch. Finally, we pretended
we were in a p>orno movie and decided to
come in her face all at once. I couldn’t

believe it, but we carried it off and

splattered her face in one giant cum. She
just groaned and fell asleep. We left her
there and went for beers;

Things haven’t changed—neither us or
the bitches we fuck. We go for the
pleasure, our pleasure. These chicks who
come around, they know what they’re
getting into, and we aren’t fooled
anymore that they want us for ourselves.
Isn’t that a laugh? We say the same lines
that chicks always use on guys. For us it’s
true. Women want us because we are a

fantasy to them, not real people with
feelings. So why should we have real
feelings for them—Fuck ’em! And we do,
man, we do!

CLUB OUI enjoys a most unique
membership: You. Men, and women with
an intimate interest in exploring and
sharing together the endless possibilities
of sexual satisfaction. This month CLUB
OUI Sex Journal features a few of the
more inventive, provocative letters
received from our readers. Every month,
the CLUB OUI questionnaire is designed
around one topic, promoted by reader
interest. The subject could be anything
that excites your curiosity or inspires you
to share a powerful erotic experience with
your fellow CLUB OUI members. We
believe you will always be intrigued and
therefore inspired to fill out the
Questionnaire, which completes your
membership into the exclusive world of
CLUB OUI.

I’d been raised to play the whole dating
and waiting game like so many other
stupid young guys. How many nights I
went home with a hard-on and jerked off
in the bathroom to get my release. How
many women had turned me down so I
didn’t even want to try anymore. Sure, I
got to some, but with most I ended up
with blue balls and an aching arm from
sitting with it in the drive-in in the same
position for two hours, too scared to make
a move. I was 19 before I got my first blow
job.

MACHISMO

The following letters OUI has received
correspond to the machismo theme we are
exploring this month. We hope you find
them as original, informative and
entertaining as did OUI.

None of us in the group knew that we
were going to start getting assaulted by
chicks like we did. At first, it was a

fucking dream come true. Instant pussy,
night after night. But after a while, I
noticed that all these chicks could hardly
tell the difference between me and the rest

of the guys in the band. They just wanted
to fuck a member of the “Hard-Ons” so

they could tell their girlfriends or
whatever, that they had made us. It was
meatrack time, but now it was in

reverse—the chicks were doing to us what
we were always supposed to be doing to
them.

I didn’t like the feeling. Neither did the
other guys in the band. So we decided to
turn the tables—we decided to make them

beg. They wanted to fuck us, great, but
they’d have to do it our way. We’d get
some chick and all of us would pass her
around. Bobby, Charlie, Joseph and me.

PUNK PIG SEX

Dear Oui;

I belong to a punk band called the
“Hard-Ons” and our motto is “Fuck long
and hard,” and we take it serious, man.

Besides drinking and gigging wherever
and whenever we can, we are always
looking for chicks to fuck. Fuck, and
that’s all! We don’t want any involvement,
we just wanna fuck! And, man, is it ever
easy. Everywhere we go, chicks are
jumping all over us, screaming to get
humjsed. To me my life with the band is a
dream. A real macho pig’s dream, cause
that’s what I am, and I ain’t never gonna
change, why should I!
When I first started with the band

about a year ago, I was really shy. I
thought being in a punk band just meant
dressing up, playing off-key and getting

Scuzz Jakkson
San Pedro, Ca.

BRUNO THE BULL

Dear Oui:

I always went for little guys with
skinny, groovy little bodies till I met
Bruno. Bruno was a hulk; he was also a

hunk. Shy and sweet almost all the time,
except when he got mad. Then it was best
to get out of his way, no matter how big
you were. Bruno works on the docks as a
longshoreman near where I work in
Brooklyn. He’s 6'3" and 235 pounds of
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‘Before she could think I had her down on her knees, and
believe me, she knew just what to do with her mouth.

muscle and I first met him at a local disco.

He looked silly in this striped suit that
really didn’t fit. He didn’t know how to
dress. I felt sorry for him. He looked
embarrassed and so out of place.
My girlfriend, Cindy, introduced us.

She knew I’d been staring at him for a
while. I didn’t really want to meet him at
first....He looked like such a freak in that
suit and he couldn’t dance at all. But there

was something sweet and pathetic about
him. We talked a little while, and I fell for
him like a ton of bricks. I first saw how

macho he was when I went to get a drink.
Bruno just quietly slipp>ed his hand onto
my shoulder and firmly sat me down.
"I’m the man,” he said, “I’ll get the
drinks around here.” He spoke so quietly,
and almost menacingly. He silently
walked over, fxjured the drinks and
brought them back. “Ladies don’t have to
do nothing for me. I do for them,” he
grunted.

Needless to say, I was quite impressed
with Bruno’s way of holding himself. I
felt very safe around him. For weeks he’d
come to my house and pick me up with
flowers in hand. We’d go to the movies
and he was the perfect gentleman, never
would lay a hand on me, but heaven
forbid anyone who’d jostle us on the
ticket line, Bruno would just move right
behind me and set himself like a stone and

the line would freeze solid. He was always
in command, but so quiet always you’d
never notice till it came time for action or
a decision.

I’m happy to say that Bruno gave up
one of his old-fashioned ways about one
month after we’d been steady dating. I
invited him to my apartment as usual for
something to drink. This time he downed
a little more wine than usual. “We’ve

been seeing each other for a month, and
now it’s time,” he said slowly. I was
shocked, though delighted, and frankly a
little bit scared. I’d never admit it to him

but I had masturbated so many times
dreaming about him fucking me. Now it
was no longer a dream and I didn’t know
what to expect. Well, Bruno just picked
me up like a feather and guided my body
into the bedroom. I was so hot I was

soaking wet in my panties.
Here he was, my dream man, a fantasy

come true. A sweet, strong, polite,
considerate, very very macho man. Bruno
was the true case proving that looks don’t
count. He couldn’t dress worth a damn,

he could win no great intellectual prizes
and he looked like an escapee from a bull
ring—but my lord, could he fuckl Once

in bed, Bruno was pure animal—

down the hall. Did they scream “Mikey,
cut that out!” You bet your ass they
didn’t. It was always something like
“Mikey, good God, your hands are big!”

Yeah, I was a cherry-popper at 15. I
called her Cheryl the Cherry. Late after
school one day I found her doing
cheerleader practice alone out on the
exercise mats behind the gym. I’d been
getting hard-ons since I was 11, so when I
saw her juicy little 14 year-old jugs
flopping up and down underneath her
sweater and that little pleated mini-skirt
riding high when she leaped exposing
her pink cotton panties, my dick went
stiff and I could hardly catch my breath.
But, best of all, I knew the bitch was crazy
for me, always sneaking looks at me
during football practice.

I was always macho—back then we just
used to call it “tough.” I walked right up
behind little Cheryl, planted my feet and
said, “Hey, little girl, let’s see what you
can do with this.” I just whipped it out,
and Cheryl’s eyes just popped. She looked
down staring at my boner standing
straight out and couldn’t move her
eyes...nothing...not a muscle. I said,
“Come on, let’s do it. You know what I’m

talking about.” Before she could think, I
had her down on her knees, and believe

me, the little bitch knew just what to do
with her mouth. I exploded into her face,
and she started to cry. I pushed her onto
her ass and slid those little panties off,
then I pinned her legs back and popped
her. She stopped crying real quick, and
when she stopped groaning she just got
that glazed look across her face.

I saw Cheryl lots of times after that. She
even went to the same college as me, but
by that time she had one hell of a
reputation and I didn’t want to have
anything to do with her, though she told
me she still wanted to see me—that I was

something sptecial because I was first—or
some female bullshit like that. Give ’em a

chance and women will always slobber
all over you. I’m glad I learned that early.
Except for pussy, women just ain’t worth
the trouble.

snorting, growling, squeezing, groaning
like a pig in heat. He fucked me till I
thought I was dead and in heaven with

angels singing around my shoulders. I
didn’t think I’d be able to get up for a
week. And when he came it was like a

geyser pouring out all inside me.

It’s funny, I had met so many guys in
my life that I thought were macho. All the

stereotypes—arrogant, quick-tempered,
supercool wiseguys. To me being macho
means being a real man, and a real man

doesn’t have to act, he just has to be. Just
like Bruno. Bruno is not a wiseguy and
he’s got no act, he’s confident and he’s

always himself, no mistake. Being macho
to me, means never having to prove
you’re a man, you just are.

Annette C.

Brooklyn, N.Y.

JOCK BITCH

Dear Oui:

I always knew I was gonna be a jock
from the time I was little. I was always
bigger and better and faster and tougher
than any of the other kids around. Even in
kindergarten, girls liked me. They’d
always say, “Mikey, boy, you sure are
bigger than the other boys.” And I kept
on getting bigger. As a sophomore in
high school, I could kick anybody’s ass,
juniors and seniors. I don’t care what the
girls would say then or now, they were
always there whenever I got into a fight,
watching, squealing like little sow pigs.
They loved it, just like they loved it when

I’d grab their pudgy little asses going

As for being macho, I am and I’m
proud of it. Means I’m a man, a real man,
not some shit-ass pansy. 1 still pop virgins
when I get the chance. I’m a scout for a
pro team now, so I get to stadiums all over
the country. The cheerleaders are still
little bitches, just older. I still get what I
want from them when I want it.

Nothing’s changed. Nothing’s gonna
change.

Mikey “Big Mike” T.
Oxford. Miss.
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MACHISMO QUESTIONNAIRE

d) Most women discount you when you come on too
aggressively

e) I know that today’s women are not looking to be
dominated

f) I know that women are perfectly capable of sharing
the responsibilities of making decisions as well as
making love

g) That domineering attitude is overly aggressive and
anti-human

h) That attitude reenforces the already upsetting rift
between the sexes

i) It’s an attitude that shuts down communication
and promotes deadness between men and women

j) It’s just plain stupid
k) I can screw more women by acting like I’m not
1) Women appreciate a sweet and sincere approach
m) I can’t cope with the grief it causes others around

me

n) My girlfriend would kick my ass
7. I’ll give up being macho when...

a) Hell freezes over
b) Whatever woman I’m screwing can whip my butt
c) Every woman starts turning me down and telling
me that’s why

d) I get married and I don’t have to keep my act up
anymore

e) I feel it doesn’t serve my needs any longer
f) I feel less desperate around women
g) I turn into a flaming fairy
h) Other:

8. I show I’m macho during sex by...
a) Not eating pussy ever
b) Rolling over and going to sleep as soon as I come
c) Never giving a thought to my partner’s pleasure

needs

d) Knowing that when I’m pleased she’s got to be
pleased

e) Never letting her get on top
f) Always making the first move
g) Always telling women I want to screw them right

up front
h) Never apologizing for my performance in the sack
i) Only screwing in the back seat of a Chevy
j) Popping as many young virgins as I can lay my

hands on

k) Always and only thinking of myself
1) Letting the bitch do all the work
m) Never wearing a rubber
n) Never butt plugging
o) Never trying a little tenderness
p) Letting her suck me off all night long while I fall

asleep
q) Making sure she kisses my ass
r) Other:

9. Describe in your own words what you feel about
machismo.

Only in the last ten years have the words “macho”
and/or “machismo” made their noisy and auspicious

entrance into our everyday language, both terms

quickly and sometimes irresponsibly used to define

any male with an overcharged sense of his

masculinity. The Women’s Lib movement, loud
broadcasters, armchair psychologists and Monday

morning quarterbacks have all tossed these labels
around with careless abandon. OUI would like to

know how you, our readers, define “macho/machismo”

and how the expression of these terms in your

everyday experience effects your sex life. Confiden

tiality is assured by our first-name-only policy.
Women, as well as men, are invited to respond.

Mail to:

CLUB OUI QUESTIONNAIRE
300 West 43rd Street New York, N.Y. 10036

1. First name

2. Occupation
3. Marital status

4. What being macho means to me is...
a) Always being the dominator whenever I m with

women

b) Being strong but always sensitive to a woman’s
needs

c) Being ready and willing to give up my dominant
position

d) That I make all the final decisions about sex and
everything else

e) Never having to say I’m sorry
f) I’m always on top
g) Having Robert Mitchum eyes
h) Not taking any shit from any Women’s Libbers
i) Having Charles Bronson’s attitude

j) Kicking ass on faggots
k) Other:

5. I think it’s great being macho because...
a) A man is supposed to be King
b) I know that all women want men to tell them what

to do no matter what they say or how much they

protest
c) When women are in charge they always screw

things up
d) I’ve learned through experience it’s the only way to

be

e) My father told me it was best and I know he’s right
f) Everybody I hang out with thinks so
g) It’s too difficult for me to be any other way
h) I’m successful with women when I act that way
i) For me it’s really not an act, it’s the way I really am

and it works

j) There’s nothing wrong with acting like a
chauvinist pig

k) It’s the only way I feel safe
1) Everybody knows I’m not gay
m) Sex is always better when I’m on top
) It’s a necessary and successful evil
o) Other:

6. I avoid being macho because...
Macho men are generally insensitive to the needs of
women and other men
All the women are turned off instantly by any

macho shenanigans

c) Being macho is just a bullshit act and doesn’t truly
reflect who I am or what my real feelings are and

therefore misrepresents me

Age

n

a)

b)

t
10. For Women only: How do you feel about macho guys?
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Dr. Patterson, who developted her black
box independently of the Stimtech team

while treating heroin addicts in Hong
Kong, claims that by making slight
adjustments in “vibration” levels she's
able to ease the pangs of withdrawal not
only from opiates but from alcohol,
cigarettes, barbs and over eating as well.
So far—curiously—she’s had a signifi
cantly higher success rate with men at her
Free Clinic in Sussex, England, but is
confident that she'll be able to fine tune

her device to treat women as effectively.
(Hagfors, McDonald and Jensen report
treating both men and women with equal
success for pain alone.)

If pills can possibly eclipse back boxes,
the pill most likely to do it is Zomepirac
Sodium, J & J’s own Zomax, a distant
cousin of aspirin marketed by McNeil
Labs. Approved by the Federal Drug
Administration for public consumption
in October 1980, Zomcix is unquestionably
a wonderful drug. Studies at Memorial
Sloan Kettering Hospital revealed it to be
as effeaive, in some cases, as morphine in
treating even the severe p«in of cancer
patients. And yet, it killed pain without
side-effects or addiction—426 pain
patients who took Zomax daily for a year
were able to stop their doses abruptly
without psychic trauma or physical
withdrawal.

"Zomax is the prototype of a whole
new line of non-narcotic analgesics for
mild to severe pain," a McNeil spokesman
enthusiastically told Oui. “They are used
for prost-surgical care, migraine, arthritis,
sports-injuries, sprains and fractures...”
Indications are that Zomax’s uses bear an

uncanny resemblances to theuses which J
& J allegedly found so appealing in the
Stimtech black box. Combine this with

the fact that research on Zomax began in
1974, the same year J & J bought the TNS
patent, and that Zomax works on exactly
the same biological principle as the TNS
(short-circuiting the pain impulses at the
nerve gates), and it all really begins to
sound like a deep dark conspiracy. About
the only difference in the J & J approach
to its pill versus its black box, is that they
lavished amounts estimated by company
insiders at up to J80 million on Zomax,

and only about JIO million (including
the original $4 million purchase price) on
the TNS. Of course, Zomax is refillable.
Stan McDonald, for one, still voices

optimism about the future. “The
stimulator may yet become a common
thing in everyone’s medicine chest.” he
speculates. If you want to try the black
box, it’s still available, with a doctor’s

prescription, from Johnson & Johnson’s
Codman & Shurtleff Inc. and from

Staodynamics, Inc., in Cxrlorado. (The
Staodyn stimulator is also distributed

through Bio Engineering Equipment,
2515 86th Street, Brooklyn, New ’Vork.) A
number of other small companies—

including Empi, Metronic and Medical
Devices, Inc.—are also manufacturing
stimulators, and Hagfors, McDonald and
Jensen are thinking of going back into
the business with a redesigned TNS.*

Yet, one can’t consider the events that
have influenced the fortunes of the black

box untouched by cynicism. The Ccise of
Johnson & Johnson and the Transcu
taneous Nerve Stimulator is reminiscent

of the bitter joke about the elusive cure for
cancer. “They’ll never find one,” 'tissaid,
“because more people are getting rich off
cancer than dying from it. ”
Adds attorney Daniel Shulman, “It’s

the sort of thing that makes you believe
they’ve already developed automobile
engines that run on water and the 1000-
year lightbulb. The difference is, this is
one of the few times someone got
caught.” Hopefully, it won’t be the last
time.

^People with heart problems are cautioned
against using the device, as are women during
pregnancy, and those interested in kicking
heroin addiction with the TNS are advised that
it will be much more effective in a clinical
setting with proper psychotherapeutic
counseling. m

JEFF GOLDBERG
Continued from 15

Johnson Sc Johnson name to market the
TNS.

Spokesmen for Johnson & Johnson
won’t comment on the case for fear of

prejudicing the appeals process. At the
trial, however, company attorneys argued
that J & J did everything possible to sell
the device, and in fact had increased sales,

albeit modestly, from one to five million
dollars annually. The fact that there
hadn’t been further progress and profits,
they blamed on the incompetence of the
inventors. This charge so infuriated
Hagfors that he went back to his
basement and built a tiny matchbox-size
stimulator, which he brought to court the
next day to illustrate the advances that
might easily be possible if proper backing
was provided.
Johnson Sc Johnson lawyers also

contended that the inventor’s expectations
for the TNS were totally unrealistic. “Of
course they were,” reflects Daniel
Shulman, “but that’s the Catch-22 of the

whole affair. Without the backingof a big
company like Johnson Sc Johnson, the
TNS will never catch on. On the other

hand, had J & J done what they said they
would, it might have made a fortune not
only for our guys but for a number of
small companies who make similar
machines. In effect, they’ve stopped
everybody.”
“As it is now,” adds McDonald,

“unless some other large pharmaceutical
house becomes interested, which seems

highly unlikely, the small companies
making stimulators are condemned to
always be small.”
Given only J & J’s low-key approach,

the TNS might have languished completely
unheralded during the 1970s, were it not
for Rolling Stone Keith Richards, Eric
Clapton, and a number of other celebrity
heroin-addicts, who began attributing
painless junk-cures to a similar black box
devised by Dr. Margaret Patterson of
London. To hear them tell it, all you have
to do is plant the electrodes behind the
ears for a couple of hours every day for ten
days and you’re free of your smack
monkey, without the cramps, wretching,
and soggy sniffles that normally accom
pany a cold-turkey cure.
"You plug one of these wires onto each

ear,” explained Keith Richards a couple
of years back, after kicking a 5-yetn heroin
habit with the black box, “and they put
out a beat which you regulate yourself. As
long as this beat is going you don’t feel
any pain. I kept this thing plugged in
non-stop for 21i days. You wake up in the
morning and you feel alright. You can
read a book, have a cup of tea, things you
could normally never do on first days
getting off.”

MAIL
Continued from 6

Boys? Girls? Women? Men? Just keep
the fine w'hatever-they-say-they-ares
coming. I’d hate to think of all those
other gorgeous men/women who won’t
pose in magazines like OUI just because
they think they are something other than
what thev look like.

K.B.

Salt Lake City, lltah

I wrote two letters to OUI about how

foreign women are intriguing and
beautiful. I liketosay that every woman is
sptecial. not to me but to someone. Some
are more attractive to me than others, but

they are all very beautiful. Bo Derek, to
me is not as beautiful as Olivia Newton-

John is. That was an example of what I
was saying.

1  like OUI magazine for every issue
presents one or two women from different
countries that show their beauty and the
opinions they share with the world. To
all women, here’s looking at you kid....

Unsigned

You wanted comments on Tula Cossey
(Dec. 81).

Well, here goes: You’re full of shit.
That woman is a woman and there’s no

way she is a boy. If you want to draw
attention to a particular model, fine, but
don’t call a spade a club.

H.I.

Clark, New Jersey
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H 0 How the girl in the hot tub

on “The Ropers” became
big screen’s hottest newcomer.

LOIS ARENO: m more jiggle and Jacuzzis for this passionate pilot

Interview by Peter Wolff

Iois Areno’s career has been in hot and I decided  I desperately needed some
water for quite some time. If you exercise for my brain. I now have 40 hours
saw her 35-24-35 figure growing on my instrument rating for flying in bad

more golden under the warm California weather. Flying is my real passion,
sun you would quickly understand (and compared to it sex is like a sneeze.”
you will—quickly—as you look her over
in the next few pages) why the producers the ABC-TV soap Ryan’s Hope. Pretty
of the ABC-TV top-rated comedy series, soon Lois was itching for the big time in
The Ropers, were so keen on keeping her Hollywood, and just up and decided to go
in a revealing two-piece swimsuit
dipping in and out of a communal
hot tub in a conjugal California
condo.

In less revealing attire, Lois still
radiates that burnished glowing
sensuous look. Her deep chocolate
brown eyes race over you, animal
keen, alert. They are intelligent
eyes, knowing eyes, glad to be alive-
and-kicking eyes, brimming with a
positively charged ambition. Lois,
in case you hadn't already guessed,
is an aaress with a mission-

making it big in Hollywood, but
without compromise. Can she do
it? You bet. She already has. In fact,
this statuesque, Italian-American
blonde is writing a book about it
titled. Making It In Hollywood—
The Catholic Approach To A
Primarily Jewbh Industry Using
The Protestant Work Ethic. No
doubt it will be a bestseller, because
it’s the truth based on Lois'

experiences. She claims she’s never,
ever, gone to bed with a producer or
casting agent for a role or even been
chased around the casting couch.
She remains a rarity in hotpants
Hollywood—unscathed and un
touched, except by invite.
A native of Philadelphia, and an

only child, Lois was dispatched by
her parents to the University of Florence
to complete her classical education. She
took her Bachelor's degree in Fine Arts
with a minor in Psychology. Her
education, like her ambition is formidable.

An accomplished painter, sculptor,
craftsman, classical pianist, they are all
avocations. Her great passion is flying.
She is licensed to pilot single, twin engine
and glider planes.

“I started flying out of boredom," Lois
revealed. “I was modeling in New York

Modeling in New York led to a role on

for it. "I sold my great love, my Cessna
172 single engine, the Chevrolet of
airplanes, and headed for L.A.”
In no time, Lois had landed guest shots

on The Dukes of Hazzard, The Love Boat,
Starsky He Hutch, Chips, later, she was to
steady for a brief run as John Ritter’s
girlfriend on Three’s Company. From
that came the spinoff The Ropers, and
her ongoing role as “The Girl In The Hot

Tub.” Lois followed The Ropers with
several TV movies. Her newest. Pray TV,

with Ned Beatty aired February 1 on the
ABC Circle Theatre.

"It's quite a departure from the roles I
usually play. I am Ned Beatty's spinsterish
assistant. He is a preacher, so my role is
decidedly non-glamorous. I wear no
make-up, slicked back hair and I get to
speak in polysyllables. A great role!”
That may be, but luckily for us skin

appredators, Lois has revealed a bit
more in movies like The Cannon

ball Run with Burt Reynolds,
Stripes with Bill Murray, The
Electric Horseman with Robert

Redford and Honky Tonk Freeway.
When not pursuing her career

full throttle, which is never, Lois
still flies—"like to Catalina Island

for a $50 hamburger. That’s
because that’s how much the gas
costs”—and attends the appointed
Hollywood parties, “but only long
enough to make the rounds and be
seen. By 9 p.m. I’m headed home.
I’ve learned very quickly that talent
and presence and dynamics win
over all. Party-going means very
little. Where people go wrong in
Hollywood is they weaken because
of competition. I haven’t weakened.
I’ve kept my value system without
compromising. Hollywood can’t
hire from below the belt any
longer. No individual has that
much power. It’s multiple decision
making nowadays.”
When not flying, and Lois is a

certified member of the Mile High
Club, there are men in her life. “I
don’t at the moment have a

boyfriend, but I’d really like to find
one person who has all I want. My
ideal man must be very bright and

have a wonderful sense of humor....A

great presence....Someone who’s a soul
mate. And he doesn’t have to be Italian.

Italians are chauvinists. I’m positive of it.
Too macho.

“I’m not into looks at all and yes,
children, I want the full catastrophe
someday.”
So there’s hope for all you hopefuls,

perhaps you can be part of Lois’
catastrophe. All you have to do is go for it,
just like Lois.
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”I realized I had to get them to know what a Lois Areno was
as quickly as possible. The vehicle I took was this girl in a
hot tub and it caught attention...and yes, it connoted a
certain mindlessness.>9

way, being more important to an actressprofessional as you can get.
than communications, because I don’t seeOUl: The Abbey Players? Anybody we
how anyone can do a decent job on a longknow?

LOIS; Oh my god, there were a lot of term basis as an actress, without having a

gocxi hold of psychology.people who started with the Abbey
OUl: What other show biz training havePlayhouse. In fact, I did a movie last year.

a TV movie, with Frank Converse. Mom you had?
LOIS: I studied with Herbert Berghof forused to take me up here to New York on
two years, then I went to the West Coast. ISaturdays to the American Academy of
was always studying and workingDramatic Arts. Every Saturday I used to

study, and it always worked out wonder- simultaneously. I’m very disciplined. I
believe that the bottom line is discipline. Ifully until I was 17 and didn’t want to go
really do. And many of the actors andto college. I wanted to come to New York
actresses that I know don’t study like 1 doand work in a theatre but I come from a

and they don’t go to bed as early as I do....
OUl: They don’t go to bed as early as you

very, very provincial background, an
Italian Catholic background, and they
just were not receptive to that at all. At
which point they sent me to Italy. I used
to go to Italy in the summers anyway, to
visit family and study, so they sent me
there to go to the University of Florence. I
only went to appease them.

OUl: You started off as a model?
LOIS; I was an actress who turned model
who turned actress.

OUl; Soaps?
LOIS: I started out in the theatre, on stage,
1 was eleven and still living at home in
Pennsylvania. I was with a group called OUl: What did you study?
the Abbey Playhouse, which is as LOIS: Psychology. Psychology, by the

do?

LOIS: Yeah. People are out and about
more. Little do they know that I walk in
at 7:30 to a party, look for the exit, then I
work that room in 20 minutes and I exit

out of the back door. People never know
that I have left, and I’m back home at 9:30

in bed, ready to get up at 7:30 and, not jog,

oui24



but at least go to a gym.
OUl: You seem like you are very
articulate. How did you end up in a hot
tub on that ABC-TV comedy The
Ropen?
LOIS; Because...most roles are zeroes....

And I believe that at a certain point of
your life, in your career, you do certain
things. I went out to the West Coast and
maybe they didn’t know what a Lois
Areno was—it didn’t matter that I
modeled with Eileen Ford—it didn’t

matter that everybody in New York knew
who I was, and it didn’t matter that I did

Ryan’s Hope here for awhile. Nobody
cares about what you do, especially soaps.
It was a big eye opener to me.

OUl: Now they care.
LOIS: Now they care, that’s right. But
three and a half years ago, they didn’t.
And I realized that I had to get them to
know what a “Lois Areno was as

quickly as possible, whatever vehicle it
took. This vehicle I took was this girl in a
hot tub and it caught attention. And yes.
it connoted a certain mindlessness, you
know, the blondeness, the fluffiness. It

taught me how to set up good lines for the
pay off. It taught me a good technique of
dead pan that I defy anybody to outdo.
OW: The Ropers started very hot, right?
LOIS: Yes. People remember me. I still get



“You haven’t lived until

you’ve joined the Mile High
Club. That is a very
important part of flying.
Flying is an enormous buzz
and that’s all rooted

sexually.
ff

fan letters. When people .see me on
another show. I'll get fan mail to ABCi
and they'll still talk about The Ropers. It

busy making sure of my base running.was great while it was on Tuesday nights
OUl: At which point did you decide youat 9:30, but then they switched us to

Saturday night at 8:00, opposite Chips on were going to make it in a clean way?
NBC. Now 8:00 Saturday night audiences LOIS: As opposed to the prototype where
is kids—you get a kid and ask him if they everybody feels that you have to screw
want to watch Erik Estrada or Norman your way to the top?
Fell. The show was keved to adult humor. OUl: Yes, is that true?

Well, I loved doing it because every day LOIS: No, I really don't think that it’s true.
going to work was like going to a party. I’ll tell you why. Aside from the fact that
Evers- day was a joy. These people, every if you’ve been well trained and you’re
single one of them, were wonderful. tenacious, it will happen; aside from that,
OUl: How did you land the role? there is too much money now, money is
LOIS; I first came on Three’s Company as too hard to get, people have too many
Jack’s girlfriend, a guest star, and that’s people to answer to.
how they got to know me, know my work
and that’s what made them bring me
back. Afterwards, I was very lucky when I
made the crossover to films. I did

OUl: Are you saying that you never
walked in for a job and had sexual
questions asked of you?
LOIS: Yes. I swear on my mother and my
father. I’ve never had that happen. Never.
I have walked into offices and, as a matter

of fact I’ve never gotten a job through a
friendship, the only way I’ve ever gotten
work was walking into a room full of
strangers, giving a blow away reading,
and getting the job.
OUl: Here is a question I’m really curious
about. Are producers looking for a lasting
relationship or just five minutes under
the desk? What is the usual request out
there?

because you expect someone who looks

slick to be slick. When you are walking in
looking slick and all of a sudden you do
these real klutzy things, it’s funny, it’s
being a human being. I mean, people told
me if Peter Sellers would follow me

around for two days he would have
enough material to make six movies,

because I’m naturally that way. I can get
out of a cab looking like the front cover of
Vogue and I’ll trip. I just do things like
that.

OUl: You did other kinds of work, too.

LOIS; I was the Philadelphia Phillies girl,
did all their stuff, ran the bases.

OUl: Did you ever date any of the Phillies?
LOIS; No. I didn’t. I never did. I was too

Cannonball Run with Burt Reynolds and
Stripes with Bill Murray and then Honky
Tonk Freeway with John Schlesinger,
which, unfortunately, hasn’t done well.
OUl: What did you do in Stripes?
LOIS: In Stripes I played Dillman’s ding>-
girlfriend. It was great because I got to be
real funny.
OUl: Why did you call yourself dingy?
LOIS: Because of the blonde hair. Well, I

have a flare for comedy. See, it’s very
funny to see someone walking in looking
all dinged up, you know, glamorous, and
see them do insane things out of character

LOIS; Are we talking work-wise?
Continued on 88
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THE SURF PUNKS By John Mendelssohn

P unk is where you find it. While
it's been unearthed tradition

ally in the grimy backstreets
of teeming metropolises like London and
New York, Denis Dragon and Drew
Steele, The Surf Punks, found it on the
beach at Malibu. The results, thus far,
have included an album on which

corrosively satirical observations on the
care, feeding and fierce territoriality of
Today's Surfer were delivered to the
accompaniment of very distorted guitars,
and a series of live performances at which
bedlam and other things you've always
liked about rock and roll prevailed.
Dragon cut his rock and roll teeth on

the Northwestern Los Angeles County
high school prom circuit as the drummer
of The Dragons, who were led by an older
brother who went on to disgrace himself
as The Captain, of...& Tennille fame.
About a decade later, while he was

playing “six nights a week in beer bars
with every group in the world” and then
backing The Beach Boys and Rick
Springfield long enough to amass
sufficient capital to set up his own
recording studio in the hills above Zuma
Beach, young Drew, whose old man was
becoming a household word via The
Mary Tyler Moore Show, toiled in such
obscure glitter gangs as Matt & The
Fatties, of whom no one anywhere has
ever heard.

They converged one day in 19'77 while
playing Frisbee on the beach. “I stepped
on some glass and cut my foot,” Dragon
recalls. “Drew said, ‘Wanna Band-Aid?'

That was it.” Not long thereafter, they
learned that reruns of Get Smart,
heretofore seen as many as six times daily,
would no longer be shown on local TV.
“There are only a few things that make us
laugh, and that was one of them," Steele
notes. “So we had to think of something
quick.”
Having recently gotten their first

earfuls of The Ramones, and concluded

that “if that can get on the radio.

After their first record sold well over 100 copies, the Punks
decided “that we were so hot that we ought to do an album.

ff
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anything can,” they're next thought of
was to make a record of their own. Denny
Cordell, discoverer of Tom Petty and Joe
Cocker, thought that Australians would
go for "My Beach,’’ our heroes’ ironicode
to surfer xenophobia, in a big way, and
released it Down Under through his own
Shelter label. After the Aussies snapped
up well over 100 copies of it, the Punks
“decided that we were so hot that we _ my bicycle up into their offices, and
ought to do an album. Which was easy,
since I own my own studio and Drew, uh,
owns his own guitar,”
A few months after the self-released LP

smirks right off the Punks' punims.

room on fire, and we didn’t do coke with
the right AfeR guys, they all laughed, but
it turned out they didn’t really think we

 Epic is but one of several Hollywood
though, when Epic discovered they’d music industry institutions that wouldn’t
sold only 65,000 copies of the album and mind if our boys nodded off on the shore
banished the boys from their star-studded and were swept far out to sea, never to be
talent roster. seen anew. The Roxy Theatre, long
“Our not having sold enough albums Hollywood’s most, prestigious showcase

wasn’t the only thing they didn’t like venue, shares their disdain, and in
aboutus, ” Drew proudly confides. “They spades. ‘When we last played there, ”
also didn’t like our attitudes. When I rode Drew reveals, “I handed out four bags of

marshmallows. I’d figured that nothing
Dennis set the table in their conference could go wrong with marshmallows, but

 two days later they sent us a bill for
 $1000.”
 “That’s $250 worth of marshmallow

were funny. (It was either the bicycle or damage per bag,” Dragon clearly no
my motorized skateboard, and I thought slouch at figures, points out with
the bike would be less smelly.)” palpable pride.

Normally, Drew, who likes to take the
stage with both middle fingers held high,
prefers to hurl handfuls of flour at his

Continued on 120success of their relatives, Surf

first appeared in coastal record shops,
one of which employs Drew to this day.
Epic Records called and asked if they
could release it nationally, whereupon

“the whole thing turned into a much i i j.
bigger joke than we ever thought it could Tfioroughl'y disgraced O'y the
be.” The joke’s punchline wiped the

Punks Dennis Dragon and

Drew Steele, will only admit

to their ancestry when forced.

j Dennis is the brother of

\ Darryl Dragon of The

I  Captain & Tenille, and Drew
is the son of Gavin MacLeod

who plays Captain Steuhing k
on the “Love Boat.”
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GO-GO's: Rock Bitch Goddesses
of the Erotic Eighties by Mikael Kirke & Joe Bivona

I all. If you’ve ever walked into the same snotty and heavy on the attitude. She
room as Keith Richard, you can physically spent most of the interview losing
feel his presence, which is as tangible as another battle in her incessant war
thewalls, rug or ceiling. Walking into the against baby fat. Gina looked the most
Go-Go’s hotel room packs as much bothered that we were from a men’s
wallop as strolling into your kid sister’s magazine, probably thinking that we just
bedroom the morning after a slumber wanted to make them say compromising
party.

Rhythm guitarist Jane Wiedlin is
sitting cross-legged on the bed. Between The Serious Musician of the group—she
her headful of black curls and her high actually answered Mikael’s wise-ass

things....Smart girl.
Blonde Charlotte Caffey looked like

f you try hard—I mean really,
really hard—there’s a slim chance
that you can actually resist liking

the Go-Go’s. It’s doubtful though. How
could you not like five adorable girl-next-
door types that are all cute, sweet and
giggly and can actually play and sing? To
make matters more difficult, the group is
good. The Go-Go’s two singles—“Our
Lips Are Sealed” and “We Got The Beat
are winsome slices of post-sixties power

ff

There are some things you
can’t cover up with lipstick
and powder.
— ELVIS COSTELLO

€i
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pop, as good as anything released in the
past decade by guys, girls or otherwise.

It seems to be a contradiction in terms,
though, when you come to think about
it—cute girls and rock’n’roll. To most of
us, rock’n’roll went hand in hand with all
kinds of recreational drugs, enough booze
to float the QE-2, and last but certainly
not least, all the hot and cold-running
women that will do anything, anywhere,
anytime with anybody or anything. You
know, the GOOD LIFEl

So who are the Go-Go’s trying to kid,
anyhow. We’re willing to bet that,
pancake makeup and bubble baths
notwithstanding, the Go-Go’s are just as
slutty as all the other rock’n’roll ladies
we’ve come to know and lust after. Oui
sent Music Editor Mikael Kirke and
writer-at-large Joe Bivona to find out just
exactly what their lips are sealed with.
Their report:

We were ushered into the Go-Go’s New
York hotel room during the middle of the
group’s three-date New York stopover.
The first thing that meets the eye is food.
It’s all over the place. Huge platters of
half-eaten salads on the bed, television,
end tables. It looked like clean-up time
after a party of fifty at Tavern on the
Green.

Then there were the girls. You are
immediately struck by how exceedingly
normal they all look. No rock-star aura at

P, . ■

fi
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squeaky little girl voice, it’s hard not to
immediately like her. Ditto for bassist
Kathy Valentine, who is a dead ringer for
a young Shirley MacLaine (except for her
hair, which is dyed some color not found
in nature). Out of the five, Kathy has the
brightest eyes and the softest smile, and
gave the impression that she actually
enjoyed what she was doing.

Can’t say the same for either lead singer
Belinda Carlisle or drummer Gina
Schock, who both looked bored and/or
pist by the whole situation. Belinda is a
stunning example of why W.C. Fields
and Groucho Marks hated kids—whiny,

PHOTOGRAPHS BY GEOFFREY THOMAS

question about the type of strings she uses
on her guitars. Give this girl a year in
solitary with the first New York Dolls
album. Take it away, girls.
BELINDA: Okay, fire away.
OUI: We’re not used to this. This ain’t
fair, five of you against two of usi
JANE: Five gorgeous women (sigh). No
wonder they’re having trouble.
OUI: We get jreople to say all those rotten
things by ganging up on ’em.
JANE: We have nothing rotten to say.
We’re just pure, virtuous good girls.
KATHY: C’mon guys, don’t be shy.

Continued on 38
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NO-FRILLS MOE BANDY: Drinkin',
Cheatin', Dancin', and Git-Pickin' in
the Grand 01' Tradition. by Karen Moline

Love ’em and leave 'em. Hard
livin' and hard lovin'. ‘‘Bui

somehow ii all turns out wrong...”
“Gonna Honky Tonk Right Out on
You.” “Rodeo Romeo.” “It’s a Cheatin’
Situation...”

Moe Bandy, King of the Honky Tonk,
sure knows his drinkin’ and cheatin’

songs. Last time he played New York he
had the uppity crowd screamin’ and
hollerin’ and Texas Two-Steppin’ all
over the club. Yet the Moe Bandy I met
was quiet, polite, and hell—shy, even. He
doesn’t live it, he insists, he just sings
about it. As the song says, “like some
good ol’ boy.”
Bandy was born in Meridien, Miss

issippi and his family moved to San
Antonio when he was six. His father, a

sheet metal worker, played guitar with
the Mission City Playboys, and his mama
tickled the ivories at home. But Moe

wanted to be a rodeo star. After breaking
his collarbone twice by the time he was
nineteen, he gave it up. Married by the
time (to his high school sweetheart
Margaret) and with baby Bandys on the
way, he went into sheet metal work like
his dad. He got a band together and
played nights, in small bars and honky
tonks.

Not bad, but not star material either.

Well, in 1971, his luck changed. A friend
told him that Nashville producer Ray
Baker was in town. Bandy, in the classic
show biz tradition, tracked Baker down

and gave him a demo tape. A little over a
year later, after hocking the house,
furniture and just about everything else.
Bandy had a hit with “Just Started Hatin’
Cheatin' Songs Today.” He was too
broke to tour with it. Seven years and an
unbroken string of hits later, the CMA
voted him Best Country Duo (with Joe
Stampley).
When he’s not on the road. Bandy lives

outside of San Antonio with Margaret
and their three children (Laura, 17;
Ronnie, 15; and Lisa, 5). He runs Encore

Talent Agency, which books Joe Stampley
and other country artists. No frills, Moe.
Just drinkin’, dancin’, pickin’, and

singin’. “I Just Can’t LeaveThem Honky
Tonks Alone.”

OUl: How many shows a year do you do?
MB: We’s out on the road about 250 days
last year, and out of those days we
probably did about 200 shows. The rest of
it is recording in Nashville and travelling.
OUl: Does the family go with you?
MB: No, my children are in school! We
live on a small farm, about 15 acres. I’ve

problems you have to deal with on the
road?
MB: She understands, I think. It’s hard for

her, it’s hard for anybody to understand
unless they’re out there with you. A lot of
people gel the impression that it’s all fun
and games, and nothing but good times,
but it’s work like anything else.
OUl: So many of your songs are about
cheating and being in bars; do women go
after you, or, as Jimmy Carter put it, do
you have, “lust in your heart?” You
wouldn’t normally think about cheating,
but there it is and it’s so easy...
MB: Well, it’s like any business—you do
have more women after you and e .ery-
ihing, but it’s kind of personal: : ome
people do it, and some people dot 't. I
sing about it, but that don’t necess, rily
mean 1 do it.

OUl: How do you get your inspiratio to
sing about it?
MB: I know people. You can sing ah 'ut
anything—about drinking, cheating,
anything—and if you don’t do it, there’s
people who have drinking problems. We
recorded a song called "Here I Am Drunk
Again,” related to so many people I know
that drink. Singing is like acting. It’s like
the actor playing the part of a boxer or
whatever—for a little while he thinks he’s

a boxer. And possibly through the middle
of that song I’ll get to feeling that it’s me,
but as soon as it’s over, I just cut it off.
OUl: Do you like to drink?
MB: I enjoy drinking. 1 don’t like to drink
too much. I handle my business.
OUl: So that way you can balance hteiween
being on the road and singing ahxtut
drinking; you enjoy it but don’t push it.
What about your band?
MB: They all drink—but it’s like
anything else—until it affects their
business, I don’t care what they do.
OUl: Would you boot them if it affected
their business?

MB: Sure I would. If they don’t do their
job on stage, whether it’s from drinking
or whatever, then that’s it, and they know

You do have more women

after you and everything, but

it’s kind of personal: some

people do it, and some don’t.

I sing about it, but that don’t

necessarily mean I do it.

got a few cows and horses, chickens and
stuff like that. My son handles it. He's
really into that. I just bought him a pig
the other day,
OUl: Is it hard for your family that you’re
away so much? Is your wife used to it?
MB: Well, it’s hard on any marriage in
this business—it’s not easy. But it’s hard
on anybody to be away so much. But it’s
worth doing.
OUl: Is Margaret sympathetic to all the

9f
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OUl: How many people do you travel
with?
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sung with him. We re talking about
recording something together, possible.
I’ve sat in a room and picked with him
before.

OUl: Does he give you good advice?
MB: George never has given me any
advice. We’re just friends and we don’t get
into that. If he did give me advice about
the business I would certainly listen to it.
He’s been in it. He’s another guy that has

had his problems but he’s really paid for
it—and he’s such a talent. People should
dwell on his talents.
OUl: And it’s even harder for him ’cause
he’s still alive.

MB: Other people’ll mess him up so bad...
OUl: About music. 1 think most people

would classify you as a traditionalist and
country purist. Is that what you think?
MB: Well, I’ve always done what fit Moe
Bandy the best. I learned that from way
back when I first went to Nashville in

1971. 1 learned to go in a studio and just

sing. Whatever comes out is what it is. I
didn’t know what Moe Bandy was. I

thought I'd try to imitate George Jones,
or Hank Williams, or Merle Haggard or

somebody, but it kept cornin’ out Moe
Bandy. So once I got to the point where 1
knew it was gonna end up that way, 1 quit
tryin’ to impersonate people, and became
myself.

MB: That’s the thing. The family, the

they’re the ones who suffer—
MB: Ten. We have a road manager and a

guy that sells merchandise, a driver and
the band.

OUl: ■you all get on well?
MB: We get on very well. We're just like a
family, we’ve been together for a long OUl: How do you feel about Hank
time. They’ve been good to me and I’ve Williams?
been good to them. MB: I feel the same way about Hank.
OUl: When you gel back home, do you Hank Williams only lived 29 years. He
play music? lived 29 rough years, bad times, but he left
MB: I just stay at home, play golf, hang 100 years, even 200 years worth of music,
around. I try- not to do a whole lot ’cause And why not dwell on that. Why not
I’m on the road so much. And I hang out dwell on his music and writin’. He
in the office (Encore Talent) a little bit, suffered for it more than anybody, he paid
see how that’s going. I like to keep a low for it, paid for everything he did, and so
profile. All the time. I live way out in the did Elvis. Elvis suffered for all the
country, and I still associate with people I problems he had, for whatever he did. It s

a shame that Hank is not alive today. I
think he probably would have become a
superstar; he was too good of a writer and
singer. It would have been interesting.

MB: I’ve always said, I haven't changed, CXJI: He’s up there in honky lonk heaven,
but they have towards me. They feel MB: Hillbilly heaven.

OUl: Who were your greatest heroes?
MB: Hank Williams inspired me a lot. He
left a heck of a mark. After I got older,
George Jones really got me. I thought

suvivors
and Elvis is dead, it’s not hurlin' him. But
it’s not fair to his family. 1 really hate to
see people do that.

did before I got in the “business.”
OUl: They don’t see you as different since
you’ve become famous and they’re still
sheet metal workers—

different. But I’m convinced that I’m not
different. I have to remind them once in a
while that I’m still myself.
OUl: A lot of people won’t admit that.
MB: I’ve known that for years—they George was the best country singer—and
always say, well “Once a guy does good, is today the best in the world. I think he’s
he changes.” Sometimes you do. Naturally great,
you change some. I’ve got a different OUl: Do you know him pretty well? Have
lifestyle than I had before. But, well, your you performed with him in public?
friends change towards you and they’ll MB: I know George real well. I never have
say he’s a big star, he’s got this, he’s
popular, he’s got all these high-falutin’
friends he runs with, we don’t need him.
And that’s not true, ’cause you need your
friends now just as much as before. And I
like to sit around and talk about whatever
they do for a living; I don’t like to just sit
and talk about what I do.
OUl; Do they come to you and ask for
favors?
MB: Sometimes. I’ve helped a lot of my
friends financially.

Continued on 36

OUl: Has it ruined any of the friendships?
MB: Well, at first it did. I had several
people that came to me and used me, but I
got to realizin’ who my true friends were,
and if they were real true friends, then I’m
gonna help ’em.
OUl: In Albert Goldman’s new book,
ELVIS, about Elvis’ dark side—sex and
orgies and pill-popping—and about how
he had so many pressures from his friends
and the Cxrlonel all the time...Do you feel
close to Elvis at all?
MB: I think Elvis was one of the greatest
human beings ever. I was really an Elvis
fan. And I hate to see somebody cut him
in the press. In the first place, it’s not the
public’s business to know about some
body’s personal life; I don’t think they
need to know. As long as Elvis gave the
world great music, great talent, the poor
guy needed to have some relief. And now,
especially since he’s dead, what good does
it do to dig up the dirt on him?
OUl: His daughter’s gonna read all this

Teclmics
The science of sound

too.
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SABU: The Elephant Boy's Son Becomes
A Man—With A Mean Guitar by Raven De La Croix

T^he scene is a restaurant. Suddenly,
all heads turn and one attractive
woman nudges the other. The

object of their gaze walks in a comfortable
stride, displaying dark hair, dark eyes,
white teeth and sensual, full lips. His
body is packed in a pairof beautifully cut
jeans, a tight black sleeveless V-neck, and
a cashmere coat.

Paul Sabu, the 29-year-old son of Sabu
‘the Elephant Boy’ hangs out with this
planet's most gorgeous women for a
living. A producer and writer, he can list
Raquel Welch, Ann Margaret and Goldie
Hawn to his credit. As if that weren't
enough, his girlfriend is gorgeous
onetime Playmate of the Year and
centerfold Cynthia Woods.

For most men, that would be enough.
All the ladies, the genetic good looks, the
old-Hollywood credentials...but not for
Sabu. His real dreams lie in making it as a
top rock star, producing his own hit
songs and becoming a chart celebrity in
his own right. How he’ll find the time is
the real mystery.

The day that he stopped those ladies in
the restaurant cold, he just finished up
Goldie Hawn’s TV special and
beginning work on Cynthia Woods’ new
album. He is already committed to Sandy
Howard’s new movie Murder X, and
projects seem to crop up daily.

Paul’s band, “Sabu” is riding the crest
of a Top Ten killing in Billboard’s Disco
charts, and Oui caught him catching a
breather in an uptown hideaway:
OUI; You get involved in all aspects of
your records, from the music into the
production and everything else. How
come?
SABU; You have to; it’s necessary to keep
a certain control over a record or it can
just get away from you, financially and
otherwise. There are some groups,
Fleetwood Mac for one—that should be
shot!
OUI; Whv?
SABU; Don’t get me wrong, they make
great music, but anybody that spends
three million on one album ruins the
business. That ties up a whole lot of
record company money that could go to
other artists. All they do is spend it

was

on

drugs. Anybody that spends three million SABU; Without doubt, my favorite is
dollars to cut an album has got to be so performing. I  fell into producing and
fucked up they can t know what they’re that’s my main income and I really like

writing songs for other artists, but
OUI; As a producer, do you have to deal performing is where 1 really get my kicks,
with drugs in the studio? The only bad thing about performing is
SABU; Not really. Nobody in my band that you're on trial all the time, and that
does any drugs—no vices like that. It can take some of the fun out of it. There’s
helps to get things done quicker and more a fine line between getting people to
accurately. That’s how you spend three move to your stuff and proving yourself
million dollars on an album. You get so to the crowd. There are times when vou
fucked up you can’t find the door to get feel like a piece of meat.

OUI; Speaking of meat, how do you
OUI; You re a producer, writer, performer handle the groupie scene?
—what’s the biggest kick of it all? SABU; Well, every band has groupies. You

can be the greatest-looking band in the
world, or the ugliest—you’re still gonna
have groupies. They may be a bunch of
real mutts that’ll do everything but bark,
but they’ll be there.
OUI; Did you ever get caught up in that?
SABU; I did become sort of close with a
very special clique of professional
groupies called the Garter Girls. They
service musicians internationally.
OUI; It sounds very organized. Are they
part of some kind of club?
SABU; There are hundreds and hundreds
of them all over the continent, hut not
everyone can be a Garter Girl.
OUI; How are they special?
SABU; Some of them are stone knockouts,
dressed to kill. You’ll never find these
girls under a line of musicians waiting to
get their brains fucked out. They’ve got
class. Usually, four of them will share a
house together, and every once in a while
they’ll go “gig-hopping”. I’ve seen
Garter Girls get into gigs that Rod
Stewart couldn’t get into.
OUI; How do you recognize them?
SABU; You know that they’re Garter
Girls. May be it’s the green lace garter that
they wear around their necks. Man are
they gorgeous! They dress real hot. Not
sleazy, just hot!
OUI; What do the wives and girlfriends
think of the Garter Girls?
SABU; Well, for the ladies that are new
around the music scene it presents a bit of
a problem. They think that as soon as one
of the girls come into our dressing room
before a gig that we get them down on

There’s a fine line between
getting people to move and
proving yourself to the
crowd. There are times when
you feel like a piece of
meat. y>

Continued on 117
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KARLA DEVITO:
Meatloaf's Better Half Goes For The Gravy

By Mikael Kirke and Joe Bivona OUl: Men all over the world drooled over

you when they saw you on lour with
Meatloaf.

KARLA: Well, that’s why I'm going out
with my own band. I’m kinda excited
about filling in some of the blanks on my
image. I mean, I’m not the girl who gets
into whipping men, and I’m not Mable in
the Pirates of Penzance, either.

OUl: How is your stage presence going to
change?
KARLA: Well, for one thing I’m going to
be smiling a lot more than I did with
Meatloaf.

OUl: What s your stage costume going to
be like?

KARLA: I dress for my fantasy, you know,
and my fantasies are a lot of fun. My
favorite shoes are these patent leather
Maryjanes...maybe I’m weirder than I
thought. There’s something in the words
“sex symbol” that lack dimension. It’s
very flattering, but there’s more to it than
that.

She made her name by the dashboard
light, now Karla’s solo and ready to be
the next sexy—and truly talented—lady
rocker.

A long with the comeback of heavy
metal, the resurgence of thechick
singer will shape much of what we

hear in the early part of the ’80s. Take a
quick look around and you’re going to
find tons of chick singers and all-girl
bands screaming their soprano pipes out.
But only take a quick look, ’cause if you
slop to listen, you’re going to hear much
ado about not too much.

Let’s see. We have the Shangri-La’s
revisited in the Go-Go’s—all sweetness

and light, cute and coy, five “I’m not that
kind of girl” girls. Wonderful. They may
make you sigh, but they ain’t gonna get
you off.
Then we have Chrissie Hynde. She’s

perfect for all you cycle jockies and closet
cases who would love nothing better than
fucking a female Marlon Brando.
Wonderful. “Mom, I’d like you to meet
Chrissie, after she finishes locking up her
bike...”

Can’t forget Pat Benatar. She’s about as
close as you can get to the real thing, with
all that heartache and melodrama. Makes

you wonder what Ronstadt would sound
like with a nasty case of overbite.
The trouble is that we don’t have a real

lady rock star who can pull off that
saini/slut dichotomy. What we need now
is someone who can make you sigh and
get you off!
Take heart, guys—she’s here. You

probably already know her voice, if not
her name. Do the words “Stop right
iheeeere! I wanna know right nowwww!” “
Ring a bell? Does the name KarlaDeVito
sound familiar?
She was Meatloaf’s better half in that

Paradise by the Dashboard Light ditty,
touring with the large one a few years
back. For any of you Broadway fanatics,
take note loo, that Karla replaced Linda But when she gets on stage, oh my God.
Ronstadt in the Pirates of Penzance. And With those tight black pants, white corset
art Rock lovers take note; Karla was one top...makes you almost forget she’s cute

of the lovable goofballs in Boston’s and adorable. And that, boys and girls, is
Orchestra Luna way back when. where we came in.

“I’ve always been attracted to

odd types, the Woody A lien

types. It doesn’t matter what

they look like, as long as

they got it in the heart.

Best of all, she’s absolutely adorable. I
mean, how could you not love a girl who
got her first kiss to a Four Tops tune?
Who traded two Barbie doll dresses for a

copy of Lesley Gore’s “You Don’t Own
Me”.

One lime I was in Boston, sitting with a
few people and eating a carrot. Evidently
I was making some noises, and one of
them stopped and asked, “Do you know
how you sound doing that?” I didn’t have
any idea! Hejust didn’t want me to stop—
he thought that the noises were extremely
sensuous. I just wanted to hide my carrot.
In that instance, “sexy” was coming from
somewhere else.

OUl: So you think the sex angle is all in
somebody’s head?
KARIA Don’t get me wrong. You can
think some of that stuff out. When I was

in sixth grade, I spent all my time in the
girl’s bathroom imitating Jean Shrimp-
ton’s lips. You’re a product of your
environment and whatever has affected

you over the years—Barbie dolls and who
knows what else.

OUl: How did it all start for you?
KARLA: Well, I went to Loyola University
and majored in theater. I couldn’t major
in rock’n’roll; there’s no rock’n’roll

college to go to. I wound up auditioning
that summer for a national company of
Godspell and that got me started in
theater. From there I did a show called El

Grande de Coca Cola, and spent some
time in Hair, which was a little berserk.

Continued on 117
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when he said he had this song, I went and
recorded it. We couldn’t find a label.

Finally we put it on Footprint, a I’il ol’
label, and mailed out 500 copies and the
song just took off. A label called GRC,
which was at the time pretty good sized,
picked it up, and the next thing you know
we had a #3 song on the National. I
cou Idn ’ t afford to go on the road so I cu t a
song called “Honky Tonk Amnesia,"
which went in the Top 5. We cut our first
album, and by that time, I finally had
enough money to just barely go on the
road. We've cut 27 Top 15 songs since. We
signed with CBS about two years later
and I’ve been there ever since.

OUl: People must go to you and want to
exploit your connections.
MB: That happens all the time: “How do
you get in the music business? How do
you do this?” My advice to a young
person gettin’ in the business is do just
the opposite of what I did. Don’t go to
Nashville. Everybody’s not gonna meet a
Ray Baker. There’s too many people
that’ll rip you off. The best thing to do is
cut. a record locally, and then take it to
Nashville and give it to strangers. But
hell, without Ray—take the odds—I was
lucky. After ten years I finally got lucky.
OUl: The ten years you were working—
did you say to yourself I have to be a star.
I’m gonna make it?”

a golf tournament. A lot of athletes are
friends of mine and I find it hard to

understand when they say, “Hey, I would
love to do music,” and I’m thinkin’,

“Hey, I’m supposed to be likin’ you.”
OUl: Do you have a favorite place to play?
MB: I guess Texas and Oklahoma would
have to be my two hottest spots, because
I’m from there. But we’ve been very
fortunate. I’ve played every state in the
country, including Alaska and Hawaii.
I’ve been all over the world and

Europe...Our records even do well in
Japan and Australia.
OUl: Does the audience change from city
to city?
MB: It’s a different response all over. Any
time you play Texas, Oklahoma, they’re
gonna dance. I don ’ t care i f you chained a
guy to a chair—he’d bust the chains and
break the chair down and dance. I’ve had

a lot of people say, “So-and-so came in,
and sang, and he was pretty good, but you
couldn’t dance...”

OUl: And that’s the criteria for liking a
performer.
MB: Yeah. That’s the way they are there.
As you go further north there people are
more into listening, sitting. But I’ve had
’em dancin’ in New York. So, it’s just
different.

OUl: Billy Joe Shaver said the same thing.
Down there they don’t listen to the words,
and up here he gets nervous because they
do. How do you feel about playing New
York compared to Nashville or Texas
where you’re more well known?
MB: The first time I came to N.Y. was on a

promotional tour about 7 or 8 years ago,
right after the records broke, and I fell in
love with the city right off. Somethin’
about it. So playin’here has always been a
thrill for me. And it’s gettin’ so much
more country than when I first come here;
it’s almost like playin’ in a Texas honky
tonk.

OUl: What was responsible for the trend
to country? A lot of people up North
think Urban Cowboy was part of it.
MB: Urban Cowboy, Honeysuckle Rose.
Discos came and are kinda fadin’ off—

people are looking for something new.
It’s a fad, it’s like the hula hoop. Luckily
they’ve gone to country. And the kids are
gettin’ into it. It’s the “in thing.”
OUl: Have you noticed a change in
audiences over the past few years?
MB: All over, the whole audience is

younger. They’re either lots younger or
lots older. There was a time, a few years
back, when country music was limited to
an audience of people 30, 35 and up. I
remember when I was a kid in Texas,

during the fifties, country music just
almost went out. We’s almost ashamed to

say we liked it. People listened to rock.
They used to say when you had your radio
tuned to country music, and you pulled
up to a red light, you’d roll the window
up ’cause you didn’t want the guy next to

MOE BANDY
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OUl: What about singers like Willie
Nelson or Hank Williams Jr. or Waylon
Jennings, who are more of a crossover
into more mainstream music.

MB: They’re doin’ just what they want.
Willie is just bein’ Willie. He’s one of my
best friends. And that’s the only way he’s
gonna be, whatever he’s singing. Same
with Waylon and Hank Jr. They’re being
themselves. And it’s very important in
this business that you not be phony. If
you try to imitate somebody, or try to be
somebody other than you are, to me it’s
gonna come out plastic. And that’s the
reason Willie has done so well; he hasn’t

tried to do whatever you’re supposed to,
he did what he thought was right. I think
Willie’s done what he wanted to all his
life.

OUl: Are you bothered when you’re
compared to anybody else?
MB: It doesn’t bother me at all. I’ve been

compared to Hank Williams and George
Jones, which is a compliment to me. I
think it’s that I sing hard country music.
OUl: Speaking of hard subjects, let’s hear
about the rodeos.

MB: When I was raised we worked on a

ranch. Some kids played football and
baseball, which we did too, but we also

rode calves and bulls. It was part of our
upbringing. I started riding bulls when 1
was 6.

OUl: How big were the bulls?
MB: Oh, they were full grown. By the time
I was 16, 17, I was riding in the amateur
rodeos around Texas, and I rode till I was

19. At the same time my brother and I
were singing. I started in the sheet metal
trade, and I played music 5 nights a week,
and worked in a shop in San Antonio.
We’d go out weekends, and sometimes
play all over Texas. During the week I’d
play in town and in Austin. I did that for
10 years before I got a hit record. Once I
got a chance to just be in the music
business full time, it was just great.
OUl: How’d you get that chance?
MB: Ray Baker came to San Antonio on a
huntin’ trip, and I had heard that he was
in the music business, and I went and

knocked on his door and said, “My name
is Moe Bandy and I’d like to cut a record
in Nashville.” He looked at me like I was

crazy. I left him a tape and he heard
somethin’ in there he liked, and I saved
my money up and went to Nashville, and
cut it in a session.

OUl: Ray Baker was your mentor.
MB: Yeah. At first the songs'didn’t work
out, and we went back to Texas, and cut a

couple a songs that did fairly well there.
Some years went by, and Ray called me
and said he had a song called “Just
Started Hatin’ Cheatin’ Songs Today,”
would I want to try again. Well, I had
called Ray in between, buggin’ him, and

The thing I worry about is
that a lot of the women are
married and they flirt, and
their husbands are sitting in
the crowd. I always have a
fear of some guy coming up
and knocking me off my feet.
I’m real careful about who I
talk to.
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MB: I didn’t necessarily say I have to be a
star. I wanted to have the hottest band

locally, and then a record. Then as soon
as I got that record I said, “Man, it would

be nice to have a hit record, just maybe in
Texas.” It just went way beyond what I
had even dreamed of. Everything I do
today is a plus for me, because it’s passed
what I had hopted.
OUl: I hope you like travelling.
MB: I enjoy it; if I didn’t I wouldn’t be
doin’ it as much as I am. I never got the
opportunity to travel as a kid. I’ve had
some of the greatest experiences in the
world travelling—
OUl: What’s the best experience for you?
MB: I’ve gotten to meet so many people.
I’ve always liked athletes, and I’ve gotten
to meet so many of them. I’m good friends
with Bum Phillips right now. And Dale
Rhodes, Earl Campbell. I’m also good
friends with James Garner—I met him at
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you to hear what was on. You just was
embarrassed. But now, you turn the radio
up and roll down the window. Country
music in N.Y., is something that’s just
now beginning to explode. You’re
getting people interested in country that
wouldn’t have been before. It’s gonna get
better before it gets worse.
OUl: What’s your response when you see
some city slicker wearing Texas boots and
hats, thinkin’ they look good?
MB: They’ re urban cowboys. 1 don’t think
about it at all in Texas where we’ve been

wearing boots and bats for years. We
always had the custom hat and everything.
If you don’t wear the right kind it looks
terrible.

OUl: I heard you’re a real soap opera
freak.

n Croffl»
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MB: Well, I am. There’s two that I like—

One Life To Live and General Hospital.
When you’re out on the road, sittin’ and
waitin' all the time, your show doesn’t
start till 10 o’clock...So I watch ’em.

OUl: Can you do that when you’re
travelling?
MB: Not every day, but I try. I think the

actors are great. Considerin’ what they’re
goin’ through, it’s got to be hard to do.

And they’ve got great writers. Country
singers write songs from soap operas! I’ve
got a song on one of my albums called "A
Honky Tonk On Loser’s Avenue.” It’s

made up of titles from soap operas,
(singing) As the world turns
On the edge of night
All my children come out to play...
[I can’t remember!] It’s really cute.
OUl: Lots of men love to watcb soaps but
they’re ashamed to admit it.

MB: I went through that. I finally said I
enjoy them and I like them. I’ve had a lot

of people say, ‘‘Do you know, well, you’re
supposed to be a macho man, ex-bull

rider, and all this, and you watch soap
operas!” And I say, ‘‘I sure do and I enjoy
them.” If you feel that way I don’t see why
you should hide it.

OUl: When did you first start watching?
MB: Oh, several years ago. Probably when
I  started travelling. When I was a
construction worker, these guys would
come to work sayin’ their wives were
hooked on the damn soap operas, and all
this stuff. At first, I tried to avoid it, but I
couldn’t fight it.
OUl: Would you go on one if they asked
you?
MB: Love to. I’m trying to get on One Life
To Live. I’d like to play anything. Bill
Anderson is on singing, and they had
Jeannie Pruitt on there too.
OUl: Aspirations for acting?
MB: I’d like to try, I think, but I’d never
give up singing; just do certain parts.
Singing has got to be my main thing. I
could never be an actor without singing.
OUl: Tell me something about yoiir song
“Hey Joe.”

rctiot: our nuulity in '
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CHARLOTTE; Younger girls are starting to
look to us like role models.

JANE: I don’t want to say that they
fantasize about us, but the same way girls
look at boy rock and roll bands, guys look
at us! I think that’s what’s different about

our band, is that for the first time there are

girls in music that are more datable.
CHARLOTTE: I think that when a thirteen-

year-old girl looks at somebody like
Chrissie Hynde, they really don’t know
what’s going on, but I think they see us as
the type that they could more easily be
friends with. Little do they know....
OUl: Do you have a large male following?
JANE: Oh yeah! They’re at least three-
hundred pounds.
OUl: It seems like you guys are putting in
24-hour days. 'What does that do for your
social life?
GINA: What social life?

KATHY: Our social life pretty much
revolves around hanging out together,
doing stuff together....

sauce) Chicken with sherry jelly. Yum!
JANE; Charlotte? You’re getting ele
phantiasis in the knees.
OUl: I assume you don’t drink.
ALL: We drink! We drink!
KATHY: I drink wine.

JANE: I started developing new drinking
habits with this band, like drinking Jack
Daniels on stage.
OUl: Recreational drugs?
BELINDA: No comment!

CHARLOTTE: I take Tylenol. Actually I
like to take a lot of Niacin and watch my
whole body turn red. That’s my favorite
high in the whole world.
BELINDA: I’m supposed to be dead from
an overdose according to some Los
Angeles paper.
OUl: Do you have any views on drugs?
JANE: Well, anything in moderation.
BELINDA: I’m really bored with drugs; I
went through all that on already.
KATHY: I’d rather spend my money on
clothes.
JANE: I’d rather have sex.

BELINDA: C’mon guys, don’t be shy.
OUl: You are five very clean-living
women. That’s awful.

CHARLOTTE; We’re upstanding and have
high morals....
JANE: We love America! (Gina salutes)
CHARLOTTE: Yeah, and baseball!
GINA; I love milk!
JANE: Who cares?

OUl: Do you girls fight a lot.
JANE: Yeah, but it’s like family.
OUl: What do you fight about?
GINA: Who’s gonna get the most drugs....
JANE: Who gets the most guys....
OUl: But I thought you said there weren’t
any groupies?
GO-GO'S: (Five-part harmony): We’re
lying!
JANE: We lie about everything.
BELINDA: We’re habitual liars.
KATHY: And whatever we don’t know we

make up.
OUl: What about you’re fantasies?
BELINDA; We’re boring. Why don’t you
write about how boring we are. Are you
going to eat that piece of pie?
GINA; We live our fantasies out on the
road!

KATHY: Yeah—hotel rooms, room service.
OUl: Now I know what a referee feels like
at a tennis match.

BELINDA: My fantasy is to be able to eat a
whole chocolate cake and not gain a
ptound.
CHARLOTTE; Mine is Godiva chocolates!

GINA: What do you want us to say? We
say something nice and they go “Calcu
lated innocence”. We say something
nasty and they say “What a bunch of
sluts!”

CHARLOTTE: Are you guys coming to the
show tonight?
GINA: Yeah, bring a guest.
BELINDA: I don’t care about food actually.
I’m just lying. Can I get a milk shake? ■

GO-GO’S

Continued from 31

OUl; Are you gonna throw food if you
don’t like the questions? What’s it like to
be five women on the road?

GINA: Hectic. Very busy. But we love
it...eating during interviews. Actually it’s
terrible.
OUl: Whv do it then?
KATHY: Because we’re masochists!
JANE: There’s lots of fun stuff in between

the shit work....Shows mostly. Making
albums is fun; making album is fun!
OUl: Rock'n’roll is usually a male-
dominated field....

CHARLOTTE: That’s right—it used to be.
OUl: Females in rock'n’roll have always
been sluts, yet everybody that talks about
the Go-Go’s just says that they’re so cute,
so adorable, so....
JANE: Yecchhh!

GINA; We’re just being ourselves. I know
that may shound corny, but it’s true. I just
care to be the way I am.
KATHY: We’re not trying to come off any
way than like we are.
JANE; Yeah, HUNGRY! It’s been so
weird how women have to act like men or
act like sluts.

BELINDA; Why would a girl want to act
like a man if she’s a girl?
JANE: And I don’t wanna act like a slut,

because that’s not the way I am.
KATHY: Since when?
GINA: I can’t wait till we could act like

men onstage.
BELINDA: (bass voice) After we have our
operations. Then they'll really accept us.
KATHY: We love being girls, but we’re
tired of it.
CHARLOTTE; There are all those male

bands that act like girls, anyway.
OUl; Like who?
BELINDA: Don’t name names!

JANE: We're not totally innocent, but
we’re not sluts either.
OUl: Now whatta we do? This ain’t what

we were expecting.
CHARLOTTE: What did you expect?
JANE: Yeah, what did you expect?
KATHY: How long have you guys been
doing interviews?
JANE: Do you guys fight a lot or do you
like each other?
GINA: What’s it like to be a male in a
male-dominated business?

JANE: Do people treat you differently
because you’re male?
OUl: Yeah, especially the girls.
BELINDA: We’re just kidding around.
OUl: Alright: Put the forks down!
KATHY: One wrong move and it’s all over.
OUl; What kind of fans follow you
around?
BELINDA: Sick!
JANE: Demented!

CHARLOTTE; They range from like twelve
and thirteen year olds to old people....
KATHY: Yeah, 28, 29.

“After we have our

operations...then they’ll

really accept us.
>>

JANE: Sleeping together.
OUl: What do you do to get off. How do
you let loose?
KATHY: Oh , going out shopping, spending
money, getting clothes....
BELINDA: Getting something to eat.
JANE: It gets ridiculous with the clothes,
but we’re getting smarter. Instead of
packing a dozen outfits, we’ll just pack
two and smell a little more.

GINA: A lot of people only see the
glamorous aspects of being in a rock'n’roll
band, and they don't see all the work
behind it. You can’t leave it behind at the

end of the day.
CHARLOTTE; I had a dream last night that
I broke my hand on stage.
JANE: I had a dream that somebody tried
to kill me on stage.
CHARLOTTE; It was me, Jane. The good
thing about being on the road is that we
get a chance to see places that we couldn’t
afford to see on our own.

GINA: Yeah, it’s just like the army.
JANE; Amsterdam was fun. We went to

some live sex shows in Amsterdam, and
saw a lot of the prostitutes on the streets.
KATHY: That was fun.

JANE: There was a monkey in one of
them.
KATHY: We went to some hash bars.
BELINDA: We like to eat a lot.

CHARLOTTE; Like this, for instance, is one

of our favorite meals (she points to some
greyish meat covered with a slimy, yellow
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Her name is Astrud. When the days
are hot and lazy you can find her tanning

her long olive body on the beach at Ipanema
or Copacabana. When the heat is too intense
in summer, which is in January of course, in

Brazil, she heads for Sugar Loaf, a long
climb by foot or a glorious ride by cable car.
By foot is better—for then Joao follows her.
Her cool slip of a dress rides up into the
intimate crevices of her warm body. She
wears it and sandals, nothing else. Joao

closes his eyes sometimes, and just follows
her scent up into the peaks.
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begins to evaporate the
colors around them till

starlight is the only beacon
bristling through the leaves.
Now it is late. Astrud
thinks of her studies for the

University the following
morning. Then she tosses
her head back and with her

chocolate eyes gleaming,
she laughs and begins to
dance in place. School is co-
manana...tomorrow, so far

away.
Astrud changes her dress

after showering, but not
before examining closely,
her long body with fingers
that still sway to the con
stant samba drifting slowly
up into her window. She
carefully opens a perfume
bottle, then quickly tosses a

Beneath the trees with the
distant music of samba

filling the far off air, they
make love. When they
depart heading back down
the mountain towards the

city of men and noise, all
they leave are shadows...and
echoes. A long palm leaf
intrudes into their vision

on the trail. It suggests, says
Astrud, the cool green spirit
of the youth of love. Yes, it
is a sign, Joao agrees
laughing. They stop. They
make love again. They feel
warm and wise.

Colors explode around
them. Indigoes, mauves,
scarlets, ambers, all shades
and hues of green and
brown. As they reach the
outskirts of the city, dusk
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slash of scent between her
breasts and another slash
further down her nut brown

torso. Tonight she will
dance with Joao, or no,
maybe it will be Antonio
with the flashing white
teeth. It really doesn’t
matter, she thinks, as long
as whoever the man is, he
never stops laughing and
the wine is vintage and
flowing.
Those are Astrud’s days

and nights, and rarely is she
alone. Can you see why?
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A bit of squid, a hollowed melon and thou—sprawled

upon the table under the hot, dark glare of rage.

Fiction by H.G. Hooper

“How thoroughly depressing,” Mildred remarked.
“All this talk about death. Let’s do names instead. I like names.”

Mildred.’ What the hell kind of name is Mildred? Who would call his

pig that?” He placed his fork carefully at the edge of his plate. “Mildred. Jesus.”

“A little squid, perhaps, Roger? A little squishy squid for thy stomach’s
sake?—It’s oft infirmities?” Mildred nodded as the squid was tongcd from

the silver tray onto her plate, her perfect long black hair sliding acroas her

H (

shoulders; one serving, two. She smiled blankly into the butler’s

cummerbund. The butler moved the length of the table to hover at Roger’s elbow. '
The tongs containing' a sprvino- a fimpll rkf* o’»rlir Hrifri





killed by a sneeuai as he crosses Market
Street to solicit a jur enile male prostitute
whose tits wink. It is his first day in
town."

"Where is that negro? I'm ready for the

“Are you there yet?” she asked.
"Not really.” Roger looked to his lap.
“Well then, I’ll slay with the squid."
“Perhaps an unmarked clay urn would

be more tasteful,” Roger said. “The kind
of thing one finds in an attic years later
and uses for an ashtray. ‘Here lies
Mildred, useful at last.’ ”

“Is it names, then Roger? And
unkindness?”

“And morbidity.”
“Depressing.”
“But eventually effective, this end.”

Roger winked the length of the table.
Mildred studied the gesture.
“All right, then.” Mildred lifted a grey

tentacle with her fork and bit off a

segment. “ ‘Roger.’ A common, undis
tinguished by-syllabic blurt of sound, a who places the jtig on the sidelxtard and
symmetrical arrangement of three con-
.sonants and two vowels which can easily
bt' memorized by an illiterate. Denotes the
kind of fellow who is a lifetime devotee of

toy’s games. Any class which attaches to
it is exactly middle." With a little sucking
noise, Mildred took in the remainder of

wtne.

“Black,” said Roger. “Where is that

Black? ” The butler appears with a jug
and presents the latol. Roger nods. The
butler unscrews tbe cap and offers it.
Roger sniffs, nods, lifts his chin. The
butler pours carefully from shoulder to
shoulder, the Ixtllle gtilping air. Roger
breathes deeply through the nose, his eyes
closed.

"It's '81 .Safeway. You must try it,
Mildred."

Mildred shakes her head at the butler

retires.

“Are you there yet, Roger?" Mildred
watches the red stain spread on his chest,
malting hair.
“Most near. Must hear the aftermath "

“This carrot is becoming a wee bit
soft. " She takes a bite from the end. “But

“It’s the kind of name one expects in
once-remo\ ed cousins from Indiana who

exist only in old photographs standing
next to Maxwell roadsters.” He nodded

brusquely at the butler. The squid
descended to his plate, one unruly
tentacle draping over the edge, over the
handle of the fork, depositing a grease of
sauce. "Negro,” Roger said in mild
reprobation.

“Let's speak English. " Mildred said
brightly. “It's ‘black.' ‘Black’ is tbe
English word you're searching for.” The
butler quickly tonged away theoffending
limp grey leg and produced another fork.

“It’s a name fit for a middle-aged
school nur se whose pleasure is limited to
two things: asking little toys to cough
and masttrrbating over the remaining
fantasy of some long-lost headmaster. Or
it would fit a waitress in a dirrer made

from the corpse of a streetcar with “EAT
HERE ” in little lightbulbs on the roof."
“Here it comes again, ” Mildred said.

“Depressing."
“When she dies—the nurse this is—the

little ladies of her chur ch don‘t notice her

absence for weeks. And then they descend

upon her possessions like Greek \ illagers
and plunder all which has not taken the
odor of her rot," Roger stabbed at tbe
squid, found it tough, and felt with his
large toe the spot under the carpet where
the buzzer lay. Tbe butler appeared and
removed his plate. Mildred was chewing
with her mouth open, her way of both
satirizing and protesting poor manners at
the table.

the tentacle. “I picture a skinny blond still functional."
college toy with acne and a '(" a\erage “We left Roger under a streetcar. "
who will drop out of school in disgiace “So we did. The sight so unnerved his
after some scandal with the chairlain’s solicitee that the lad forswore his
.son. He will become an auto mechanic, profession and, confused, briefly joined
expert enough, but dishonest, " the priesthood. He later tocame a sniper
“Yes," Roger said. on the rtxrf on an office building and was
“And will esentually marry the killed by cannon-fire from the ground."

waitress in your streetcar but. despite the “His name, of course?"
sign on the roof, never know her orally. " “Of course: Roger."
Mildred is gesturing with her fork now, “Ah. "
the last bit of .squid impaled, “He ignores “Our original Roger was placed in a
wmmmmammmmmammmmsmfessmimmmmim bag and, after a decent wait in the

morgue, buried - unmarked. Parts they
missed were washed down the storm
drains and out to sea."

“I love it when yoti talk dirty."
“Wink wink.”

“Now the melon, I think, " Roger said,
taking it and trying it for fit. “A touch
chilly, but serv iceable. " Beginning a
motion. “Yes, It will do. I do tolievc. "
“And there’s more," Mildred said,

inserting the carrot. “Oh my. Sqtiish
squish. " She was given to toth onoma
topoeia and allusion and was here
quoting Henry Miller—one of the Troptc
books, “Roger Junior, remember? The
lad with the runny nose—who would
think a lowly carrot could be so—and
the unfortunate env ironment?”

“You're quite thorottgh when it comes
to names, Mildred.”

“All part of the foreplay. Now he
turned out to hav e a healthy procliv itv for
young girls, llnfortimately, the proclivity
did not mature as he did. By the age of
thirty he had spent over twelve years
behind prison bars. Upon each release be
would find himself hovering about in
parks and .seboolyards... —All this and
healthy tfX). Lot’s of vitamin “A ”. I.
Under. Stand.

his children except for some rather cruel
teasing when drtink, and in middle life he
is arrested in a public restroom after a
tout of sodomy with a police officer—
also named Roger, by odd coincidence—
who loves his work. ” She swallows the
last of her meat.
“And his demise? His end?”

“Not yet, Roger, This is biography, not
obituary. There’s more to life than
death. ”
“Debatable. "

“There is, of course, a divorce. And, as a

condition of his eventual probation, he is
denied access to his son and namesake

whose nose runs and who is regularly
attacked on the playground by his
contemporaries." Mildred holds her
carrot now, rolling it between her hands,
sniffing it. “Roger moves to San
Francisco where he must register as a sex
offender. His name is on a very long list."
“—Where he finds happiness? Fulfill

ment?"

The butler poured for Mildred, the stream just touching

the tips of her nifrples and spreading below where it

accented the sound of her busy hand.

<<
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“With such a name? You jest. He is

“What’s in a name?" she said, muffled

by squid. Then she swallowed and
cupped her left breast in her left hand,
pointing the nipple down the length of
the table. “W'ink wink," she said. Once he
had told her that if she would teach her

tits to wink she would be everything a
woman could be. She had thought atotit
this and had lately turned to ventriloquism.
“And she is buried unmourned. ”

“How thoroughly depressing," Mildred
said. “All this talk about death,”
“With a name like “Mildred,” one

should have only initials on one’s
tombstone. A last trv at taste.”

“Wink wink,” Mildred said again, this
time using the right breast. The butler
entered with the next course. He set before

Mildred one perfect peeled raw carrot and
before Roger a melon, cored but not
sliced. He withdrew as Mildred aimed the

nipple down at the polish of the table.
“Wink," she said again, in some
disappointment, then she looked at
Roger. Continued.on 106,
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0H Now in her fifties, the still-beautiful

screen queen is about to unleash the last

word on the death of Howard Hughes.n I

TERRY MOORE The Ermine Sex Bomb Grows Up / by Steve Rossi

Terry Moore flashed into the national
mythology in the late Forties and early
Fifties as one of the final generation of
Hollywood studio starlets. Her perfor
mance in the classic Mighty Joe Young,

her appearance in an ermine bikini
(which became the sex totem of the
Korean War), as well as dozens of

frolicky Hollywood roles established her
as a major pin-up queen of the day.
Now 51 and still extraordinarily beau

tiful, Terry continues to perform on the
straw hat circuit, reigns over an ongoing
celebrity salon at her California home, is
dabbling in Country & Western music,
and is about to launch her long-awaited

Howard Hughes expose, Howard Be
Thy Name, a book that threatens to im

plicate those members of the Summa
Corp. syndicate who allegedly “killed"
Howard Hughes.

Moore’s preoccupation with Hughes’
influence in her life has been both the
nutriment—and the albatross — of her

later years. She insists she was wed to the
air industry zillionaire by a ship captain
off the coast of Mexico. For this, she has
earned a reputation as some sort of a
Tinseltown crackpot, a characterization
that is definitely not warranted. Terry
Moore’s relationship with Hughes was
unusual and special. Her book, shefeels,
will bear her out.

Terry talked with Oui Entertainment
Editor Steve Rossi, himself a show
business veteran (he was, for many years,

Marty Allen’s partner), in the posh
lounge of the New York Harley. Here is a
transcript of that conversation:

OUI: Good evening, ladies and

gentlemen and it’s great to be doing an
interview for Oui Magazine. We’re
relaxed, nobody sees us. Isn’t it great be

ing naked here. . .
TERRY MOORE: I know. I’m scared stiff.

OUI: Are you scared stiff?
TM: I wish you were.
OUI: All kidding aside, it’s a pleasure to
be here in this kind of a situation,

because it’s the first time we’ve gotten
together since the days of radio, years old, ana  I was up for a part in met Howard for real.
Anyhow, I’d like to start our discussion Vendetta. And, he must not have made OUI: So you met him when you were
with some talk about Howard Hughes, very much of an impression on me, eighteen years old, when did you start

because I didn’t remember him from dating him, then? Soon after?
TM: I first met Howard when I was fifteen then. Then later, when I was eighteen, I TM: Well, he asked Jerry Courtland, my

oui
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You met Howard about when?
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under the table. Voilal We started going Marie Osmond. And I was raised by my
flying with Howard. Then, one day, he grandfather who was a Mormon bishop,
toldjerry to be at the usual place in Glen- I went to school in Idaho. I was totally
dale — but he told me to come to Bur- protected.
bank. And he waited around like he was

really angry, waiting forJerry, and when
he didn’t arrive we took off without him.

  That was the beginning of the end for me OUl: But he used the Mormons to work
and Jerry. for him, because he trusted them,

boyfriend, and me to go flying. Jerry was OUl: Your relationship with him started TM: That’s right. He trusted them,
an actor who was 6'5 " and he was dying out as more of a friendship?
to play him on the screen. I said, “No, we TM: Oh, very much so. I was brought up
can’t go,” but Jerry gave me a big kick cloistered; much stricter

They found hypodermic
needles in his bones. Even a

person with full strength has

no way of shoving hypodermic
needles in his hones.

((

OUl: Was Howard involved in the Mor

mon religion himself?
TM: Not at that time. Not till he met me.>>

OUl: Unfortunately.
TM: Yes. In fact, I guess the unfortunate

even than thing is that he didn’t trust the people he
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should have trusted, and trusted too OUl: He didn’t drink and he didn’t

many people he shouldn’t have. I mean, smoke?
TM: No.they keep saying, “The Mormons.

Well, the people who actually did him OUl: Was he into drugs at all?
in, were some Mormons, some Catholic, TM: Not ever. Not even aspirin. I mean,
even, there was one Jewish person. But it he was totally not into drugs,
doesn’t matter, I guess, what religion or OUl: How did Howard Hughes die?
creed you are, you know — the greed got TM: I feel that he was murdered,
to these people. Howard always believed OUl: Why?
a man who drank would tell too much. TM: They found hypodermic needles in
and he was always very much of a secrecy his bones\ Even a person with full
nut. Mormons won’t drink —so he strength has no way of shoving hypoder

mic'needles into their bones. I believetrusted them.



was it pills, cocaine, heroin?

TM: No, it was pills, and then it ended up
being shots, but it was heavy seda
tions . . .

OUl: So they kept him sedated at all times
so that he couldn’t make any decisions.
TM: Absolutely. And he was kept barely
alive, I mean he was meant to be kept
alive for as long as could be. . .
OUl: Just to sign the checks, right?
TM: He finally became so weak, that it
became such a scribble that it didn’t

matter. And I know the person and I
name him, who was actually even sign
ing for him. And I have positive proof of
this.

OUl: In other words just rnaybe put his
hand on his hand. . .

TM: Exactly. And they even went so far as
not to put his hand on. I know that.
OUl: They wanted him to continue to live
so they’d have verification, that, at least,
he was alive, because a lot of people
thought he’d been dead for years. At
least they could always prove he was
alive. Why is it that they finally allowed
him to get to a point where he died?
TM: Well, you can’t hold somebody alive
on a thread forever. Mae Brussel

“Howard Hughes did not sisn

his marriage papers to Jean
Peters. He used the name C.A.

Johnson. Yet the whole world

accepts her marriage and not
mine.

believes, and they will not disprove her,
that he had been dead for quite a while.
That it was not Howard Hughes who was
buried. . .There was a man named

Vance Cooper who doubled for
Howard, who disappeared at the same
time, and no one’s ever been able to find

him. She really believes that Vance was
buried, not Howard.

OUl: Let me ask you about Howard, was

he a sexy guy? Was he physically at
tracted to women — or was it just an ego
trip? Was it just that he wanted to see

how many women he could actually con
trol by putting them up in a house, or a
place, or a hotel room, or a suite. . .
TM: You’re right on both accounts. He
was a very sexual man. And the second is
true, also.

OUl: Was he strictly a women’s man, or
was he bisexual?

TM: No, no. He was strictly a women’s
man. He was very much a womanizer. In
fact, I think today’s men have learned a
lot about what Howard knew then.
Howard had learned that the secret of

success is completely pleasing. And I
don’t think many men knew that at that
time. I mean, the men who did know it

ouS

when anyone kills someone slowly, mak
ing him into a dope addict, signing his

keeping him barely alive so they names — especially when the courts let
can sign themselves the largest salaries in them go. But they did get illegal dope for
the world —people with no education him. The authorities know what was in

and all, people who were my former his system. A gynecologist
chauffeurs and drivers and answered care of Howard —he used to be

phones —and keeping this man away driver when he was studying to be a
from the rest of the world. . .1 call it gynecologist, but he happened to be a
murder. Justice has not been done! They brother-in-law of Bill Gay, who was one
have been awarded money by a court of my drivers who made himself the head
after they have robbed and stole and of Summa (who, in fact, changed the
murdered a man. I just wished they had name to Summa).
cheated on their income tax because OUl: So he was controlled, by dope?
they would be in jail. For murder they TM: Howard was made into a drug ad-
won’t go to jail. diet. He was absolutely controlled.
OUl: Who do you think killed him? OUl: Now when you say a drug addict.

TM: A group that was around him. I
mean I can’t take the suits if I name

name,

takingwas

my
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my father was a former investigator and evidently not. Howard Hughes rattled
had very close friends at the FBI. the room when he walked into it. The
Howard was always saying, try and catch most intelligent man that I ever knew

I think I am the only woman in the may have been McGrath, a very brilliant
world who caught him. man. Howard was a visionary. Gene was

me.

OUl: Will you tell us about that? the businessman.
TM: I did not catch him in bed. I caught OUl: Yes. And Davis was the. . .

him lying to me and I went to the place TM: Football player,
where he was, which was a different OUl: You got married to Howard

state, and I caught him with a young Hughes. Why was there no official

girl, her mother, and a group of people, divorce?
red-handed. He really was just a bad lit- TM: Because I never divorced him. I
tie boy having his fun, you know. I’m
sure it was not going to go any further,
but it broke us up and that is really when
I went off and married Glenn Davis and I TM: Ah, no. Don’t forget when I married

think that it was something that he was Howard Hughes I married him

sorry for later on. yacht, I married him by a sea captain

never divorced Howard Hughes?
OUl: You mean there was no pressure
from his side at all to make it?

on a

OUl: Can you tell us the highlights and who was legally the marrier; he had
lowlights of your marriage to Glenn unlimited master papers to sail any ship

in the world. So all of the papers came

out of Howard’s jurisdiction. 'You know,
he could do what he wanted. I have
learned in 1972 that Noah Dietrich, he

with him when he destroyed the log

Davis....
TM: Well, actually I find myself in this

lovely position of only having been mar
ried once. Because of, having Howard as

being the first one and not having mar was

were famous lovers, like Ali Khan and

Rubirosa. Howard’s whole thing was

completely to please. He went about
building his airplanes the same way he
went into learning about women.
OUl: The Jane Russell bra and the whole
thing?
TM:I mean with everything. I mean with
every erogenous zone and anything
you’d want to do with him.
OUl: He was interested in every

erogenous zone?
TM: I have not met a man who wasn’t.

OUl: Are there any other details about
his sexual habits or other curiosities?

TM: If it is strange to be interested in
women and all of their erogenous zones,
then he was very strange. He liked young
women, but I think most men do. He

certainly was not interested in boys or
anything weird . . . chains, whips or any
thing; one woman at a time, I would say
that by today’s standards he was pretty
square.
OUl: Was he weird in his sexual relation

ships, or was he very normal in them?
Did he expect certain sexual things that
would be different from just normal

types of sex?
TM: No. He was extremely normal, but

extremely abnormal at that time in that
he knew women so well. I mean, he was

all out to give. Howard saw himself
as James Bond. He loved the idea of con
trol of all these beautiful women, here
and there and all of that. No man
could’ve had all the women he had access

to. He dated Debbie Reynolds, Mitzi

Gaynor, Elizabeth Taylor, Jean Sim
mons, Grace Kelly, Billie Dove,

Katherine Hepburn, Ginger Rogers. . .
OUl: Jean Harlow?
TM: No. Jean Harlow, strangely enough,
nor Jane Russell. I totally believe him
when he told me he didn’t have certain
women because he loved the idea of the

glamour and the image. I mean, he
totally loved women. And to me, he was
the greatest lover I’ve ever known. I don’t
know how any woman, maybe this is just
because of me, could know this man

without falling in love with him. I mean,
he was a total turb-on. He was so sen

sitive, so caring. He brought out the
maternal instincts in women, and

became a little boy. The maternal in
stinct is the strongest feeling in a woman,

anyway. And he was so sensitive to
women.

OUl: When you were really tight, were
there any embarrassing situations?
TM: He had two great loves besides me.
Both were Academy Award winners and

great stars. . .Ginger Rogers and
Katherine Hepburn.
OUl: Were there embarrassing situa
tions, like walking in on him with some
one else or... ?

TM: They were all embarrassing because

ried since he died, I actually did, but it
came out that the man I married is
divorced and considered valid in some

way, so that annulled it, so I am really a

of our marriage. If the court house
where you or anybody else is married is
burnt down, that does not annul or

nullify your marriage. So Howard and I
were never divorced.

OUl: Then the subject was never brought

‘1 am more firm than most up in other words?

18-Vear-olds because of TM: No, the subject was never brought
j rw J T up. But let me take an example. Jean

Howard. He screamed IJ I Peters got a divorce from Howard
didn’t wear a double-strength Hughes. Howard Hughes never signed
/w/i if 1 Tiifint hnrKt>hnrk ridine ^he divorce papers. So that would mean

or jogging. He made me sleep ^ould still be married to him and could
in a bra. ...” claim every penny that Howard Hughes

had from the relatives and everybody
else. She can’t, and hasn’t, because I was

married to Howard Hughes. And don’twidow with one marriage. I was not one

to live with people as they do today forget, I am in the courts of Houston and
because it was a different era and a dif- the Hughes family is in Houston and they

ferent age. So I did marry after Howard, are one of the oldest and wealthiest
I married Glenn Davis which as I say, families in Houston and the whole

legally they are all discounted. Eugene world, it is very hard to fight that.
McGrath who was from South America, Especially since we are talking about

and really into the international jet set, a billions not millions. People kill on a
very attractive man — he was John goldmine.
■Wayne’s partner, I met him through OUl: This may seem naive, but why did
John Wayne. John Wayne and Gary either of you bother to go through hav-
Cooper went on our honeymoon with us. ing marriages with the ceremony or
Then I married Stuart Kramer and I whatever, with other people, I mean like
have two sons with him. I have lived all Hughes and Jean Peters. 'Why did he
over the world. I have known the leaders bring that on when in fact he is still mar-
of all of the countries. Eugene McGrath ried to you?

the partner of the presidents of TM: Howard also didn’t sign
Venezuela and Panama. My life has riage papers,
been extremely exciting, and in- OUl: On Jean Peters?
terestmg. TM: I have them. He never signed them. I
OUl: The Glenn Davis marriage, in am sure. I went to where the ceremony
quotes, was not one of the highlights of supposedly took place,
your life? Even though he was one of the Hawthorne where the divorce was and I
greatest football heroes America ever
produced?
TM: Of my life? I don’t think I would
know him if he walked into the room, so

the mar-was

I went to

got the papers.
OUl: So she is Marian Evans, . . .
TM: And he is something Johnson, what

Continued on 126
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DON MURDOCH
Hockey is one rough sport,

no wonder the guys who play it
are some rough muthas.

By Larry Sloman

'smimm

The next day, at the NHL Players you’re gonna do it,” Murdoch said.
“You’re so scared, it doesn’t matter what

happens, you just want to get it done and
over with.

“I didn’t talk to the press for a good six
months. I wouldn’t talk to nobody and

everybody wrote it up like that and it was
fine with me. I knew what was going on.

DON MURDOCH

Considered one of the most explosive

players in the National Hockey
League-Missed first half of last season,
but returned for tremendous second
half after long layoff...Knows where the was
net is and has finesse touch up
close...Dramatic type of scorer...Older
brother Bob with St. Louis
Blues...Nicknames "Doc” and

"Murder”...Not married. __
New York Ranger Yearbook, 1979—1980 little sympathy for—his present plight.

Obviously, Eagleson didn’t represent around.
Murdoch. "But still there must have been some

urdoch is one sweet talker. One Olga Murdoch, Donnie’s mother, dep-ee of truth to that interpretation,” I
chubby cheeked, cherubic goal made her own pronouncement. “I wish said. , , , .
and girl scorer. The kid was a he had never been  a hockey player,” she “Well, there were a lot of doors opened

natural from his first shift with the said sadly. “I wish he had become a up to me. If you’re just your ordinary

Rangers back in 1976 when he pumped in lawyer.” average player not many people go out of
a goal the first time he touched the puck. their way to meet you but since you were
He scored thirty two goals in all that Drugs were one of the prime topics coming up like a star they all want Hey,
rookie season, including a five goal game when I finally went to interview Murdoch the star Murdoch.’ People were tuvuing
that set a Ranger record. He was the toast a few days after the Rangers had me to parties,‘C’mon wanna mm chicks
of the town. Till he got popped at the sleepwalked through the City Hall and I’m 20 years old, I guess I want to

ceremony. He was more chmfuT that day, mm chicks.” The words were gushing

He had never had trouble before at the rumors of  a trade had passed, and he out of the right winger now. "Everything
customs. But there he was in August of never did have to go househunting in was handed to me on a silver platter.

1977flyingtoTorontotomeethisbrother Colorado. In fact, he was ensconced m “Including the blow, I said.
Bob en route to British Columbia to run a Dave Maloney’s apartment in Westchester, Murdoch smiled. I was getting drinks

hockey school with teammate John where he had spent the last half of the last bought for me, people wanted me to ome
Davidson. But it was something about his season, the only half of the season that the to their house for dinner. I ate it up. But

immigration status, his card was pink, NHL had let him play. He was stretched m^be too much too soon is right,
not green and this is standard, just a out on a sofa watching Marcus Welby, The phone intei^upted us. On the
routine search and... It didn’t take them who was helping a distraught father track other end it was Rich^d Wetsman, a

down the “supplier” of the marijuana inandal consultant. Wetsman s connec-
that was ruining his teenage daughter’s tion to the Rangers is simple. He has a

large, beautiful duplex. He has wonderful
all-night parties. He has a lot of female

Association meeting in Toronto, Alan

Eagleson, the association’s executive
director (and agent for a number of NHL
stars), pronounced his own judgment. “It

the unanimous decision of the

representatives that although Don
Murdoch’s suspension seems severe, he
knew the problems he was creating by I’m not gonna say that I was a dummy,

pleading guilty. Therefore the players’ But I was coming out pretty good and
association does not condone—and has everybody was happy so I wasn’t about to

step in and say look. I’m gonna change it

long to find the 4.8 grams of cocaine
stashed away in his sock. Or, for that
matter, the five joints of marijuana

residing in a cigarette pack in his coat
pocket.
Murdoch played the whole next season person around, ” Murdoch sneered,

with the court case still pending, and “There’s everybody doing it—doctors, ^ ^ ● v. u-i u
despite the frequent abuse from a lawyers, pro athletes. It’s always around Murdoch paced the kitchen while he

minority of fans, he still managec to score and probably always will be for a long talked. “They ne^ some Canadian guys
27 goals in 66 games. On April 24,1978, a time.” to invest. Dynamic deah Sure be^ h^, 111
week after the Rangers were eliminated in “But how’d you get involved? All the listen, no problem... Yeah and there s
the first round of the play-offs, Murdoch accounts made it sound like the old ‘too another party tonight, tew, this restaurant

pleaded guilty to possession of cocaine, much too soon’ story,” I said. Marcos on 45th. Invitation onl^
He was fined $400 and reprimanded by “When it first happens to you, the first Murdoch hung up and came back into
the judge. In July of that year, the NHL time you get busted, the first thing in your the living room
fined him $5M, reprimanded him, and mind is trying to get out of it the easiest “That was Wetsman. He s always got
suspended him for forty games, half a way. If that means kissing somebody’s broads around. He likes to be around

ass, if that means blowing someone. Continued on lUl

life.
Naturally I brought up the cocaine.
“They made it look like I was the only friends who are all very attractive. So, he

draws a lot of Rangers to his parties.
“You just got back from France, eh?”

season.

From the book Thin Ice by Larry Sloman, Morrow Publishing, To be released in April 1982 55
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The hulk-like body of the tourna

ment leader pushes a twenty-five
foot Dutt toward the eighteenth

pm and falls snort.

“OOOOOHHHHHHH,” the gallery
moans.

“Shit,” the tournament leader says in
the direction of her male caddy.

Fortunately, she turns away from the
network television camera as she mutters

the obscenity. She removes a few blades of

^ass from her putter, surveys the six
inches between her ball and the hole and

taps It in. The tournament is hers. She
picks up the ball and throws it intention

ally toward three enthusiastically squeal
ing college-age girls.
“EEEEKKK!”

The easily impressed vulture-girls
fight over possession of the ball. The

most cherubic of the three victoriously
reveals the dainty Dunlop.

“I’ve got one of her balls.”

“You can say that again,” a resident
male golf pro whispers to me as we watch
the action at the eighteenth.

“It’s disgusting, the bulls going after
the lambs and the spectators and reporters
having to act like nothing’s going on.”
I’m playing devil’s advocate.
“But, it’s only a professional woman

athlete playing to her adoring fans.”
“Bullshit. It’s a seasoned veteran

looking for new recruits.”
Hmmm. This guy is truly disgusted.

Maybe it’s the Canadian Club talking.
But, there was Billie Jean King’s

shocking confession. That even prompted
golden-girl Nancy Lopez-Melton to write
in the staid Golf Digest—“It never ceases
to amaze me how closely the lives of
public figures, such as prominent
athletes or movie stars, are so closely
scrutinized. We virtually live in a
fishbowl. This is very much a private
matter, and that’s the way it should have
remained.”

Yeah, I guess so. But one will not forget

the heavy camaraderie one is witnessing
during the 1981 Kemper Ojsen in Costa
Mesa, California.

The commissioner of the LPGA, Ray
Volpe, is critical of the media’s coverage—
“The three subjects guaranteed to get the
most ink in women’s golf are p>ornography
(referring to golfer Jan Stephenson’s
photos in Fairway magazine), marriages
and divorces and homosexuality. Why
don’t they write about the personalities

explains. “But I feel strongly that the
women on the LPGA Tour have

conducted themselves as well as, or better
than, any group of athletes I have
observed. I see no reason why the
statements of Billie Jean King should
have any effect on the future of women’s
golf.”

Billie Jean King. That’s tennis. Who
will be the first professional woman
golfer to come out of the caddyshack?

I can name a few who won’t have to.

They’re straight. Jan Stephenson, the
Australian sex bomb, who makes Olivia

Newton-John look like cream of wheat.
Nancy Lopez-Melton. I know what
you’re thinking. She’s married. She could

never be a golf bull. Marriage has nothing
to do with it. But, I concur, in this case.

She’s too squeaky-clean wholesome to be
butch material. Laura Baugh Cole, the
Tour’s sexpot before Stephenson, got
married because she was uncomfortable

fending off the constant advances of the
dyke patrol. Myra Van Hoose recently
married her caddy. Well, that’s four out of
seventy.

Jane Blalock, who is among the top
five LPGA money-earners of all time,
labeled Stephenson’s cheesecake spread
in Fairway magazine as “quasi-porno-
graphic.” If you’ve ever seen Blalock
playing a round of golf in short-shorts,
you know what the definition of
pornography is. I’m not sure about
Janie’s sexual preference but her dismal
attempt to ace feminine is truly laughable.
Other veterans JoAnne Garner, Donna
Caponi, Joyce Kazmierski and Marlene
Floyd look like washed-up junior high
P.E. teachers who did too many laps
around the football field. The younger
members of the Tour are adapting the
same West Point look of the veterans:

short-cropped hairdos, chunky bodies
and expanding hips wrapped by J.C.
Penney sports department clothing. Amy
Alcott, Debbie Massey, Vicki Tabor and
Vicki Fergon have it. Ten-hut. At ease.
Get down on your knees.
I’m telling the resident golf pro about a

television show I saw the other night
where authors Grace Lichtenstein, Julie

LPGA Championship and a past member Anthony and Marie Brenner were talking
of the LPGA Sponsors Board, acknow
ledges that homosexuality has been a
constant topic in women’s spxjrts for over
thirty years.

“It exists everywhere in life,” he

By Robert Crane

The world

of professional
sports is filled with
he-men and not

a few he-women.

and good golf?”
Nobody cares about that, Ray.
Burch Riber, general chairman of the

about lesbianism in sjxrrts. There seems
to be a domineering mother behind many
of the successful women athletes. Many
lesbian athletes have a secret hatred for

Continued on 98
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STDIsn’t it scandalous about
so much more cordial.

Men knock me up all the
time nowl

In Britain, that last
statement wouldn’t raise

an eyebrow, but in
America, people are
bound to misunderstand—

so we’ll explain. Simply,
in Britain, to knock

someone up means to go
and knock on their door

to see if they’re in. Poor
Sydne, she seems to cause

roared, Sydne’s skirt blew
up and, you guessed it,
her buttocks were bare

and blushing. “That’s it,’’
thought Sydne, “I can’t
have this anymore. I’m
heading for a warm
climate where nobody
knows me from before.”
She chose Australia.

And where did she decide

to settle? Right—Sydney.
“There I became the

hrunt of so many jokes, it

some kind of scandal

wherever she goes.
Then there was the time

her boyfriend Charles
wished to shoot some

photos of her standing in
front of Lord Nelson’s

column. As you know, the
wind howls and swirls in

the square there, and
Sydne quickly found
herself doing a fast
imitation of Marilyn
Monroe. The cold wind

It’s scandalous what

happened to Sydne....She
turned 18 and all of a
sudden her breasts

appeared. “It was a
decidedly pleasant
experience I assure you,”
announced Sydnein
decidedly clipped upper
class British tones. “Not

having breasts brought
notoriety indeed, but not
the kind I apj ireciated.
Nowadays, the chatter is

m



was sickening. Those
Aussie men are certainly
macho, which seems to

preclude any original
sense of humor. They just
couldn’t stop the Sydne
jokes, so I left for
America.”

After a quick stop home
to see Mum and Dad in

London, Sydne grabbed
the Concorde for New
York. “I made an awful

lot of good tips as a
barmaid in Sydney. All
the boys thought I was
such a good sport for
putting up with their silly
jokes. I was!” First there
was a brief stopover in
New York, just to see if
the bars stayed open all
night like she’d always
heard....They do. Sydne
escaped a couple of
hungry young wolves who
gave her a lift to the
airport and wouldn’t stop
giving her skirt a lift on
the way. More scandal!
But once in L.A., Sydne

quickly found her niche
with all the lah-de-dahs

on Rodeo Drive. Fast cars,

fast parties and, of course,
fast men. Now she spends
her days and nights
sipping champagne from
outdoor fountains,

literally bathing in the
stuff, then having
Doberman Pinschers race

over and lick off the spill.
“I like any tongues that
are hot,” says Sydne,
“Gender doesn’t matter,

neither does place...all
that matters is if it feels

good. So far, everything
in California feels good.”
Any new scandals?

“The only thing
scandalous I have to

report is that I am getting
married. He’s filthy rich,
has a 35-room house, 2
swimming pools and
never, ever calls me Sydne.
When he wants me, he
just groans, ‘Hey, you, get
over here...quick!’ ”

Scandalous....Isn’t it?»
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True to his ‘^everything once"

philosophy, Jan-Michael decided he‘d

try sky diving. In the air, he resorted to
meditation before that big step into

space. He landed exuberant and intact.

1>5; \

sales. At $2.75 that’s a lot of readers. "I

could lose every nickel of advertising
revenue and still show a slight profit,”
Brown claims. “There are very few
publications that can say that.”
With ads and articles on the intricacies

of guns, knives, and explosives backed up
by first-hand reports of world-wide
guerrilla activities. Soldier of Fortune has

captured the imagination not only of the to get,” Brown has stated,
romantic right, but the Orwellian left.
More than one committee has been was of natural interest to Oui’s editorial

organized to check the activities of the staff. When they heard SOF was holding
Colorado-based publication.
“We are able to go into Afghanistan or

wherever, and through our connections staffers to cover the event. Actor-
there procure items and info which the adventurer-journalist, Jan-Michael Vin-
U.S. Government is unwilling or unable cent was a perfect choice, and myself, E.L.

Woody, hell bent for anything, was a sure
bet when it came to tangling with the
kind of men in this man's army. The
following is Jan’s convention report:
Back from Italy where I’d been working

on “The Winds of War” I was looking
forward to the solitude of my long time
special retreat in Baja. Fishing, diving
and surfing in the sun with no tempta
tions; a self imposed exile in an
environment where I am in control.

Then my curiosity was sparked by
Woody, and ex-Green Beret and freelance
photojoumalist. He told me about the
SOF convention, that I would gain an
awareness I did not yet possess and more
fun than I could handle.

Running with my instincts, I offered to
go as an impartial observer and write
about it. As fast as that, we were off to
Scottsdale, Arizona where new lessons
were to be learned.

The Soldier of Fortune experience was
surprisingly positive. I gained new
awareness, new confidence, and a
reaffirmation that individuals and
communities do command and direct our

national destiny.
What I observed was a spontaneous

gathering of our national council of
tribal warriors, replete with costumes,
music, and ritual. Based on common

knowledge, brotherhood, and patriotism,
the prevailing mood was of a fraternal
alumni reunion. Military service was the
equivalent of college for many young
American men. They received complex
technical educations costing the govern
ment many thousands of dollars. After
serving their contracts they brought that
knowledge back home with them. They
took everyday jobs trying to make their

oux

Any movement as controversial as this.

their second annual convention they got
on the horn and sent two of their best

Marilyn Gets Her Gun

Marilyn Chambers, soap flake
queen and pomo Hall of Famer,
and her man Chuck Traynor, late
of Linda Lovelace, came to the
convention to market their new

ultra light, easily concealed
machine gun. They call it the
Firefly. Designed by Chuck and a
silent partner, rumor is they've
already made a large sale to an
unidentified foreign power.



share the badges of the combat brotherhood.War Revisited
Fingers lost and given, tattoos gained, and
the songs of war on ancient instruments.

They came to the convention to awaken old these sounds and symbols were the joys of
friendships, to relive old experiences and to war to some.



machine gun toting Marilyn Chambers)
that abounded at the convention. The

Hotel Sheraton housed a sales display the
equivalent of a mercenaries’ Macy’s.
Knives of every description, some blades
approaching |1000, crossbows, blow
guns, folding stock rifles, submachine
guns and even heavy machine guns were
available from the manufacturers

Of Beer Cans
And Razor
Bkides

As night came on the
bars filled. A few beers

reminded many that
war is the test of man
hood and even in mock

war the strong will be
distinguished. Eating
beer cans and razor
blades assured one

man's standing; for two
more it was a can

crushing handshake.

represented.
T-Sihirts with slogans like: “Nuke

Their Ass, and Take Their Gas”; “Death

To Tyrants”: "Peace Through Superior
Firepower”; “Mercenaries Do It For
Profit”; “Terrorism Stops Here”; “Air
borne, Death From Above”; “Patience

My AssI I’m Going Out And Kill
Somethingl”; “Kill ‘Em All And Let God
Sort ‘Em OutI”; “Join The Armyl Travel
To Faraway Places, Meet Interesting
People, And Kill ThemI”; “Apocalypse
Now!” “Whatever It Was, It’s Dead

Now!”; “To Err is Human, To Forgive
Divine, Neither of Which is a Marine

Corps Policy!” were available for sale and
were highly visible on the chests and
breasts of many a conventioneer.
Maps of Vietnam with units listed were

a very quick seller which survival kits and
other optional equipment was offered at
prices ranging from |50 to |1500. A
mobile operating room or clinic could be
ordered at one display.
Some of the most popular books on sale

I  feel that the Soldier of Fortune were Tom Givens’ Survival Shooting,
and Shoot Out II by Tony Lesce.
Butokukai Publishers of New York City

best expressed as “Of the people, by the offered Tiger Oaw Training, Key To
Understanding Tubular Locks, Manuals

Jan-Michael Vincent on Mayhem, Invisible Weapons, Bloody
J.M.V. neglects to mention the Iron, and Street Survival.

Electronics equipment was promi

nently displayed; tiny instruments with
astronomical price tags for trapping

> S'*

lives work, but there was an unsatisfied experience it for the first time,
itch, a sense of knowledge unshared, a

need to walk on the edge, the rush of movement is utilizing a unique educa-
adrenalin, the friendship of comrades tion in the form of useful voluntarism
who have survived.

The SOF convention brought these old people, for the people.”
brothers back together and exposed them
to others who have experienced similar
feelings. It gave many an opportunity to amazing array of weapons, tactics,
experience that old rush once again, and explosives, slogans, war games, super
ior a few of us the opportunity to men and superwomen (including a

A Bed of Nails, A Spike and
Thou—In Commies

Marilyn gave her seat to the man on
the bedlet of nails while Jan-Michael

helped spike the punch. ’The spike here
goes through the throat of the man
with the bucket who collects drinks for

a group toast to triumph over pain
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I  terrorists, detecting explosives, or
I  recovering kidnap victims. The finest

I military and paramilitary wares from
I  around the world were represented.
I  And the women were prominently
I  displayed and represented too. Most
I  exhibitors were tall, blond and beautiful,

I  a rifle in one hand and a pistol in the

I  other. Cammie Dimitro, dressed in
I  camouflage shorts and T-shirt was the
i  official greeter. A few military career

I women represented their profession
proudly at jump school and medical and
weapons training. Two of these competed
in the shooting competition. They were
highly appreciated, and regarded in late-
night drinking competitions as well.
As mentioned, Marilyn Chambers drew

a large crowd when she arrived sans
clothes in a helicopter to demonstrate her
latest invention the Firefly, an ultra-light
9mm machine gun. The Firefly is
manufactured and distributed by herself
and Chuck Tray nor.

23:00 hrs—The Soldier of Fortune

convention was held in Scottsdale,

Arizona, Sept. 17th through Sept. 20th
1981. Jan-Michael Vincent, Bill Tinney,
and I arrived Weds, night and proceeded

■  to the Radisson Hotel where the

convention was headquartered. Many of
the SOF staffers recognized us from past

j  visits to their magazine offices, and
I  everyone knew J.M.V. He was treated

with great respect, his film Tribes the
runaway favorite.

We took the opportunity to meet
Marilyn Chambers, Chuck Traynor and
their new sub-machine gun, the Firefly.
Marilyn and J.M.V. made a fine pair.
Sign-in for jump school was at 08:15 next

morning and the evening passed quickly
so we headed for the casa.

06:30 hrs—The party went on till dawn.
I was dragged out of bed and made to

stand in an army line to sign up for
school, for briefing, and to sign a liability
release. The jump was run by the most

i^jjl visible group at the convention, the 1st
Airborne Division. Created to promote
airborne heritage, this Louisana-based
corporation has brigades in California,
Colorado, and Missouri. The red T-shirt

and purple beret, insignia of the 1st
Airborne, is worn proudly by over six
hundred troopers throughout the country,

founder, John Berk, a university

'■!
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graduate and Pittsburgh Steeler, was re
activated as a Marine for the Vietnam
conflict. He was shot down near
Haiphong.

Upon his rescue and return to the U.S.
he set a daylight-to-dark record for high
performance chutes. In ’78 he was
awarded the Diamond Free-fall Badge by
the U.S. Parachute Association. He had
sp>ent more than twenty-four hours in
freefall. He fell to death on his 2,907th
jump.

In the last two years, the 1st Airborne



Women of War

Not all conventioneers sported three day
stubble. The women were a minority but
everywhere in evidence, at the Drop Zone
and the bar, pushing machine guns and
T-shirts. Some were real soldiers, career
women with firm jaws and commitment to
their shooting, jumping and weapons
shopping. Others were the women of
soldiers, silently following their men to the
front in docile tradition. The rest were

groupies, flashy even in their Camouflage,
jiggling and giggling and looking for real
men to make their combat experience a
memorable one. In total they added up to
a realistic cross-section of the women of

real war, supporting and inspiring their
boys behind the lines.
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has trained more than 4,000 first time

jumpers. Under the command of Colonel
Madro Bandaries, this unit is very

professional and I felt confident in their
hands. When three kilt-clad pipers
escorted us to the Drop Zone, the ancient
war songs sent chills up my spine. 09:00
hrs—One hundred and ten degree heat

made first day instructions as rugged as
anything I remembered from Ft. Benning
fifteen years ago. Aches and pains, lost
but not forgotten, were re-activated with
vengeance. I was exhausted when J.M.V.
made his appearance on the drop zone. “I
want to give it a try,” he told me. I was
skeptical until Col. J.R. Lee himself
volunteered to put J.M.V. through the
paces. I knew then it was out of both our
hands and I expected to be laughing
tomorrow. 15^K) hre—The party started and

my endurance ended. I hit the hay as
J.M.V. and Billy partied on.
These parties often took unusual turns.

Saturday night. Bob Taylor put on a
demonstration of nerves and concentra

tion. Piercing the flesh of each arm with
steel needles a foot in length, he wrapped
a long sash around the needles and towed
a pick-up truck off timbers with that sash.
The energy involved caused fainting and
groaning among the onlookers.

Later that evening, Taylor thrust one
of the needles through the flesh at his
adam’s apple and hung a five gallon
bucket from the needle. Each of us in turn

emptied our drinks into the bucket. When
it was full Taylor rose with the bucket

suspended from his throat and walked
around the room. Everyone drank from

the pail ’til it was empty.
05:30 hrs—9/18/81 A small single

engine plane stood waiting for us at the
drop zone. We took the ladies with us and
J.M.V. and I crashed out on the packed
parachutes. The World’s Greatest Athlete
had had no sleep the night before, up ’til
four playing "Nyquil Blues” on the
guitar to the applause of all present.
There were many moist eyes among those
combat-hardened veterans surprised to
find that a philosophy so like their own
could be expressed so eloquently by a surf
warrior from a parallel universe. That’s
America.

Finally the little Cessna 182 landed and
we got our photo strip. Col. Bandaris &
Ltc. Lee were there with the rest of the

jumpers and training Cadre. I lay back as
J.M.V. learned the steps. I especially
enjoyed his jumps from the tailgate of a
pickup truck as Ltc. Lee perfected his
landing falls. “They ought to give me a
Ford emblem for jump wings,” he
remarked after his eleventh roll.

His next best performance was an hour
in suspended harness learning to correct
malfunctions So, you want to be a
Marine?

18:00 hrs—A weary but defiant J.M.V.
squared his shoulders and partied on. He
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Body Language

Shirts and buttons

proclaimed hopes,
fears, opinions and
employment. Every
soldier's specialty was
on his badge; for
Marilyn they thought
blowjob too explicit.
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Happiness Is A Warm...

Weapons make the warrior and everyone
brought his or her favorite. They came
bom all over for the shooters champion¬
ships, some to take home cash and bo-

phies, others to take only the scrounged
carbidges of the better shots. New guns
were admbed and old guns baded while
our journalists of fortune napped in the sun.
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A dazzling backstage romp with
the legendary show girls whose
scandalous production numbers,
which explode in a kaleidoscope
of naked breasts, luscious legs,
and beautiful bottoms, produce
the most extravagantly seductive
spectacle ever presented in Vegas.
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Vegas! The American Dream exploding across the
Nevada desert in a neon bright fantasy of instant Sex
and Success. Action! Money! Flesh! Extravagant excess
where anything goes, everything is promised, and the
excitement never ends. Fantastic show girls, fabulous
food, spectacular entertainment — Vegas! City of
dreams where time stops and the show never closes.

In this razzle-dazzle of non-stop stimulation, where
the casinos and hotels must fight a constant battle to
attract attention, one seductive spectacle outdraws
every attraction in town: the daring, devastating,
unrivalled production of the Folies Bergere. Only one
showroom in Vegas operates at a profit. The Tiffany

I
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Girls of the Follies; Some of the show girls display their
camaraderie (and magnificent bodies) in this group portrait.
Left to right are Jayne Williams, Deborah Padden, Kathy
Price, and Lynn Chemoff seductively topping the group. ●iV
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The Tolies Bergere, which is shown in the magnificent Tif¬
fany Theatre, has been running at the Tropicana Hotel for

twenty four consecutive years. Carl Wallace, seen during
number in the Follies, as master of ceremonies for the show, a

a

dancer, and lead male singer. The Tropicana features a sports
complex with 18-hole golf course, 5 restaurants, exclusive
shops, and everything a guest could wish for in a fine resort
that sprawls across 36 acres.
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At left, Jayne Williams, Deborah
Padden, Kathy Price, and Lynn
Chemoff behind them.

JAN RUSSELL
Bom: Villego, California. Age: 28.
Role: Acrobat. Jan has been with

the Folhes for 6‘/i years performing

the flamboyant jumps and turns re- j
quired of all acrobats in the show. ^
Explaining some of the dangers the ■
athletic acrobats face during a two H
hour show that moves from scene to

scene with no time for correcting

mishaps on stage, Jan reported: "J /'
jump off from a balcony and two
guys catch me. One night only one
guy made it to the jumping spot on
time—it's all so fast during the S
show that J didn't see in time and B

landed on top of the single guy, my ■

dress on his head. My G-string 1
snapped and the audience roared." 1
Jan says she likes to pick a man in
the audience and flirt with him

'just to keep things interesting."

t
if

lONI HANNEMAN
Bom: Montgomery, Alabama. Age: 18. Role:
Acrobat. Joni, seen above right, pronounces her
name 'Johnny", also gets called "HP"by the

other girls and the crew. What's it stand for?
Hot Pants. She's just 18 and proud of her youth
and success. She just bought a red Vette. She's
been a professional gymnast. She's excited
about her life. . . and about men: "Hove sex

Theatre of the legendary Tropicana
Hotel where the two-and-a-half hour, six

million dollar production of the Follies

(60 performers, eight costume changes
for the dancers, full orchestra with all

live music and singing, a glass staircase

rising 30 feet above the audience, live

alligators, elephants, and horses thrown

in with the naked show girls) packs the

house twice a day, seven days a week!

Year after year, since it was first in

troduced at the Tropicana in 1958 by

Lou Walters (father of the Barbara

Walters), The Follies has been the Show

of Shows in Vegas, rocketing the likes of

Goldie Hawn, Bobbie Gentry and
Valerie Perrine to fame.

And since the Ramada organization

took over the Tropicana in 1979, the
latest 14th and 15th Editions of the

Follies under the masterful production

of Jerry Jackson have been even more

brilliant, introducing tantalizing, hot

new talent and capturing the “Best Pro
duction Number of the Year” award the

last three years.

But it’s the tantalizing, hot girls that

count. The Folies Bergere has always

meant the most scintillating, seductive,

naked, erotic sex goddesses of the stage.

Since 1869 when the Follies first opened

in Paris, up to today’s last performance,

after playing before 80,000,000 people

in France and America, it has always

and don't mind saying so. Guys are attracted to
me and J love men."

been the electrifying women that the au
dience remembers.

But through the long tradition of the

Follies, and especially at the production

of the Tropicana, the Girls of the Follies

have been unreachable. The producers

demand “vigorous workouts, hard re

hearsals, and reputations unslandered

by any standards. ” And so the public has
never seen the intimate, informal side of

At right, Kathy Price, Michaelina Veith,

and Jayne Williams pose backstage before
show begins.
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the Follies. Until now! Now, for the first

time ever, OUI takes you backstage for a

sneak-peek, in words and pictures, of the I

whole colossal Follies enterprise — with I
some intimate encounters with several of '

the most luscious showgirls on earth i

thrown in. Capturing the flair and flavor '

of this beauty-laden beehive is no mean

task. The show moves so quickly with so

many complicated turns, that there’s no I
time left over for even one mistimed I

move. '

Follies performers take various tradi
tional roles: There are 13 male and 16

female dancers (who often work in bare j

feet). There are acrobats who must

make daringjumps and turns. There are

Principals who perform in costume skits.

And singers. And Mannequins, those

tall, magnificent women who form

backdrops (these women must be five

feet eight inches to six feet two inches

tall!). And there’s a master of

ceremonies, Carl Wallace, who’s also

lead male singer. And a female lead

singer, Michaelina 'Veith. And stage

KEELIE LINDNER
Bom: Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania. Age: 22. Bole:
Acrobat. Keelie, like most acrobats, is a superb

athlete with long years of training to produce a
supple body able to handle the dramatic jumps,
falls and turns the Follies' acrobats perform to

the dehght and amazement of
the audiences. But Keelie's

background training and
talents differ from the other
acrobats in the show: "I'm a
contortionist and have worked

in night clubs since 1 was four
years old. I was billed as the

youngest belly dancer in the
world. . . f have no backbone,
meaning I'm Euid both ways
and 1 do a sultry snake act. I'm

22 now and working on more
sensual routines."Keehe has

also performed her snake act
and pretzel contortions in Pitts

burgh clubs and at stag parties:
"The guys went nuts. They
spoiled me rotten. I went over
bigger than some of the
headliners."

DEBORAH PADDEN
Follies with its production numbers, per
formers, and original music and costumes.

Mannequins and all traditional Follies acts
are always kept in the production. But most

performers are American. The statuesque
Deborah Padden is an exception. A beauti
ful Londoner with the startling, majestic
body suited perfectly far then ude Manne

quin role, she is one of the few foreign per
formers currently in the show. Original Man
nequins didn't move much, but today's do,
much to the excitement of the audience.

Bom: London, England. Age: 23. Role: Man
nequin. For the first 18 years of the Follies,
from the start when Lou Walters (Barbara

Walters'father) brought the first Follies over
bom France in 1938, the whole show from
props and costumes to production numbers
and performers was imported. Mannequins
derive from the early Folies Bergere in Paris
when undraped figures would stand like
statues to form tableaux. Since about 1976,

the Tropicana Hotel has produced the

blues singer which harks back to the golden
days of the Paris Follies when international
celebrities like Josephine Baker and Maurice
Chevalier moved the Folhes closer to music hall

French revue format and away tom jugglers
and show gtls as the main attaction of the

show. Dynamic singing personalities, singles,
even mimes and dancing comedians like
Charlie Chaplin dominated the Follies near the

end of the twenties and through the thtties.
Michaelina also performs a more upbeat kind of
dance hall singing that was so popular in Paris
at the turn of the century when the Can Can
was still the exuberant French craze.

Michaelina has a light sense of humor, versatile
singing styles (she sang with the famous At
Force Jazz Band when she was in the service .
and cat a record with 'Airmen of Note" that

also included Sarah Vaughn, Billy Eckstine,
Rosemary Clooney and Joanie Summers!); and
she's currently recording an album other own
for Warner Brothers, produced by Frank Jones.
She's been lead singer since she started three
years ago "except for about four months. . .1
was singing and dancing until 1 was TVs months
pregnant. Then it was unpossible to hide it."

Her husband is a movie producer for Disney
Studios. He's doing the new Cheech & Chong
movie, 'Cheech & Chong's Fourth Movie" about
the world's worst band. Does she want to be a

movie star? "You bet. When the tunmg is right."

MICHAELINA VEITH
Bom: Los Jingeles, California. Age: 27. Role:
Lead female singer for the Follies. Michaelina is
a Ftincipal in the Follies, a star, to the limited
extent there are stars in this 60performer ex-
tavaganza. She is the lead female singer and
usually opens the current edition of the Follies.
She also performs a nostalgic 1930's scene as a

r



Michaelina Veith peeks
behind Kathy Price and
Jayne Williams. Below,
London bom Deborah

Padden reclines with relax

ed abandon after a show.

KATHY PRICE
Bom: Seattle, Washington. Age: 30. Bole: Man

nequin. Kathy has the long, elegant body
demanded oi the Mannequin show girls. They
must be at least 5'8" to 6'2“. Decked out in

high hats and white gloves, they form the
dramatic line that creates such an overwhelm¬

ing sense of spectacle when big production

numbers with dancers and acrobats are per¬
formed.
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DEBBIE LEE
Bom: Las Vegas, Nevada. Age: 32. Role:

Principal. Debbie, seen above left, is a

Principal. She plays some of the leading

parts in historical scenes. She's been with

the Vegas show girl circuit for 12 years.

She enjoys her work, but she says "I'd

rather be a secretary, though. Hove paper

work. "Debbie is married to Larry Lee,

stage manager hr the Follies. And even

though they work together, the routine is

so demanding that they don't get to see
much of each other.

A hove, Jayne Williams waits

backstage before show.

Left, Michaelina Veith wraps a long
arm around Debbie Lee.

SUSAN McCarthy
Bom: Ft. Lauderdale, Florida. Age: 29.

Role: Mannequin.

Jayne Williams shows off one of her

tantalizing costumes on opposite page.
healthy, often horny and hot women is
not so wonderful, either. They can
choose between tourists and locals. And

the choice is pretty lousy either way for a
lady who would like to establish a lasting
relationship. There are “more confirm
ed bachelors in Vegas than any other
place,” according to one of the women.
“This city is not conducive to getting
married and raising children.”
And the tourists? They’re fun to flirt

and fling with as a diversion. But many
show girls eventually decide to stay away
from those admirers. We were told by a
beautiful acrobat that “Everytime I find

myself interested and falling for a guy he
picks up and leaves. You find out he’s a

tourist on a fling and you never hear
from him again. It’s a losing game.”

So the women have trouble finding
men for the long haul. And the men
seem to live in a show-town-sexual-

paradise where, according to a lovely
Follies lady. “There are so many
beautiful, sexy girls willing to party that
the men miss out on the relationship part
of romance and just go body shopping
for sex.”

hands and so on. . . and those animals

 horses, alligators, elephants, and
who knows what next. There’s no time

for clean-up. It’s every man and woman
on their own.

So male dancers often work in horse

shit in their bare feet. . . and acrobats, as

Jan Russell explains, “have to be suspi
cious of shaking hands with their partner
after doing hand stands in horse
manure. A curtain caller yells ‘horse shit
on stage’ and your eye balls are busy run
ning around trying to find where it is on
your line. . . And I mean horses pee a
gallon. But that’s not the worst. We had
an alligator that shit and pissed at the
same time. Try dancing in that! And of
course we had elephants.”
And the love life of those fabulous,

Continued on 122

JAYNE WILLIAMS
Bom: Cincirmati, Ohio. Age: 28. Role:

Marmequin. Jane is a tall Marmequin who

has been offered leading roles in other

Revues on the Vegas entertainment cir

cuit, but she remains loyal to the Follies

. . . to a point. Jayne enjoys her work in

the theater, but she longs to design

costumes too. It is interesting to note that

the Follies captures strong allegiance from

the performers because it is the most

prestigious, creatively produced and

elaborate production of its kind in Vegas

.  . . and probably the world. All music is

live and so is all the singing. The most

talented award-winning team ofpro

ducers, choreographers, set designers and

music writers work to make each revue in

the show magnificent. No other show ap

proaches the Follies for concern for detail

and the demand for original material. As

Jayne says: 'I've been asked to be a

feature in other revues in Vegas on occa

sion, but I like the Follies best. Actually I'd

rather design stage wear, for which I have

a degree, instead of wearing stage

clothes. That and making love."

LYNN CHERNOFF
Bom: Germany. Age: 24. Role: Danseuse. Per

formers who are singers or Mannequins may on

ly be required to leam how to walk gracefully

.  . . if necessary, a male acrobat will carry them

hr dancing effect. But the dancers must be pro

fessionals able to follow the complex choreogra

phy of Jerry Jackson, the man who staged the
fabulous finale of the last two editions of the

Follies, a Can Can that has won "Best Produc

tion Number of the Year" for three consecutive

years. Lynn says: "Being in the Follies is like a

fairy tale come true."
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San Diego’s Main Attraction;

The last stronghold of

old-time ecdysiasm

BACK TO BURLY IN GOBTOWN

rtj.
■r:

“WE'RE ALL ACTRESSES AT THE MAIN
Attraction.’’ That’s the word from
Sheena, who worked the New York grind
circuit before discovering San Diego and
respect, in the form of fog machines,
bubbles and laser lights. The two Main
Attraction clubs, one in San Diego, one in
San Ysidro, are even beating out the
topless clubs in Gobtown with their old-
fashioned burlesque. The girls love it,
citing the “respectability of burlesque”
the “fantasy element” and the “great
clothes.” The patrons, from swabbies to
lunchtime execs, cite the bouncing
boobies, the writhing flesh and the
moderate drink prices. They all love the
production values, which bring fog
swirling up around the undulating
actresses, while lasers play across body
curves and Star Wars blasts in the
background. A pretty hot show for a town
once known only for it’s zoo. ■
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wimiitiitit Belly up to the bar of the Cattle
Baron in Hollywood and witness
the year’s wildest go-go event.
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a I by Christopher Paul Denis

The entrants were told the
contest was Wet T-shirt only, not
nude. But few of the pretty young

college girls were listening.
i«r

€
yS

/' t breaks our hearts to tell you
this, but the famous, or in

famous, (depending on which side
of town you come from) Wet T-shirt
contests at the Los Angeles club-
restaurant known as the Cattle Baron,
have gone the way of all flesh, literally as
well as figuratively. Located on a cozy
corner of Hollywood’s La Cienega
Boulevard, the Cattle is notable for its
bar, good food and vibes and mostly for
it’s usual anatomy—female andplendful.

The Wet T-shirt contests started last
summer as just a one-shot beer promodon
for the Dos Equis brand. The beer began
flowing from the taps at discount prices
as girls were canvassed at the door to see if
they wished to participate. The winner

received J50.00 and all the free beer she
could quaff for the rest of the night, plus
a handsome trophy. Well, the first contest
lead to a second and ran for the rest of the
summer, each Friday night.

We tried unsuccessfully to get the
girls to keep their clothes on,” said Ian
Lawes, debonair British manager of the
Cattle Baron. "It was Wet-T we told
them, not nude!” Thankfully, the young
crowd, made up mostly of pretty DSC
and UCLA coe^ didn’t listen.

“When contest time came,” recalls
Lawes, “we had a room for the girls to
change in. Then we brought them up on
stage one at a time, where they danced
and were slowly soaked with water as the
music played. We usually had 8 to 12 girls

OUB
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in every contest. The girls were eliminated
one at a time by the applause and catcalls
of the audience The winners were

usually the ones who really looked good.
The winners were not necessarily the
ones with the biggest breasts.
In California, unfortunately, the

drinking age is 21 and this caused some
problems as younger and younger girls
tried to sneak in the bar and take part in
the contest. When summer ended, the

young crowd diminished and the Cattle
Baron decided to phase out the contests.
They have no plans to revive the Wet
Tees, so it’s the world’s collective loss.
However, OUI has the last photos, so
enjoy.

PHOTOGRAPHS BY ANDY PEARLMAN



to do it nude and I had to pass. He then
said, “Well O.K. we’ll use some briefs.”

OUl: Is there something wrong with your
body?
LOIS: There is nothing wrong with my
body. It’s just that 1 bave a provincial
background and a family that I care
about.

OUl: Is your mother still alive?
LOIS: ■Yes, my mom and dad, absolutelv.
OUl: What will she think of these
pictures?
LOIS: I’m sure she will be great. She is not
a judgmental person. But my feeling is
that a career is a flash in your life, it really
is a flash. Your family is forever. Long
after that career is done, you still have
your family to answer to. I don’t turn my
family off. What they feel means a lot to
me, so therefore, I draw the line. I care
about my family’s feelings.
OUl: But then they must be very
unsophisticated people because they
didn’t get upset with you sitting around
in a hot tub after paying for all that
training?
LOIS: No. Because I think they’d realize
that that was something that I did at the
time to get known. My two posters did
great!

Majority. You were saying that you were
for truth.
LOIS: Yes, not exaggeration, truth. Can I
tell you something directly? Before I start
making a big stand on jiggle. I’ll makea
big stand on violence, because when you
are watching television you are in a
hypnotic state, which is your most
suggestible level and that is where I take a
stand, and if, in fact there comes a day
when I have power, I will use my power to
get that off....Jiggle is harmless, Violence
is harmful. Jiggle never hurt anybody.
But violence...at violence on the highly
hypnotic level, when kids or adults are
watching television, is bad, at an alpha
level where they are hypnotic, they don’t
even know or realize it.
OUl: Let’s lighten up....Are you going to
get married again?

LOIS: Absolutely. I believe in marriage. I
think marriage is the best way to live. I
think most successful people are married.
I’m a great believer in marriage. And I
believe in exclusivity. I mean that’s also
very important. I think that is what
makes the relationship a pat above. I
really do.
OUl: Are you a member of the Mile High
Club?
LOIS: Of course, every pilot is. You
haven’t lived until you’ve joined the mile
high club.
OUl: How long bave you been a member?
LOIS: How long? Since I started flying,
which had to be five years ago. That is a
very important part of flying.
OUl: Why is that?
LOIS: Because, it adds a lot of jiggle to
flying.
OUl: Do you get a sexual turn-on from
flying?
LOIS: Definitely.
OUl: What is it?
LOIS: Well, it’s just like creativity. There
is nothing stronger than that, sublimin-
ally. Flying is an enormous sense of
accomplishment and an enormous buzz
and that’s all rooted sexually.
OUl: What—to conquer the machine, to
conquer the air?
LOIS: To conquer the machine, to
conquer the air, to be bigger than life. I
mean all of it is highly, sexually
symbolic.
OUl: What about bot tubs? Are you a hot
tub person?
LOIS: Actually I’m not.
OUl: Are hot tubs wbat they are cracked
up to be?
LOIS: Hot tubs are wonderful. Especially
if you have been working out very hard,
and your muscles are sore, and you take a
nice hot tub and get ameassage, it feels
like you died and went to beaven,
OUl: Did the people on The Ropers enjoy
themselves in a hot tub?
LOIS: Oh, we had the best time in the hot
tub. The funniest thing about it was that

Continued on 119

LOIS ARENO
Continued from 26

OUl: No, to get jobs. A girl walks into an
office—does it mean being his girlfriend,
or being his trick?
LOIS: I’m trying to say that the producers
that I’ve come across—which is the top
ones—are not looking for a girl, they’re
looking to get ratings and points. They’re
not looking for a trick, they’re looking for
appeal. They’re looking for a face that
will cross the street and turn the whole
world on, that’s what they are looking
for. Because money is tight these days,
people can’t fool around.
OUl: Still, they wind up with jiggle
queens who can’t act. You see more and
more of like, amateur actresses on these
shows, don’t you?
LOIS: Well, the reason for that might be
that lately there has been a trend to go for
a lot of T &: A and so the prototype is that
when you get a girl that looks good, she
can’t act, and that usually is the way it is.
When I did Pray T.V. I had to come back
to a second reading to convince the
director and the producer that I could
look plain, and I went home, I scrubbed
my face, I put my hair back in a little
knot, put on a tweed suit with a high little
white collar and came back and said.

“Creativity, the very thing
that is most important in my
life is all sexually
motivated.

“Now, here’s the person.” Because the
first time I went they couldn’t get past the
looks and it’s distracting. So,you know, I
have to overcome that, because 1 see
myself as a woman of the Eighties. The
women I know now look great, and
they’re sharp and they could model; I
mean they keep themselves skinny,
they’re not like the housewives....
OUl: Everybody looks better than they did
20 years ago, Orson Bean said. EveryIxrdy,
regardless, it doesn’t matter if you’re older
or younger. The modern style is a better

OUl: What did that role in Honky Tonk
Freeway require that you turned down?
Was it a love scene?
LOIS: Actually, it was the role of a hooker,
a massage parlor hooker. But it was all
comedy, it was a fantasy. There is hard
core hooker, then there is hooker comedy.
My next role was a total change of pace.
In Pray T.V. Ned Beatty plays an
Evangelist, and I am his assistant. They
wanted some glamour in there, but they
wanted it very low key.
OUl: Is it a very unfavorable portrait of the
guy?
LOIS: Ned Beatty plays a big business
Evangelist. It could be highly controver
sial, the Moral Majority will scream and
holler, but ABC is using it.
OUl: Wbat’s your feelings about the
moral majority?
LOIS: I like to see truth.
OUl: Is Jiggle truth?
LOIS: Jiggle is truth. Sure it is. Jiggle
works. I see guys practically going into
telephone poles when they are driving
because they get so distracted by Jiggle
along the street, absolutely it is true. We
are highly motivated by sex. Creativity,
the very thing that is the most important
thing in my life is all sexually motivated.
OUl: We were talking about the Moral

life.
LOIS: Exactly. Yeah, and so I’m out to say
you can look really O.K. and have a lot of
substance, too. Where is it written that if
you have substance, you have to forego
looks.
OUl: I read in Oui that you were against
nudity, you wouldn’t do it. So what made
you decide to pose for pictures with
Orlando?
LOIS: Well, first of all, because tbe
pictures that I’ve taken I don’t see as
nudity, I see them as semi-nudity. I was
an art major, I’ve studied fine art....
Orlando’s shots remind me of some of
the beautiful stuff in the art galleries of
Rome.
OUl: But nudity isn’t an art form.
LOIS:I think nudity can bean art form. It’s
just how far does each person want to go
It’s taste. You know, some women will
wear bright red lipstick, glossy, I can’t get
past pink. Everyone has their limitations.
John Schlesinger wanted me to be in
Honky Tonk Freeway but be wanted me
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Wcoqie back,Karyn
It’s a rare pleasure indeed, to rediscover a model

as delectably sensuous as Karyn, who appeared once
before in OUI a few years back. When last we met with

Karyn, she was living on the outskirts of Phoenix, and
making frequent trips to her desert hideaway, which was a

several hour trek, to visit with her stallion, Perrier.
Once there, she would mount her valiant steed

who would quickly carry off her 34-24-34, 5'3" tall
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figure into the exquisite
silence of the tumbleweed

desert. “Having this
magnificent animal
beneath me is the next

closest thing to having a
sexual experience with a

man. I actually get all hot

and bothered right there

on my horse." Certainly
as understandable as us

readers getting hot and

bothered experiencing the
beauty of Karyn.
Karyn finished her

course in real estate

management, and has

since been very successful .

selling gorgeous desert

haciendas, mainly to the
retired rich. When the

days get long and hairy,

usually from having to
fend off the advances of

some septuagenerian

long-in-the-tooth

Lothario who goes for a
grab when Grandma’s not

looking, Karyn spirits
herself off to her hideaway

in her low slung Porsche.
“Once I’m at the

hideaway, I get naked

almost immediately and
run out into the sun.

After some sunbathing I
hit the pool for another
hoLir or so, and then it’s

pig-out time on my
favorite Mexican food.

Usually, about an hour

after dusk Skip comes out

and we spent the rest of

the night chasing each
other around the house,

in and out of bed and
each other."

“In the morning, early,

just before dawn, Karyn
and Skip shatter the desert

calm when they shoot the

rattlers that almost every

night crawl up onto the

patio. “I’m so used to it

now—I have a vintage

Colt ,45 that Skip taught

me to shoot—I just pop
’em off, one by one, and

Skip and I then strip their
bodies for the skins. We

90
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ever seen. Skip and I thentake the skms to our
take them back toneighbor, Pedro High
Phoenix and sell them toCloud, a sweet old
our friends and associatesMexican-Indian who
and split the money withtransforms them into the

most beautiful snakeskin Pedro. He’s a real artist.”
belts and boots you’ve Recently, Pedro’s been
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teaching Karyn how to
craft with snakeskin. But
when it’s hot even that

can begin to look like
toil, so she and Perrier
once more hit the trails
and head for home.

By the time I reach the
door, I’ve been bounced
and rubbed and turned

on. Skip knows that look
I get in my eye when I’m
ready, but he always looks
at me and says the same
damn thing—‘You’re
kidding, right?’—but I
never am, never!”
Oui kid you not. ■
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w H a In a rare interview with herself, the
lady with the fluorescent magenta
brain talks about the life of big-time
lovers and backstage thrills.

■fCHERRY VANILLA The Ultimate Groupie Grows Up
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hat’s electric red on top and
white underneath??? That’s

right, it’s Cherry Vanilla!
Premiere rock ir roll groupie of the 1970s;
anti-war mover in the 1960s; public and
private relations consultant to David

Bowie; intimate of Andy Warhol and
friends; longtime pal of Blondie before
she was Blondie; and often a part or
originator of the vanguard of what’s new
and/or unusual on the guerilla side of
arts and music.

Who is Elaine Vouvray, you ask?
Elaine is Cherry Vanilla’s alter-ego, just
like Cherry Vanilla started out to be the

alter-ego of “a nice Irish-Catholic girl all
the way” from Woodside, New York.
She grew up "all the way”
into the foxy lady you see
depicted on the following
pages. A t the sweet age of
37, this is the first time
Cherry’s ever shed her
clothes for the camera. It’s
a Oui exclusive shot in

the lush, exotic rain forest
of the ganjaful isle of
Jamaica.
Back in 1961, when

Cherry graduated from an
all-girls convent Catholic
high school, she just
happened to land a job as ^
a general assistant in the

radio-TV department of a
fast-paced Madison Ave
nue advertising agency,

whereafter she quickly J
enrolled in New York’s |
famous New School For |
Social Research where she

studied film production
at night after work. With- L
in moments, she was a I

radio-TV producer for 1
several ad agencies pro- I
ducing spots for products
like Coca-Cola and den-
ture adhesives.

Always into music as a

hobby. Cherry began play
ing records at a disco club

in Manhattan at nights
and on the weekends. One

evening a man asked her
to come with him to the French Riviera to

deejay at a club there. The offer was
“outrageous and irresistible.” She went,

spent the summer of 1969 spinning
records, then hitchhiked all through
Europe. Upon her return in 1970, she
began hanging out with a crowd in New

York that performed underground plays.
In 1971, Cherry got the lead in Andy
Warhol’s “Pork” and went to London

with the play and met David Bowie.
That’s when her life really changed.
David Bowie was a growing star in

England and an avid Warhol fan. He
came to see the play, invited the cast to
party with him, and ended up picking
Cherry’s brain about Arherica. Before
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long Bowie began, as Cherry says: “to
rely on my judgment about other
things.” Bowie arrived in the U.S. in 1972
and immediately hired Cherry to head his
management company. Main Man. He
was unknown in the U.S., yet he refused
to give interviews and was afraid to fly.
“So I went flying all over the country

talking about Bowie and became some
thing of a personality myself. I dressed
crazy and wore goggles and said enough
about him that by his second American
tour everybody knew who he was.”
Around this time Cherry began meeting
and “mixing” with “all these beautiful
men” like Kris Kristofferson and Leon
Russell and began trading her favors

me to keep using it. Then I wrote
something for Penthouse and I didn’t
want my mother to know, so I used it.
Then Bowie and everybody started
calling me that and it stuck.
“Bowie had really bright red hair, and I

had been experimenting with different
colors and wigs on my own. That
Christmas in 1973, Pierre La Roche,

Bowie’s make-up man, gave me a
Christmas gift; this outrageous deep
pink-colored dye. Well, I was performing
more and was into intensifying my
image, so I dyed it and have kept it ever
since.”

Cherry did everything for Bowie,
“from answer the phone to iron his

U pants” including being
H his sometime lover until

B 1974 when he got “really
I big.” When they parted,
I Bowie’s manager staked

B Cherry in a film produc-
B lion company which went

B bankrupt within a year
J while trying to produce

I films of rock and roll
„ stars. Quickly bounding

I back—Cherry’s a devout
I survivor, in case you

I hadn’t noticed—she pro-
I duced her own book of
I avant-garde poetry called
I  'Top Tart Compositions”
I at $25.00 per book in a
I limited edition. She then

sold a paperback edition
for $7.00 and that kept her
going for another year.
Somewhere during these

years. Cherry performed
in several “underground”
plays. In “Vain Victory”,
Cherry’s costar was her
soon-to-be good friend,

J Debbie Harry, now known
as rock superstar B londie.
In 1977, a combination of
restlessness and craving
for adventure caused her

Wp to form her own band
called, what else? Cherry
Vanilla. She headed for
England and soon toured
all over Europe and into

Japan afterwards “sleeping on sheep
farm floors and all that.” With an
uncanny penchant for sourcing new
talent. Cherry gathered up a bass player
and drummer in England for her tour.
These two unknowns happened to be
named Sting and Stuart. With a little

help from Cherry they went on to form a
band you may have heard of—Police.

Cherry returned to New York in 1980

and started writing and participating in
conceptual and poetry performances. She
continues her long association with the
futurists of music and art and always has
her fingers on the pulse of something
new and fresh.

'1-
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with them. “It seemed the easiest way to
get backstage and meet them and have
some fun,” she recalls.
Her famous trademark has been red

since 1973—her hair’s brown everyplace
else. How’d she get her electric sanguine
locks? “1 did some tapes for some kids
who worked for Abbie Hoffman back in
the Vietnam War days. They were
interviews and rock music on tape which
were sent to Hanoi along with a package
of tapes from Womens Lib and the Black
Panthers for propaganda purposes. They
told me I couldn’t use my right name, so I
made this up instantly, never intending
to use it after that. Some rock magazines I
wrote for really liked the name and asked
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open marriage, sexually?
VANILLA: Well, I don’t really think
there’s any other kind, at least not for
people like us. I mean I’ve already seen
and done a lot in life and there are times
when I do and don’t want to do a lot

more, but my husband just turned 22 and
I feel in his case, he MUST do a lot
more—not because I want to see him

messing around with other women, but
because I feel he mustn’t miss all the
wonderful excitement of life...he mustn’t

feel guilty about taking advantage of an

Ladies, is your boyfriend AC/DC
or are you currently alone
Yet you still get that old tickle
in your electrical zone
Well, I’ve come to lay the answer on

Get your pencils ready
May 1 introduce
with all his juice
your new lover named Eddy
Eddy's short for Edison
a Con-man he is not

Eddy’s a straight-shooter
asking why not with each watt
Eddy is a clit machine
tidy and efficient
Eddy comes in handy
when your husband is deficient
Just send us fifty dollars
and a photo of your snatch
Or perhaps a thumb-nail sketch
but be careful not to scratch

ya

Elaine Vouvray and Cherry
are one and the same

Elaine is just another side
of this delightful dame
Now don’t you get confused
as to what part each will play
Cherry is the subject
but the piece is by Vouvray

VOUVRAY: So, tell me Cherry, how’s

your sex life?
VANILLA: My sex life’s been weird lately.
Right now I’m celibate. By the time this intensely beautiful, sexy moment. I don’t
interview is published, I might be back to
being a nympho again! I lived with one
guy for almost five years, then I married a
guy I only knew a month. He’s a German
movie star and almost never here. We’ve

only been together for about two weeks life, we shouldn’t miss out on the
moments of pleasure when they come.
The only thing that stops me sometimes

want to be made to feel that way, and I
certainly don’t want to make him feel
that way. Life is so short and I don’t mean
we should all be complete whores, but
there’s so much ugliness cast upon us in

since our marriage and that wasn’t even
in the real world.
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We’ll send your Eddy air-male
His amps are bound to thrill
And all you have to do to please
him
is pay your monthly bill!

VOUVRAY: What do you mean by that?
VANILLA: Well, we’ve only ever been on
vacation together. Everytime he gets a ‘'Life is so short and I don’t
diance to fly back here, we go imme^ately all be
to the ram forest m Puerto Rico and play t u t.
like Adam and Eve, romping in the complete whoreS, but we
waterfalls, getting high on nature, no shouldn’t misS OUt On the VOUVRAY: An electronic clit machine?
TV, no telephone, no career obligations. , VANILLA: Yes, very sophisticated device.
It’s paradise there, way up in the moments Oj pleasure wnen doesn’t even require insertion, just a little
mountains with giant technicolor they COme.” black vibrating ball. It really hits the
vegetation and jasmine and ginger filling     Then, of course, there are other
the air. We even got married there, at the gWBHBWHBBHHBMIMHMBBBaWIWMIHftllliWi things which get me off...like riding
house of a millionaire friend. Oh it was is worrying about pregnancy and horses naked on the beach and having big
lovely....“Chariots of Fire” was playing VD....or when I’m in the mood I’m in ^jd ^ows lick my tits and magic buses
and I wore a white lace dress...the now, which is that of a complete with reggae music. I like adventure, you
champagne flowed and everyone cried... workaholic. see, delving into unknown territory. I
but you see it’s all been rather like a fairy- VOUVRAY: But aren’t you horny? jjke the hot weather and the islands,
tale. I mean, we’ve never really had to face VANILIA: At times, I guess...but then I esptecially Jamaica, and especially when
any of the day-to-day city problems have Eddy. h rains. I like to pose for sexy pictures,
together. I still live my life back here like VOUVRAY: Who’s Eddy? especially when the photographer is

VANILLA: Why thank you for the cue, I almost a stranger and gorgeous! All these
thought you’d never ask. things get me off. I can climax many

I’m single.
VOUVRAY: Does that mean you have an
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times just carrying on with my work.
VOUvRAY: You call this work?

VANILLA: l call it "lucky work”. It’s
work alright, but it’s a far cry from an
office or a factory. I’ve always done lucky
work. I mean, it’s not like you don’t have
to put in the hours, the anguish, or the
tears—it’s just that at least when you do,
there’s a bit of glamour at the end. Some
people have to work really hard and never
get the romance or the glamour at the
end. I find writing, acting, singing, even
making deals and contracts to be very
glamourous. I love my meetings with my
lawyer....sitting there, 40 floors up above
the New York City skyline discussing
rights, royalties and re-runs. I guess I’ve
seen too many movies, but to me life will
always be like that. Sometimes I see
myself as Doris Day or Gidget, and
sometimes I’m like Anna Magnani.
VOLLVRAY: Anna Mag^nani, when’s that?

everyone. Of course this isn’t possible,
since so many people close themselves off
to me. I mean, some people just see my
red hair and that’s it. They don’t wanna
know what’s beyond. I suppose in some
ways it acts like a perfect filter, because
the ones who love it and can look into my
soul, they’re the only ones I wanna know
anyway. I don’t have time for narrow
minds. I just keep hoping they will one
day see the light. I try to be an example of
the "free spirit”, though I know I will
never be perfect, or perfectly free. Mostly I
just try to be me, and after all that is the

most that one can hope to be! I’m into
truth, telling it, living it, being it—as
much as possible. And as the years go on,
I have less and less patience for anything
phoney or false, even from myself. I just
won’t take it anymore! HA HA, we

started with sex and we somehow got into
truth...next we’ll be talking about God!

between the two. My hobby is

photography and I recently discovered
that spray-painting gold around the
edges of an ordinary photograph can
change the simplest snapshot into a
fantastic dream-like image. Imagination
is my God. The mind is more precious
than gold. I rely heavily on the power of
the spiritual world, but I sure dig the
enhancement and riches of the material

world. I find that when I’m really cookin’
on a high mental flame, the physical
plane just falls into place...and I know
that when this material world is all gone,
one thing will remain—and that is space!
Why don’t I just read you my little poem
about it all. It’s kind of a concept, a
philosophy....and I’ve always felt that
kind of thing comes across best in little
child-like rhymes. So here’s one for ya.
It’s called, of course, "The Golden

Edge”.

VANILLA: Oh, when I’m cooking, I
guess...or going through a tragic broken
heart or jxjverty. I love to cook, and rich
or poor, 1 always manage to eat well. I
like to make everything from scratch and
keep myself as pure and chemical-free as
possible, but then every once in a while, I
take extreme trips into drugs, alcohol,
and McDonald’s...just so I can still feel
naughty about something. I think you’ve
always got to feel naughty about
something, in order to make it fun...and
if you’re a person without many rules in
your life, then I think it’s really fun to
make a few of your own and get yourself
off-by breaking ’em! And, it’s all so
innocent. I mean, no one ever hurt

anybody with an Egg-McMuffin! I try
not to hurt anyone, and if I hurt myself,
well that’s my business. I respect
everyone else’s ways, as long as they don’t
hurt anyone and I try to relate that to

The golden edge will wear away
the more you touch the pages
It is what is not written

that will last throughout the ages
The feeling there is something
we can not put our finger on
The dreams we try to hold on to
but wake to find they’re gone
Love letters in the sand
and castles in the air

These are what life is all about
so handle them with care

And when you do you’ll see
the golden edges everywhere.

“I wrote Kris Kristofferson a
sexy four-line poem,
blatantly inviting him to
take me back to his hotel. He

played no games and
accepted.

9>

VOUVRAY: Yeah, let’s talk about him
(her?) for a while.
VANILLA: God, Oh God! Well, OK. I

believe that God is the goodness that
exists in us all, and the devil is the evil

depths to which we all can stoop. God is a
completely personal thing, but at the
same time, a universal string. Heaven
must be feeling good and hell is feeling
guilty. Each one of us needs a moral code
to experience and know the difference

VOUVRAY: Well, that’s quite deep, isn’t
it?

VANILLA: You gotta be deep...in
everything you do. You gotta reach down
to the depths of your soul and put your
whole self into it. I feel that way about
everything. Everything I do, I try to do
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just as they ask Nancy Lopez-Melton
where they can find the best Mexican food
and margaritas in town.
The LPGA front office is trying

desperately to make the Tour as feminine
as possible. Some of the tournament
sponsors include Sarah Coventry, Mary
Kay Cosmetics and, of course, Dinah
Shore. Colgate-Palmolive pulled out of
the latter tournament. How about a

vibrator distributor sponsoring a tourna
ment? That’s feminine. Or a douche

manufacturer. The $150,000 Summer’s
Eve Invitational from Ball, Ohio. The

$200,000 Rely Tampon Tournament
from Death Valley, California.

Kyle O’Brien is a twenty-two year old
rookie on the Tour. She is a graduate of
Southern Methodist by way of Indian
apolis. Nice, wholesome, pure-bred
American stock.

“The best thing I ever did was stay in
school,” she says. “If you come out here
too early and you’re not mature, this
place will eat you up.”
Or someone will.

Unless she is of the bull persuasion,
O’Brien will have to say “no” repeatedly
and kindly to the bull vets and she will be
placed on the “out” list. Uncooperative.
She’ll have to marry someone—her
caddy—to keep from relating the LPGA
Tour to a twenty year stay at San

Quentin. Or, she can become the new
lamp chop and submit to the constant
pleas. Tough decision. It’s so tempting to
jump in the jacuzzi with someone who’s
made $900,000 more than you have on
tour and can help you with your putting.
Former tennis great Arthur Ashe relates

this to the women’s tennis tour—“Billie

Jean King’s affair with Marilyn Barnett
aside, I knew all along about the
lesbianism on the women’s tennis tour.

In the men’s locker room, we long ago
ceased to make jokes about it. If you tell
the same joke every day, it quickly loses
its humor. Not that there were not new
incidents as time went on. We even knew

who was currently going with whom.
The female-female relationships just
became so routine at our joint tournaments
that we ceased to find it amusing. But
more important, we ceased to find it
uncomfortable.”
The tournament comes to a close. Some

unknowns have crept into the top ten
finishers for the seventy-two hole event.
This is the last year for the Kemper Open
at Costa Mesa. Next year, it’ll be in
Hawaii. The country club bar is doing a
brisk business. The resident golf pro
orders another shot.

“There’s a goddamned awards dinner
tonight. You should see some of these
gals in dresses. Embarrassing. Some of
them shave their legs, armpits and faces.”

I ask who they bring as their dates,
males or females?

The pro looks at me and laughs. ■

intensely....whether it’s making love,
making laughs, making dinner, making
do. There’s no sense living, unless you’re
gonna make every moment count, count
for what, I don’t know—whatever is

beyond, or because this is all. Whatever
you can use as motivation, the important
thing is being motivated....keeping that
motor running. Did you ever have
hepatitis? To me, it’s the worst disease in
the world, because what it takes away is
“the force”...you have all your parts, but
no “tiger in your tank!” You’re just like a
big old dead piece of meat. And that, to
me, is the worst. You might as well be
ground-up and turned into a
“whopjjer”! (Must give equal time to
Burger King!)
VOUVRAY: So, what are you up to right
now. Cherry? What does the future hold
in store?

VANILLA: Well, the future is a mystery
and I think it’s best that way, but the
present is a present we should be thankful
for each day...and the past, it is a
traveler...don’t try to make it stay! You
see, I just can’t help falling into verse all
the time. I think it’s a result of the

jaermanent brain damage I suffered in my
youth! Seriously though, I have a big
steamer trunk full of notebooks, diaries,

cassette tapes and such...and I’ve just got
to edit them down into a form that
someone can read. There’s all these
stories about when I worked for David
Bowie and then The Police and all these

other great musicans worked for me.
There’s my three years in London, and all
my one-night stands. There’s
millionaires and geniuses and lots of
boys in lots of bands. I feel I’ve got a story
to tell. After all, I have made love to some
of the world’s most beautiful men!

VOUVRAY: Oh really, name one.
VANILLA: Oh you inquisitive writers!
OK, how about Kris Kristofferson...uh,
before he was married to Rita, that is.

Well, they’re divorced now anyway, I
guess. He was really beautiful. I only ever
spent one night with him, but in that
short time he gave me so much affection
and love and we had so much fun

together. It was back in the early days,
before he had muscles or made movies. I

met him at The Gaslight Cafe in
Greenwich Village, where he was
playing with his band. This was even
pre-“Bobby McGee” days and I was just
so hot for him I couldn’t wait for chance

or fate to bring us together. I wrote him a
sexy four-line poem, blatantly inviting
him to take me back to his hotel. He

played no games and accepted. He was so
easy to be with, so romantic, yet so real.
It’s one of my favorite rock & roll
memories. I think he’s a fantastic man.

Wouldn’t mind running into him again
some day. Only now I just don’t go
pursuing anymore. In fact, fate seems to
bring me more than I can handle...and I

AM a married woman! Still, I wouldn’t

mind just an innocent dinner or a quiet
evening together. Ha ha, I wonder if that
would be possible?
VCXIVRAY:! doubt it! You must have a
lot of great rock and roll memories.
VANILLA: Yeah, but let’s not get into ’em
here. After all, Elaine, we’ve got to save a
little for the next time. Say, I’ve got some
lovely French champagne on ice. What’s
say we have a little glass or two and I
introduce you to Eddy!! come on, we’ve
done enough work for today.
VOUVRA)^ Well, it certainly hasn’t
seemed like work to me.

VANILLA: Lucky work!
VOUVRAY: Yeah, Cherry
lucky...luckier than most females, I
mean....living life just like—we re living
in a magazine!

we are

i Why Elaine, I never realized
you were a poet!
VOUVRAY: Ha ha, why Cherry darling, I
never realized you were a brunette! ■

LADIES TO A TEE
Continued from 57

their mothers. I could never understand

mother/daughter relationships anyway.
Individualistic sports like golf and tennis
seem to promote the safe womb-like
world of lesbianism. One hears comments

like "it’s easier not to go out at night
while you’re in some strange city on the
road.” The women are living in a small
universe filled with highly competitive
women, male executives running the tour
and resident golf pros like the one I’ve
been talking to. Not a big choice. Male
athletes will go out at night. Women
athletes don’t or can’t. It’s easier and safer

to get into the jacuzzi at the hotel with
another female body. Jan Stephenson
does not stay at the hotels where the
golfers stay. She stays at friend’s home in
each city.
With team sports, at least, everyone can

go out together or have a gang-bang. Golf
is solitary confinement. Loneliness is
rampant on the LPGA Tour. But, there is
a major factor involved in wanting to
keep driving and putting the ball better
than anyone else on the Tour in exotic
places like Hershey, Pennsylvania, and
Indianapolis, Indiana. Money. Lots of it.
Money also plays a part in the

attraction the young squealing college
girls have toward these lady cadet-types
and motherly P.E. Teachers. It’s fun to be
around money and winning. It’s safe to be
with your mommy or big sis. There is an
adulation of someone in the center of

flashing bulbs, television cameras and
reporters’ questions; someone momentar
ily better or different than the rest.
Some of the golfers I talked with imply

that Donna Cap>oni is the father-figure of
the Tour at the moment. She’s dad, mom

and sis to the girls. They ask her for advice
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Gabor’s dolls are exquisite art, but
he’s never envisioned them on

pedestals. To Steve they’re a 3D men’s
magazine, secret toys for men only.

STEVE GABOR: Masterbuilder of Micro-Erotics
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s teve Gabor is not your typical their mini dildos, sex mags and other
liberal and liberated erotic accoutrements all have their own hiding
artist. He doesn’t make his ex- places. Their human-scaled clay male

quisite clay miniatures to sit on pedestals friends (represented only by waist to
in Park Avenue penthouses, shocking thigh sections) can go in the back of the
maiden aunts and proclaiming the closet. All of this because Gabor intends
sexual enlightenment of the trendy these as toys for men. Toys to be brought
couple living there. No, Steve imagines out only when wives are visiting their
his ladies as Barbie dolls for horny art sisters in Milwaukee or when girlfriends
lovers. That’s why he provides them are home with bronchitis. He sees his
nested two-to-the-box in form-fitted dolls as a sort of 3D men’s magazine, the
Lucite play cases; why their whispy lace scenarios infinitely changeable by the
panties, bras, corsets and stockings pack addition of more dolls. They come in all
away in their own little luggage and why shapes, postures, races and creeds,

though he admits a preference for large
breasts and freckles on his little women
and all have real hair and lewd

expressions.
In an interview with Oui contributor

Bob Crane, Gabor explains how he came
to make dolls and why men need them so
much.

sp>ent five years in Hollywood direaing
feature films.

OUI: Can you tell us some of the film
titles?

GABOR: 1 have a double identity. This
is my name which 1 use only for my
erotic sculptures so 1 wouldn’t really
like to give all the data. People would be
able to track me down. Let’s just say
that 1 made major American feature
films in Hollywood with major
American stars. 1 worked for major
independent producers. This happened
in the Sixties and Seventies. Before that,

I made major Communist features in
Eastern Europe. I got tired of executing
other people’s thoughts and started
looking for a way out—for true
individuality and true expression. The
major discovery for me in the West
compared to the East was eroticism,
which is totally forbidden in Eastern
Europte. So, 1 started to make erotic art.
In China, back through the centuries,

there was an art form which were little

erotic, ivory carvings; naked females. It
was a secret treasure for the male. No
women ever saw it.

OUI: So, in other words, you’ve based
your art on that Chinese art form.

OUI: How did this art form come into
your head?
GABOR: First of all. I’m a Hungarian
immigrant. In Hungary, 1 was a film
director. As a child, I drew and painted
and graduated from the School of Fine
Arts. I’ve been over here ten years. I
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GABOR: Exaaly. I tried to bring the
East and West together and come up
with exquisite, very expensive, secret
toys, strictly for males, because I feel the
female eroticism is totally different. I
don’t feel that males should cater to

female eroticism. In Hungary, we say
"Boys want to fuck and girls want to get
married.” When you think about it, in a
sexual act, a boy has an orgasm and
walks away, a girl gets pregnant and
becomes a custodian for a human life.

So, she should be responsible. People
say that we’re in a sexual revolution.
That’s bullshit. All the contraceptives
right now have terrible side effeas. A
couple cannot have totally free sex with
each other because a baby will come
out. Girls cannot afford eroticism

intellectually. They cannot stimulate
themselves because their goal is to cut
down on sexual consumption, to avoid

becoming pregnant. Our whole sex life
is fucked up by nature. In the animal

world, animals simply don’t fuck. Only
the dominant male fucks and the others
never fuck. Then there’s the socio-

biological asptect. The whole universe is
set up in a way where fewer males are
inseminating the majority of the
females which means the sexual

appetite of the male is infinitely bigger
than the sexual appetite of the female.
OUl: Can you see your art being mass-
produced at some point?
GABOR: No mass production. That’s
out of the question.
OUl: Even though you could make a lot
of money off it?
GABOR: Listen, I’m a gourmet

illustrator with less work. I can make a

thousand bucks in a day.
OUl: If I wanted to buy one of your
sculptures, how much would it cost?
GABOR: I wouldn’t sell one doll for
less than a thousand bucks.

OUl: Are a lot of people buying them?
GABOR: Yes, of course. I sold half of
my current show and we’re selling them
in California. But listen. I’m not going
to be a millionaire, that’s for sure,

because one human being cannot turn
out as many hamburgers as a chain.
OUl: What does your wife think about
your work?
GABOR: My wife hates it, but she
respects my individual freedom. She
still dreams about when I was a big-
time film director known all around.
Gabor’s dolls can be viewed and

purchased at EROTICS Gallery, 316 5th
Ave., New York, New York. A

restaurant, not a MacDonald’s.

OUl: Thirty -five billion served.
GABOR: I’m not too eager to sell
because I make much more money as an
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Murdoch watched as Marcus Welby
sermonized on the dangers of drugs.

"I spent a whole year going around
with about a thousand pounds of bricks
on my shoulders," Murdoch fluffed the
pillow up behind his head. "It didn’t
matter even if I scored five goals in five
games, it meant I still had troubles.

"It’s the heaviest thing to get busted
and then have to go home and tell your
parents, have to face your hometown
people where you were once an idol. I said
to myself, there’s two things you can do:
you can be a fucking pansy and quit
hockey. Take the money that you have
and run and do what every other kid does
that you hang around with. I have a lot of
friends that are just working. They’re
having a good time. But they never smelt
the fucking caviar. They’ve never been
able to jump on a plane and go anywhere
you want. They’ve never had the broads.
They don’t know what it’s like, so they
don’t know they’re missing this much
and I did.

“So I'm sitting there thinking, ‘Well,
Jesus, I’ve tasted it. I’d rather eat steak
than hamburger.’ So I said to myself, you
have to turn these people’s minds around.
By going back out and taking all that shit.
By playing hockey and coming back and

doing good and having people say, ‘Well,
at least he had the balls to come back.’

"Now when I go back home this
summer. I’ll be excited to be back. You

don’t have to hang your head no more.
You don’t have to sneak into a bar. You

can walk into a fucking bar like you
owned the place. That’s the way I likeit."

team, even more than other guys. But it
was rough at first. That year I played after
coming back was really terrible. In the

athletes. What a pad he’s got. He let me back on my mind was still that court case,
use it for about three days there, 1 brought When  I finally went to trial my lawyer
in this chick from Atlanta. Fuck, she said, ‘Pack  a toothbrush and get a five
thought that I was about the best thing
since Scotch tape. I had a limo that night,
holy fuck. We wheel in there, she says
‘How long you had this place?’ I said,
Tm only trying it out.’ She was creaming
in her pants just looking at the place.”
Murdoch paused. "It’s funny. Even

when I got busted and I come back,
everyone thinking I’m fucking Joe Ciool.
‘Hey, this guy’s been busted for cocaine,
be’s cool,’ Like when I go down to the can
in a bar I bear the guys in the can they
come out and say, ‘Hey, you’re Murdoch,
you wanna do something?’ But I say, ‘No,
I’m just taking it easy.’ ’’

‘‘C’mon,’’ I interrupted, “That bust
was the best thing that happen to the
NHL. ”

"They don’t realize that they got a lot of
publicity out of it. It’s not like gocxd
publicity, it’s never good publicity,”
Murdoch stretched on the sofa, "But I get
recognized as much as anybody on the

DON MURDOCH
Continued from 55

hundred dollar suit.’ That was heavy.
There were big faggots in jail there. Fuck,
I would’ve skipped the country if I had to
go to jail.

"But that year, you’re playing hockey
and people are calling you doper, junkie,
shit like that. I was having hassles with
my parents then because they didn’t know
what was going on. I was drinking a lot, I
couldn’t handle just being alone so I
always had to go out. I was staying up
late, not getting a good hour’s sleep.
"Now, when things are going good you

always try to dream that this was a bad

dream. This really didn’t happen. It’s
three summers ago this summer. It’s time
to flush it down the drain and let people
forget about it but every time there’s no
news around they always bring up old
news. Instead of Don Murdoch scored two

goals for the New York Rangers, it was
Don Murdoch, busted for drug charges,
scored two goals.”

Murdoch jumped out into

the midday traffic, paused in

front of the car, bent over,

and slowly pulled his red

gym shorts down.

<(
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I asked him what it was like sitting out
there half season.

"It was like going to jail,” he huffed, “I
had to stay inside, I was back home in
Canada skating in my home town. Then I
went to St. Catherine with the Niagara
Falls Flyers. Every day was so long and
slow. Nothing to do. Holy Christ, I was
eating four times a day. I was getting to be
a fat pig. I’d want to talk to the guys, but I
couldn’t come down to New York. What

am I going to do, sit around New York for
three months, start getting into trouble
again? So I just laid low. Every night I’d
hear that the team was winning, they’re
playing great. I haven’t met Shero yet, so I
don’t know what to expect. Things run

through your mind like ‘Do they want
you back?’
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“Bui Shero was great. We went to the

meeting together and talked to the

President and they lifted the suspension.

Then we went to a press conference and

they asked him if Murdoch was gonna

play right away and Shero said he missed

enough games already. Afterwards he

takes me aside and says we’re gonna get

along really well 'cause he finally met

someone who could bullshit as good as
him. I had to kiss a little ass.

“Shero made me feel like I could fit

right in. He amazes me. I watch him so

much. I'm really into him because he

doesn't say nothing. He always throws a

phrase at you when he talks to you, he

never comes straight out and says blah
blah blah. He used to come in the

morning and write a little phrase on the

blackboard. Like everybody was counting

us out in the first round of the play-offs

last year ’cause we had a bad streak. So
Freddie comes in and writes, 'A little

mouse by gnawing at a dike can flood a
whole nation.'

Murdoch laughed. “So first I say,

‘What the hell’s this?’ Then you sit there

and look at it and in other words, it’s easy

if you work hard and keep working hard,

you can make it to the top. It might lake

that fucking mouse two or three years of

working his ass off just to make a hole,
but once he did he’d flood the whole

nation and flush everybody out. Shero’s

so intelligent. He doesn't come right out,

if he gives you an answer he makes a

person work to get the answer too. I

learned a lot of Shero just by watching

and listening to him.

“Hey, I come from a small town where

you might gel ten good-looking chicks

out of the whole fucking town. And

remember there’s five hundred guys

going for them. So I come to New York

and 1 used to get sore necks from turning

around looking at all these chicks. I used
to walk around with a semi-boner all the

lime. Anywhere I'd go, all these nice

looking chicks were coming up to me. I

had nothing to do, I didn’t have to work

up any lines or anything. Puck, they’d

come up and ask the questions and they’d

do all the answering and it was no

problem taking a chick back home. It was

too easy. I used to say to myself, this isn’t

right me taking home a beautiful chick

and giving her a quick shot."

“But wasn’t that boring after a while?"

I was trying to convince myself. “I mean,

didn’t that change the way you viewed

women? Wouldn’t you become con

temptuous of those women?”

“My first year any time 1 had a chance

to get laid I would have taken the

opportunity. Fat, skinny, ugly, good-

looking, it didn’t matter. All I was

worried about was getting my rocks off.”

Murdoch smiled wistfully at the memory.

“But now these sticks come up and

Doogie and 1 will make fun of them, cut

them right down, tell ’em they’re pigs,

and they’ll sit around and like it. If we

have them oink for us they’ll probably

oink for us. Like, we’ll be sitting there

calling them out, like ‘Yeah, you like it,

how hard do you want it?’ shit like this to

these nice broads, and fucking laughing.

These chicks would eat it up. We’d abuse

them and they would stick around and

take it. If you were nice to them, fuck,

you’d never get laid. I don’t know it ‘treat

’em mean, keep ’em keen’ is the word, but

the more you abuse them the more they
seem to like it.”

“But it’s sad, isn’t it. how empty some

of their lives seem. The groupies, the

hangers-on," I said.

Murdoch nodded. “You get someof the

fan letters they write to you, holy fuck.

They send pictures too, that’s the biggest

joke when you get a picture they’ll send

you, everybody in the dressing room has

got to have a look at it. One girl from L. A.
sent Christmas cards out to some of the

guys with her lips on it. She sent a nude

picture of herself in the swimming pool
and she’s like a big Amazon, fucking six

“Better watch my ass. She’s

still tight, boys. There’s been

a few fingers up there but
not much else.>9

“I like to listen to all kinds of people.
Like when 1 first came to New York I

didn’t know how to dress for the styles. I

didn’t know how people acted. When I

came here I was wearing country boy

plaid shirts and fucking jeans. Here I

gotta go and start buying three piece suits

and fourteen pairs of shoes and a hundred

shirts. Shit, half the time I go to discos I

go there to watch. When I first came here I

didn’t know how to dance more than your

basic cowboy. You can sit and listen and

everything, but you have to get out and

try it. Once in a while I’d see the stars like

in Studio (54) and I would know that one

time I’d have to get up there and try it, get

pissed out of my head so I’ve have enough

nerve to get up there and dance.”

Murdoch seemed happy to have

changed the thrust of the conversation.
And it was inevitable that the talk would

turn to girls, one of his favorite topics.
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We were playing in only one zone,
shooting a Dougie Soetaert.

I scored a minute into the scrimmage. It
was off a standard scramble in front of the
net. Ulf had made a beautiful move in

front, stickhandling around Maloney and
backhanding a shot at Soetaert from ten
feet out. The rebound came right to my
stick and I slammed it between Soapy’s
legs. He seemed pissed.
He seemed more angry when I scored

again, off a beautiful pass from Ulfie.
Two goals my first practice. I began to
think that I should pack my skates for the
Richmond trip. After a few minutes we
took a break.

■'Where’s JD, that fat cunt?” Dave
Maloney wondered. “He played good in
the play-offs last year and he thinks he
doesn’t have to show up.”

"Hey, Murder, you lost it,” Carol
Vadnais snapped.

“Yeah,” Ulfie smiled impishly, "he left
it in the Studio.”

After a few more minutes of scrimmage,
we called it a day. And after a sauna and
shower, we headed back to the city. In the
car, Murdoch was strangely dour. "That
fucking Markham,” he scowled, “He
thinks he’s gonna take my spot. I’ll skate
right around him.”

Steve Vickers, the Rangers’ left wing,
who was getting a ride back to Manhattan
with us, looked up from his crossword
puzzle. "He’s strong, Doc. He can lift a
tractor, but he can’t start it.”

Murdoch laughed. “I’m Assistant
Captain now,” he boasted, “I’m the
representative of the perverts and the
drunkards. I speak for me and Doog.
We’re voting to see if we let Gresch in.”

“Hey, JD won’t be ready for another
month,” Gresch said.

“When they opened his knee, they
found Michelob caps,” Murder cracked.
We drove by Ward’s Island. Murdoch
stared at the huge institutional buildings,
with their barred windows.

“Hey, boys,” he yelled. “I was almost
over there with you guys. Better watch my
ass. She’s still tight, boys. There’s been a
few fingers up there but not much else.”

When we got to the city, Greschner
dropped Vickers off, then drove Murdoch
to Lenox Hill Hospital where he was
taking therapy for a shoulder that had
been operated on earlier that summer. We
stopped on Lexington Avenue and
Murdoch jumped out into the midday
traffic, paused in front of the car, bent
over, and slowly pulled his red gym shorts
down. It was the best shot he’d gotten off
all day.
SEPTEMBER 14

By the end of the week; the pace had
increased out in Sportarama. I decided to
hang up my skates. After practice,
Murdoch and Vickers and I went back to
Gresch’s house to eat some Chinese food

Continued on 118

feet, big tits. Oh Christ. ”
The phone rang again. It was Murdoch’s

current girlfriend. Sheused togooutwith
Bobby Murdoch, Donnie’s older brother,
who also plays hockey. In fact, Bobby
introduced them one night at Studio 54,
while he was still seeing her. Later that
night, he was no longer seeing her.

’’Oh. it’s honey now, is it?” Murdoch’s
voice floated into the living room. He
talked a while and then he came back in.
“That’s why she likes me, ’cause I’m such
a fucking dinkl” he laughed.

“I can’t believe you stabbed your
brother like that,” I marvelled. “You’d be
a good litmus test for a girl’s loyalty.”

Murdoch cracked up. “Bring ’em over
to Murdoch’s place,” he announced,
“Leave ’em for an hour here. We’ll see if
they’re faithful.”

“I still can’t believe those girls in
Charlie O’s,” I said. “I mean if you told
them to take four laps around the dining
room, they’d do it.”

“If I found a chick that would tell me to
fuck off. I’d probably marry her,” Donnie
said wistfully. “But I don’t care. I’m only
22.1 just want to get fucked anyway. They
can use me all they want as long as I get
laid out of the deal. I don’t spend money
on them. When it comes times to get a
steady girl. I’ll get a girl that doesn’t
know what I do.” Murdoch paused. “It’s
like this girl. That’s why she likes me.
Bobby’s pampering her and babying her
and I was getting pissed, leaving her at
the bar, going to talk to everybody. She’s
never been treated shitty like that before.
Now she fucking loves me.” He smiled
with some satisfaction.

“But you seem to have settled down a
bit out here,” I said. “Almost like you’ve
taken on some suburban values. You
seem like you’re growing up a bit.”

“The good times will always be there,”
Donnie philosophized, “You have to
learn to pick your spots. This year more
than ever I stayed in on a number of
Friday and Saturday nights. I didn’t have
to. You play so much hockey now, and
the traveling, it’s nice just to stay home
and watch TV, take the phone off the
hook. I don’t know if it’s just that I’m
getting a little bit older. It’s probably that
I’ve done enough. I put in the amount of
partying my first year that the average
person would have taken three years to
do. So I’m definitely ahead of everyone
else.

SEPTEMBER 11
“Murdoch’s been hitting those p>orn

films every day,” Greschner was telling
me. “He’s down to 123 pounds.” We were
on our way out to Sportarama in Suffern,
New York, an ice skating/tennis complex
where the Rangers had rented some ice. It
was a week before training camp was to
open in Richmond, Virginia, and we
were out for a quick skate. In the backseat
Murdoch was trying to wake up. He
yawned.

“Don’t act tired once we get out there,”
Gresch was being paternal,

“Fuck off, Gresch,” Murdoch snappted.
“Take them bulbs out of your head. Shit,
I only had ten hours sleeping the last
three days.” Murdoch hunched upon the
back seat.

“I had to go get one more beer last ●
night,” Gresch complained. “Oh, I got a
stomach ache.”

“Me, too,” Murder piped up. “I was on
that Perrier. Boy, is that stuff shit. Gives
you animal farts.”

Just then Gresch unleashed a massive
sneak gas attack. Murdoch and 1
immediately lunged for the push button
windows. The perverse bastard had

“It didn’t take them long to
find the 4.8 grams of cocaine
stashed away in (Murdoch’s)
sock. Or the five joints of
marijuana residing in a
cigarette pack...

locked them and was cackling like a
hyena.

When we got to the rink, the talk was
about the Swedes. It seems that they had
renegotiated their contracts and signed
on for another two years each, bargaining
directly with Sonny Werblin, the Garden
President, bypassing Shero and his
assistant, Mickey Keating. Word was that
they had each gotten over $300,000 a year.
Word also had it that they were doing
fifty laps at three quarters speed all
summer in Sweden. Word like that
sobered Murdoch up.

He was bending over, putting his socks
on. “Jeez.” He picked up his long
misshapen bony toes, “I can’t believe the
hogs want to suck these.” Around the
room, a few others were getting dressed. I
pulled on my pads and, like Gresch, wore
a sweat suit over the equipment. That
done, I grabbed a righty stick and walked
out on the rubber mat and hit the ice.

After warm-ups, we divided off into
two teams. I was playing with Ulfie, Don
Maloney, Steve Vickers, and Hedberg. We
were facing Dave Maloney, Greschner,
Murdoch, and Ray Markham, a rookie.

“I don’t mind sitting home now. I
enjoy just going out to dinner with a girl
on a date. Buy a little wine and come
home and that’s it.”

“That’s it?” 1 was incredulous.
Murdoch shrugged. “Well, come home

for a little plug-in or something like that.
Definitely have to have the plug-in. Don’t
want to waste a bottle of wine and a good
mean on nothing,” he said and his
laughter drowned out Marcus Welby.
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combination of tlu-st- forces in the hands
of the user. This is the more difficult as

few, if any, sources exist where one can
find direct, factual information, the kind

that could lead to actual exixTimentation.
What sex is and why it brings fullfill-

ment need scarcely be discussed. But the
(xiwers derived from occult utilization of
the sex drive are of two kinds: the |X)wer
to attract, fxjssibly dominate others, and
the power to enjoy on levels \astly
superior to those ordinarily reached
without its application.
"Sexual congress” is, of course,

|X)ssibleonly if two people actually meet,
therefore the power to attract another
person is of considerable importance
here. The important thing to remember

is that eye contact is the hcxjk to achieve
desired results—visualization of the

thought of desire, followed by rapid
"broadcasting’’ of a glance at the

op|X)site person, establishes a link; this is
followed by a combination of thought
patterns and Ixrdily movements.
Example: George went to a party in the

V'illage. Only one girl interested him, but
she was with another man. He visualized

himself in that man’s place, held that

picture for a while and sought to step into
the direct view line of the girl. As scxrn as
she looked at him, he shot the visualization
”at her”, she blinked, but ten minutes

later she sought him out, and the rest was
not difficult.

EROTIC MAGICK
Continued from 9

are taken only at their conventional level.
But when sex becomes ’sex all the way’,
and religion becomes The Occult, the
controversial aspects become explosive
causes. It would be much too eas\' to say
that sex deals with the body and the

occult with the spirit—both expressions
involve a far more sophisticated system of
interlocking stimuli and they cannot be
categorized in such a cut and dried
manner at all. Sex does involve certain

emotional/spiritual processes, and the
occult, in some of its aspects is deeply
sexy.

Continued on 120Power is derived from a knowing

JOHANNA SHERMAN
PSYCHIC OF THE MONTH

Mrs. Sherman does not advertise and

clients come to her only through word of
mouth. She gives Tarot and Psychometry
readings and can be contacted through
the SRI Centre, 45 East 52st Street, New

York City. (212) 688-6452.

ut aside your visions of
long, frizzy-haired women
in veils with husky voices
that speak in tongues, or
of dark frosty rooms with

tables that mysteriously levitate and
ectoplasm dripping off the walls.
Meeting New York City born and bred
psychic, Johanna Sherman, is like calling
on a long lost cousin or visiting your
pleasant but slightly eccentric neighbor
down the street. Sherman insists she’s but

an average housewife with a little
something extra. ■

Johanna, 33, of Italian heritage, was
just your average high school student
until she began studying tarot cards in
1965. ”At the age of 16 I knew I could see
certain things and make predictions
about future events and people’s lives. My
dreams are always in 3-D and techniclor.
She continued her studies of the occult

throughout college and continued after
she took her Bachelor of Fine Arts degree
in Art Education and Psychology from
Pratt Institute. After many ups and
downs in the highly competitive art
world, Johanna took her own design for a
deck of tarot cards to U.S. Games Systems,
who immediately decided to manufacture
a signed limited edition of her work.
"Everyone has psychic ability,”

Johanna insists, "and certain things can
be done to develop those pxtwers. I work
at it constantly.” She has successfully

predicted in Oct. 1980, the landslide
election of Ronald Reagan; on 10-2-80
the disappearance at sea of a freighter
ship, that turned out to be the Poet which
was heading for Egypt and was lost on
10-24-80; in April of 1981 she predicted

a drug scandal aboard a U.S. Navy
aircraft carrier, and on May 26 a plane
crashed on the deck of the carrier Nimitz

and investigations lead to a drug scandal
involving Navy personnel. All these pre
dictions were documented by Prof. Hans
Holzer and the tabloid paper, the Star.

33-year old Johanna Sherman is a
professional graphic artist who graduated
with a degree in Art Education and
Psychology from Pratt Institute in
Brooklyn, N.Y. While still in high
school, she became interested in the study
of the ancient tarot cards of divination,

followed later by studies in comparative
religion and Jungian psychology as they
applied to the interpretation of the tarot
cards.

In 1978 she designed an entirely new
deck of tarot cards just being published
by the U.S. Games Systems. In 1980 she
began to work with Prof. Hans Holzer in
order to develop her psychic abilities
through regular tests and experiments,
and shortly after Johanna Sherman
established herself as a professional
psychic giving counsel to those seeking
her out.

Mrs. Sherman is a clairvoyant as well
as a tarot reader, and her work consists of

counseling based on psychic impressions
derived both via her own ESP and the

material supplied her internally by her
spirit guides. During her test period, her
accuracy rate has been around 75%,
bearing in mind the difficulty all
psychics have with pinpointing of
precise time elements.
Johanna Sherman can be reached at

P.O.B. 921, Woodside, N.Y. 11377.
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THE REPAST
Continued from 46

pious little pornography magazines."
"A subway car. Interesting."
"In the end, the subway is sent to the carefully around the utensils and stopped

South Bronx for degreasing. And the at the center, straddling the low bowl of
flowers. Roger rather awkwardly climbed

"Wink wink," Mildred tried again. "Is to meet her, admiring as she did so their
perfect bodies reflected in the mirrors
which lined the room. They joined

"All right then. Where was I? We have deeply there, standing; and despite the
one loose end in these biographies, massiveness of the table, coffee splashed
Remember the jxrliceman who loved his and a brandy snifter tipped, rolled about
work?"

Mildred stood and climbed first on her

chair and then onto the table. She stepped

graffiti is reapplied."

this working, Roger?”
"Slightly.”

eccentrically for a moment, and dropped

"Yes indeed. Vitamins. This melon
would melt. In. Your. Mouth."

"And there he would expwse himself. O
Roger Roger Roger Roger Roogeeer.
Goodness. Nice."

“Mil. Dred. Poof. Very nice. —Who
would expose himself?"
"Junior, of course."
“Of course."

"He made his error in hanging about a
rather tough innercity school filled with
minorities. He was de-sexed by a little girl
with a machete."

"Ouch, Mildred. A little crude,

wouldn’t you think? At this tender
moment?”

"But he lives to a ripe old age. Bored
stiff, of course.”

"That's disgusting."
“Much of life is, Roger my dear.”

Mildred placed the carrot on her plate.
"Goodness. I’m still palpitating. Look
Roger.” She stood up to show him. She
was indeed palpitating. "If you’ll just set
aside that melon..."

"Let it rest a moment, please, Mildred.”
"Please ring for wine, then. I’ll just

carry on, being multiple and all that.”
“You do that." Roger stepped on the

buzzer and nodded to Mildred and the

wine when the butler appeared. The
butler unscrewed the cap and poured for
Mildred, the stream just touching the tips
of her nipples and spreading below where
it accented the sound of her busy hand.
"THAT’S. JUST. PERFECT. Whoot”
"Heavens, Mildred. Show a little

decorum. There are servants about. One

to the rug below.

Finished, they stood still coupled.

"Ah yes."

"He was a large, puffy man with
slightly red hair, a drinking problem, a painting  a bit.
wife—from Nebraska—and three children.

His one outstanding attribute was an Mildred said,
enormous—’

"Remember

“Which one

 the old joke, Roger?’

 is that?”

The butler entered and placed their Together they noticed that the butler
servings before them. He poured coffee was standing just inside the door,
from the sideboard and brandy from a Perhaps it was the angle that their present
decanter into large snifters. Mildred lifted posture afforded them, or perhaps a
a crepe in her hand and extracted the flesh lucidness from their fulfillment allowed

it, but they both, for the first time, caught
"Well?” Roger said, munching a cake, his visage. The eyes were deep and dark
"Just a moment,” Mildred said. "Nice and, with the forehead, lubricated with a

and slick.” She swallowed. The wine was sheen of rage—as if the bill for this
almost dry on them both, leaving a stain evening could never be paid; as if no tip,
like old sunburn. A fragment of Mildred’s no matter how generous, could salute the
long and well-tended dark hair had dried services rendered. It was a brief moment
in it just above the nipple, an eyebrow, and brought a chill to the room like the
The butler left. "There are some things I iced breath of a corpse. Mildred and
don’t discuss in front of the help,” she Roger lowered their eyes and resumed
said.

of an oyster with her tongue.

their private joke.
"Very' good,” Roger said. He was "It’s too good for them," Mildred

munching greedily, as if this were the true whispered. ■
substance of his meal.

“Anyway, his one outstanding chciracter- BODY COUNTERS
istic, this Roger, was the enormity of his Continued from 74
organ. At any state, flaccid, erect or in
between, it was a thing of some wonder, had the right attitude, I had the right
He was very proud of it and the sense. I sacked out.
admiration that he encountered in his It's no news to anyone that one of our

nation’s major problems is urban violence.
It should come as no surprise, then, that
techniques of the jungle have been found

"Momentarily,” Mildred said. She very useful by our service alumnae in
cupped another oyster with her tongue helping city dwellers cope with the

work led him to love his job.”
"A contented man," Roger said.

“Rather dull.”

and tossed her head back for its slide. "His problem. An organization specially set
wife was enamored of neither his job or up for the purpose is SIONICS; Studies
his size. She complained that his clothing In Op>erational Negation of Insurgency
constantly carried the stench of those and Counter-Subversion,
horrid little pellets that are used to A primary course includes martial arts,
odorize urinals and that his size, on those night walking techniques, knife fighting,
rare occasions when lust for her reached unconventional weapons, instinct shoot-
him, was dangerous to her tissues as she ing, combat assault, shotgun stress,
crept painfully toward menopause.” automatic weapons, reloading, night
"She should try' this cake.” firing, sniper firing, demolition, world
"Or this,” Mildred said, waving a terrorism, urban warfare, patrolling and

crepe. "Anyway, he was bitten one day in ambush, team operations, map reading,
the line of duty by a suspect with vehicular ambush/counter-ambush, and
hiccoughs. He made the arrest and died offensive driving skills. Price available on
raving six weeks later of a kind of venereal

rabies. His wife mourned only his
salary."
"Ah,” Roger said.
"That do it?"
“I believe it did.”
"Shall we then?"
"We shall."

request.
"The above describes their man-in-the

street course. SIONICS offers a pro
fessional course as well, stressing
leadership, survival and operations, but
to apply you must undergo a total
background check, medical evaluation,
and acquire two (count ’em) letters of

doesn’t shout over the wine, no matter its

vintage.”
“Excuse me, Roger. Just hit the spot, is

all.”

Roger studied the small printed menu
by his setting as the butler capped the
bottle and prepared to withdraw. "Just a
moment, Negro. I think desert.”
“That’s ‘Black’ dear.” Mildred was

languid in her chair. “Black.”
"Whatever. The lady will have her

oyster crepe and 1 will have the Toklas
brownies. Cxjffee and brandy. And bring
some illicit drugs; there’s a good man.”
The butler withdrew.

“Wonderful. Aphrodisiacs.” Mildred
peered under the table. "Why Roger, it
seems your melon has rolled over here.’'
"Leave it. I’m finished with it. Let it die

and rot there.”

"There you go again. Talking like
that.”

“‘Mildred’,” he said. “The kind of

name young girls from Nebraska change
when they go to Hollywood to blow
producers. A bovine name, useful for
identifying cows and maiden aunts. The
author’s name of ‘I was Raped and Left
for Dead by a Subway Car.’ in one of those
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recommendation (employer, church, law
enforcement), plus a valid written reason
for course attendance. The application
alone is enough to test anyone psycho
logically. To quote SIONICS’ catalogue:
“Nowhere in the free world is there such a

coursel" For the masochists among us:
SIONICS INC. The Training Center
P.O. Box 66 Powder Springs, GA. 30073
or call (404) 943-5075 from a p>ay phone.
Another high point of the convention

was the invitational open shooting
championship. Held in three parts,
shotgun, pistol, and assault rifle, the
overall winner would determine the top
all-around combat marksman in theU.S.

One hundred and twenty shooters editors have to be tough. Nice shooting,
competed by invitation only for $40,000 Billy,
in prize money, guns, and gear. Craig
Gifford of Bakersfield, Ca., Brian Enos of

Mesa, Ariz., and John Shaw of Memphis,
Tenn. finished top three.
We press officials, not to be out-done,

held a shortened version of this shootout.

Our markspeople boasted Billy Naylor in
camouflage jump suit looking like a exploits were openly discussed and
python slowly digesting a pig, the dissected, employment was offered in
ubiquitous Marilyn Chambers (how I hushed tones colored with paranoia and
enviedhergun), Billy Tinney, andJ.M.V. over-the-shoulder glances. One particu-
Oui’s own Billy Tinney finished third in larly raucous night a few of the SOF
this competition proving both that staffers decided to have a beer party by the
cameras are good practice and that photo pool. Hotel management said no, a

foolish tactic. All pool lights were
extinguished with forty-five caliber
bullets. Operations was set up on the
veranda, and green flares shot off to
attract low flying air traffic. Anyone who
arrived late was summarily dunked.
When the hotel manager tried to restore
law and order he ws dunked along with
the rest.

08:15 hrs—Sat. 9/19/81 We made our

jump I was ready to go just to get out of
the heat. J.M.V. was no. 1 in the stick,
which means out the door first, buddy.
We marched onto a dilapidated tiger
striped DC-3, vintage 1946 while the bag
pipes played “Ballad of the Green Berets”
and "Dixie.” I took a deep breath and we
were at 3000 feet. The trooper’s dance was
just a blur, “Stand up, hook up, shuffle to
the door.” The jumpmaster’s “Go” was
loud as thunder. J.M.V. was out the door
and I was on his heels. I landed first,

carrying my chute about 50 feet to the
packing area. Jan floated into the cactus
area. I filmed as he fell. Wouldn’t you
know, he missed every thorn and rolled
out in a fine PLF. 1 don’t know where he

gets it. He hadn’t had three hours sleep in
four days.

Col. Bandaries ran out personally to
award Jan with the first set of jump
master wings ever granted to a first time
jumper. He cut the set off his fatigues
and presented them to J.M.V. right there
in cactusville.

What a trip, what a time, what an
adventure. For five days I experienced
new stimuli and relived old ones. And

yet the best feeling of all came from
guiding Jan-Michael Vincent through
this labyrinth of international intrigue.
He chose this excerpt from a poem by
explorer Robert Service to sum up this
chronicle of our adventure.

It’s from A Race of Men That Don’t Fit,
and I think it’s very appropriate:

There's a race of men that don’t fit in,

A race that can't stay still;
So they break the hearts of kith and kin,
And they roam the world at will.
They range the field and they roam the flood,
And they climb the mountain crest;
Theirs is the curse of the gypsy blood.
And they don't know how to rest. ■

While daylight hours were filled with
lectures on Laos, Cambodia, North

Vietnam, and South Africa, police
survival, and Russian tactics, the night
was filled with jokes, laughter, and tales
of adventure from these and other

troubled sp>ots around the globe. While

practice with a partner or without a partner,
alone and in complete privacy. No one will even
know if you don’t want them to know. No med
icines or equipment to buy. No expensive trips to
sex therapist (costing $50 to $75 a visit). And

the success rate of this new method is aston-
ishingiy high. Over 90% of the men or their part
ners reported spectacular results. Here are just a
few unsolicited letters received. Mrs. H.B. of
British Columbia writes: “Thank you, thank
you, thank you. Three weeks after my husband
read your book I had my first orgasm and things
are getting better all the time. Bless you. ” Mr.
F.L. of Ontario writes; “Am 58-years-old.
Always had trouble lasting more than two or
three minutes. My wife was surprised when it
started to be five minutes then ten. Now I last as
long as she wants and we are like a couple of
honeymooners. ” These comments are typical.
Decide now to get the same thriiiing results in
your iove life. Send for your free, no-risk, exam
ination copy of LASTING LONGER today.
Maiied to you in a seaied, plain wrapper. Try the
method outlined. Your sex life will rise to greater
and more intensive heights. But, don’t take our
word about the guide. INSTEAD, BORROW
AND USE IT FREE. Date your check or money
order ahead by 30 days from today. Which
means we can’t cash your check until you’re sure

want to keep the guide. If you don’t want it,
DON’T SEND IT BACK! TEAR IT UP AND
THROW IT AWAY. Mail us only the front
cover and we’ll return your UNCASHED check,
money order or credit card information to you.
The bonus record is still yours to keep .. . free
for your trouble. Fair enough? Send for your
Free Examination copy today. Simply write your
name and mailing address and the words LAST
ING LONGER MANUAL
and send it with a check or money
to Physicians Medical Press, 1644 Bayview
Avenue, Toronto, Ontario, Canada M4G 3C2.
Tear out this message as a reminder. Send for
your no-risk examination copy today. For
MasterCard and Visa orders only call Toll-Free
day or night 1-800-321-0888. (In Ohio
1-800-362-0636). Ask for Operator 9.
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ADVERTISEMENT

Now! You And Your Lady Love
Can Gloriously Prolong Y
Sessions Of Sexual Bliss

our

Sex Therapist Tells How To
Last Longer — Finish Stronger

TORONTO (Special)
— Are you considered
by your sex partner to
be good in bed? Would
you like to improve
your performance so
that your lady love

I would class you as terri
fic — even sensational?
Then here is tremen
dous news. A famous
Canadian sex therapist
has come up with the

magic password to a richer, fulier, more
passionate love life. One that wilt give you a sex
rating of close to 10. Prolonging the sex act for as
long as you want, without any loss of sexual ex
citement. No matter how good you are between
the sheets now, the love of your life will look at
you with new awe and respect dawning in her
eyes. Because you have turned her on in wavs she
never before dreamed possible. Brought her into
touch with a whole new ranee of sensual feelings.
In short, made her feel a whole, complete and
thoroughly fulfilled woman. The key to all this is
LASTIP^ LONGER. Yes — it’s easy when this
medically trained therapist quickly teaches you
how to hold off for as long as you wish — giving
yourself and your partner greater thrills and ex
citement than either of you have ever known. Dr.
Silverberg explains and diagrams his prolonging
procedure in a new sex manual he has written. It
is called LASTING LONGER. In it he describes
in simple, layman’s language how easy it is to
learn ejaculation control, just like you learned
bladder control. All without the loss of sexual
excitement. This self-help guide is sent to you
with a free recording of Dr. Silverberg talking to
you about the manual and how easy it is to begin
an exciting new sex life. The record itself is the
equivalent of a 30-minute consultation in the
doctor’s office. You’ll be amazed how easy it is
as you listen to the record and follow the simple
exercises given in the manual. Which you can

Dr. S. W. Silverberg.
Canadian M.D. and

Accredited Sex Therapist
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14K Gold Chains

only ̂ 8 apiece
Solid 14 Karat Gold

Floating Heart Pendant Charm
If you respond by March 25FREE

As part of an advertising campaign to

promote the sale of gold jewelry we will

ship from our corporate vault to the

address of every reader of this publica-

tiona 16-inch solid HKgoldchainforthe

sum of only $8 plus shipping and hand

ling. And if you assist our market re
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the address below and receive a full re
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regardless. No request will be accepted
past the date noted above. Your un
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marked later than that date.
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If you respond by March 25FREE
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you order. New York residents add appropriate sales tax.)
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The sighted public has long turned its back on the sexual needs
of the visually handicapped. If you don't believe it, consider that
no blind person will be able to read this sensitive report on the
lusts and loves of blind women. The Library For The Blind will

not translate OUI into braille. By Gary Sheinfeld● ●●● ●●● ●●● ●●● ●●● ●●
::: happened to mention to someone at a dinner

party recently that I was working with taped inter\ iew
with some very sexy blind women with the idea of
writing something on the subject of sex and blindness.
Well, I might just as well have stood up and announced
that I thought it was possible for a six year old girl to rape
a man. When the conspiracy of silence subsided, I found
myself surrounded by the usual con\ersation about the
'80s and the new democratic spirit of sexual
emancipation. You see. blind people screw from time to
time, I was assured, good-naturedh. I mean they must,
God bless them. But. really, who wants to hear the
details? Ah, but details, I argued, is the name of the sex
information game we've been playing so passionately
with just about everyone else in society.

Now I am not insensitive to my need to always ha\e to
push the position in any discussion that comes closest to
permitting the pornographic image. And though this
time was no exception, I have to say that I was genuinely

s
surprised at just how uptight e\eryone—from sexual
freedom fighter to armchair ad\ocate—was made b> the
spectre of blind men and women actually fucking and
Slicking.

True, the blind make us ner\oiis as hell, anyway. With
their limbs intact they are too much like us. We ha\e but
to close our eyes to enter their circumstance, if not their
situation. Who wants to Ix' reminded that they, too, have
sexual feelings? It's understandable. Our own sexual
feelings make us ner\ ous enough without complicating
them further with frightening visions of touching and
groping in eternal darkness.

Yes, I'm suggesting that there is a deep connection
between our attitude toward sex and our attitude toward
the blind. The common reaction we seem unable to
shake is plain old-fashioned squeamishness. What I
experienced that evening was yet another instance of our
generally tix) solicitous attitude toward the blind. An
attitude that became cultural policy the moment



predicated on sight. Love, anger, etc., are
exjjerienced first as expressions on the
parent’s face.
Whether or not there are casual or only

obscure links between the psychological
motives mentioned here, and our

reluctance to take the sexuality of the

blind seriously, is not decided for sure in
these interviews. The interviews were

conducted in order to learn something

about the sexuality of blind women, and
for that reason only. Blind women, rather
than blind men, were interviewed because
I am a man and I am curious about the

sexuality of all women.
Finding blind women who were

willing to discuss their sex lives was a
story in itself. I quickly exhausted the
obvious possibilities. The well known
associations for the blind treated my

request to interview their female members
with understandable suspicion, though
the women I came in contact with had a

more progressive attitude. The tendency
toward overprotertiveness on the part of
the public organizations representing the
blind, and the more open-mindedness of
their constituents, is reflected in the kind

of sexual reading matter available to the
blind. Checking with the National
Library for the Blind and Physically
Handicapped, I found a representative
selection of what nowadays would be
considered soft core or erotic material.

D.H. Lawrence’s “Lady Chatterly’s
Lover,
and monthly editions of Playboy are
either committed to tape or translated
into braille. One of the librarians at the

Library for the Blind and Handicapped
in New York City told me that the

question of what to make available is
determined, for the most part, by what is
likely to have the broadest appeal. And
since a large segment of those who use the
library are older people, and since funds
are limited, pornographic literature is
just not a priority. This seems a shame, as
the blind women I sptoke with were
interested, even enthusiastic, about
unadulterated sex.
The interviews were selected from two

sources. One was chosen from several

conducted as part of the research for a
film by Henri Bachard. The other I chose
from among the women who answered an
ad I placed in the Village Voice. The ad
read: "Blind women wanted. Sexual

fantasies needed for piece in national
magazine.” The response was gratifying,
confirming what we at Oui have always
believed, that the unwillingness to talk
frankly with anyone about sex is a
holdover from outmoded Victorian

notions of propriety, having more to do
with repression than respect. Fortunately,
most of the women interviewed held the

same view. They spoke openly and
honestly. Here, then, for the first time in a
major national magazine, are the details

ouS

Anais Nin’s “Delta of Venus,”

feel an obligation to make room for the
next generation, then you sleep only with
eligible members of the opptosite sex and
never with your own children or your
own parents. It’s not that homosexuality
and incest are unnatural, but that the

trick is to break the taboos and not spend
the time between beating back the guilt.
Remember? — “Stop masturbating or

you’ll go blind.” "Well, then, can I just
do it until I need glasses?” Sex, guilt and
blindness equal comedy in this culture,
and they equal tragedy. That old
vaudevillian joke turns on the threat of
blindness, but so does that old Oedipus
myth. King Oedipus, you will recall,
blinds himself when he learns that he has

mistakenly slept with his mother and
killed his father. Think about it. Have

you ever heard or read criticism of
Sophocles’ classic play that was aimed at
O^ipus’ need for punishment? Say you
had mistakenly driven off with a car of the
same make and color as your own—to use
a mundane example—in which the
principle involved is nevertheless the
same. It’s likely you would feel guilty
once you realized your error. But it’s

chose research over raunch as the royal
road to sexual freedom.

I’m referring, of course, to our
obsession with clinical observation, an
obsession that has had more to do with
social control than with the liberation of
emotional life. First, we decide that sex is

no longer dangerous. Then, under the
guise of gathering information, we
compile evidence. While we encouraged
everyone, except the blind and other
handicapped, to speak fully and freely
about their sexual habits and fantasies,

setting up clinics and workshops for that
purpose all over the country, we continue
to view sexuality as a mere detail in the
background on a broader canvas of
personality formation and socialization
skills. One interesting effect of all this is
that swinging and pornography have
become our only sexual activity and
interest relatively free of the professional

prejudice of the psychiatrist, child
development specialist, marriage counse
lor and other so-called intimacy experts.
What we really wanted all along, and
finally got, was an emotional license to
fornicate and fantasize in peace. We’ve
managed to successfully skirt the
troubling questions, like the relationship
of sex to power. Is choosing one
excluding the other? Is getting your
fantasy getting what you really want? Or
do fantasies, like dreams, finally have to
be decoded? Do dreams have to be

decoded, come to think of it? And why,
it’s about time we added, after all the

scientific scrutiny sex has come under in
recent years do we continue to allow pity
and fear to color our attitude toward the

intimate life of the sightless?
It’s no secret by now that the sexual

revolution trip has turned into another
adventure in liberal do-goodism, caused

by and leading to over-identification and
sentimentality. Again, pity as fear at a
distance, two sides of the same disposition

we display toward the blind and part of
the same style of self absorption that
prevents us seeing the connection
between sight and sex and our own
psyches, a connection, if we could but see
clearly, that would help us appreciate and
accept the sexuality of the blind.
Trouble is, even serious sexual

libertarians tend to censor the psychology
of desire, focusing their energies instead
on the fundamental right to choose. And
while it is true that we sometimes can

select the scenarios for our passions, and
indeed ought to be able to be free of social
stigma, it is also true that whatever the
particular preference, it originates not in
our lust for pleasure, but in our need for
survival. Alas, the plot was hatched a
long time ago, dictated to us, you might
say, by the two facts of life from which
none of us can escape, commonly called
civilization and death. It’s as simple as
that. If you live among others and if you

Our own sexual feelings make
us nervous enough without

complicating them further with
frightening visions of touching

and groping in eternal
darkness.

unlikely you would push for punishment,
let alone inflict it on yourself. Unless,
that is, you all along had an unconscious
desire to steal. Freud, of course, picks up
precisely this point. Oedipus dramatizes
our unconscious desire to sleep with a
parent of the opposite sex and do away
with the parent of the same sex, and the
punishment envisioned is blindness.
Even at our civilized best we are never free

enough from these dark passions and the
threat of their consequence to judge
Oedipus’ guilt without guilt.

If the Oedipus complex accounts for a
good part of the terror lurking in the male
unconscious whenever the subject of sex
and blindness comes up, it is “penis
envy,” supposedly the dynamic of female
desire, that scares women off the subject.
Even if you are of the opinion that “fjenis
envy” has more to do with authority than
anatomy, it still would have to be
triggered by the sight of the p>enis, or, if
you prefer, by the sight of the male and
female, by seeing the physical and social
differences between them. Obviously,
emotions as well for both sexes are

no



as told by a couple of sexy women who
happen to be blind.

Jane is 25, five feet three, curly hair,

trim figure. She works out. She’s a college
graduate. At the moment, she lives and
works in New York City.
Ann is 32, five feet four, long black

hair, also trim figure. Originally from the
Deep South, she now lives and works in
Boston.

OUl: Have you ever had a love affair?

JANE; Sure, many. They weren't always
two-sided.

OUl: Do you have aspirations of getting
married?

JANE: Yes, I intend to marry when I feel
capable. I mean, I have to learn to be a

better housekeeper. The jxxrr guy will
probably starve to death.
OUl: Does it matter to you to be married to
a guy who is sighted or unsighted, or in
any other way handicappjed?
JANE: That’s a tough question. I used to
think that I would never marry anyone
that could see because they wouldn’t
understand. I’ve extended that now to

where I could ptossibly marry someone
who could see, but who would have some

other kind of disability. I haven’t quite
gone so far as saying I could marry
someone totally able-bodied. My feelings
are that if I marry someone totally able-
bodied he would marry me for something
like pity.
OUl: I ve got to start asking you questions
about sex. I’ll tell you. I’ve been getting a
lot of answers from other blind women

I’ve interviewed that suggested there is no
real difference when it comes to sex

between a sighted and an unsighted
woman. Do you think there’s a difference?
JANE: I sure do.

OUl: I heard a touch of anger there.
JANE: Oh, a lot.

OUl: Tell me why.
JANE; Okay. I’m going to draw the blind-
sighted dichotomy. One I try to get away
from, but I think here it is relevant. Any
sighted woman can look at any sighted
man and see the male organs and know
what they look like. When I was growing
up, for many years, until about 16, I
didn’t really know what the male organ
was. I mean, I knew what it was, I knew
what its use was, but I had never touched

a penis. And having never seen one, I
think I was absolutely disadvantaged
when I first came in contact with it. I
knew how it would react to me when I

first came into contact, and, indeed, it gets
larger and it grows and grows and it
ejaculates. But it was kind of an eye
opening experience for me. I never
expterienced it before. Sighted women
have a far more secure knowledge of men,
that they have different shaped penises,
that they look differently, they sit
differently.
OUl: Tell me about the first time you first
touched a man’s p>enis. Can you recall

that experience, the sensation? Were you
intrigued?

JANE; Until this day I’m intrigued, since
I’m not able to do that. My sexual organs
are internal. It pleases me to know that if I

excite a man I can physically, externally
feel the fact that he is excited, because you
know the way the penis reacts.
OUl: Were you afraid at all?
JANE; I was not afraid. I was fascinated.

You know, gee, how does it do that? I still
have that tendency, like a child-like
wonder about it. How does it do that? I

don’t remember the first time, actually.
OUl: Did you find it frustrating that you
couldn’t see what you were touching?
JANE: No, because it was there within my
grasp. 1 don’t find it frustrating when it
comes to not being able to see the penis,
because it is right there, you can feel it. I

can just feel it. I can tell if I’m exciting
someone or boring someone. There’s that

movement. There’s usually a change in
breathing when the male begins to get
turned on.

OUl: What about odors? I’m going to
make an assumption that you don’t

JANE: I think I’d always be suspicious.
How do I know he was describing what’s
really there?
OUl: What do you care?

JANE: I care. I think I’ll always feel,
cheated is the wrong word perhaps, but
it’s the word that comes to mind. But a

sighted person will always have the uppter
hand. They can see me and I can’t see

them. There’s no way around that. There

are ways of compensating, I can use my
ears and all the rest of me to determine

what they’re doing and what they’re
thinking and how they’re reacting, but I
can’t see them.

OUl: Okay, what can you do better than
they? Let me make another assumption,
based on what some of the other women

have told me. Your ability to touch, to
hold, to caress, will probably be a little
more developed.
JANE: I’m not so sure that’s ever been

proven. I don’t know. I would doubt it. I

know many people who are absolutely
gentle and have perfect sight. I just don’t
know. I would certainly like to know if
it’s true that blind people are more
sensitive to being touched and also to
touching. I would really doubt it. I think

it’s one of those stereotypical myths
sighted people have about blind people.
OUl: It may have been told to me because

they thought I wanted to hear it. I’m glad
that you’re not telling me things you
think I want to hear, and I guess I’m
telling you this because I want you to go
on telling me the truth, and I suppose, to
be honest. I’m telling you this to reward
you to keep this thing going.
JANE: I understand that.

OUl: Okay, let me reach into your
fantasies a little. How do you like to be
seduced? Do you like to be aggressive?
JANE: If I walk into a room, for instance,

and someone is talking, and I’m attracted
to his voice, if it’s someone who is sighted
and I feel I want to know that person,
well, then. I’m going to have to be
aggressive if I’m going to get to know this
person. Unless they’re looking at me and
they say, wow, it’s going to be up to me to
go over and introduce myself. I will send
out thought waves. Come over here. I
ain’t coming over to you, but I want you
to come over here. If both of us can’t see

each other, it’s very hard. But, oddly
enough, it does happen. One time at a
meeting someone with the most absolutely
gorgeous voice 1 ever heard, well I was

sitting across the room licking my lips,
thinking, oh my God. And the funny
thing was after the meeting he came over
to me, because I apparently said
something that attracted him.
OUl: When you’re in bed with a man, how
are you made comfortable? How does he
make you feel safe?
JANE: The first thing I will do is to touch
him to get a good senseof just where he is.
Then I like breast stimulation.

Remember—"Stop
masturbating or you'll go

blind" “Well, then, can I just
do it until I need glasses?"

Sex, guilt and blindness equal
comedy in this culture, and
they also equal tragedy.

particularly enjoy colognes or men’s
perfumes, but prefer the natural body
odor. Am I correct?

JANE: No, I enjoy colognes. I’ve always
loved perfumes for myself. My vanity and
my perfume are connected. It’s the one

beauty aid that I will use, that I will enjoy
using.
OUl: Have you had sexual relations with
both sighted men and blind men?
JANE: Yes.

OUl: Which do you prefer?
JANE: I don’t think I can answer that one.

I have to say, though, that I’ve had far
more experience with blind guys.
OUl: Do you feel safer with a blind lover?
JANE: I think at one time I did, because of

my insecurity. It is less threatening. A
sighted lover can see my every move, my
every expression. '
OUl: What’s wrong with that?
JANE: It’s an unfair game, because I don’t
have that same option.
OUl: How can it be a fair game?
JANE: It can’t be made so.

OUl: If a lover described everything to
you?

Ill



OUI:Do you remember your reSCction?
ANN: Truthfully, no. I couldn’t have been
more than 5, but it wouldn’t be hard to

imagine my reaaion, knowing me.
OUl: What does that mean?
ANN: I’ve seen and touched so many

penises since I don’t remember when. But
I may be just imagining that I saw my
brother’s.

OUl: You’ re saying that you really enjoy
sex and that you have a thing about

penises. I’m going to sp>eed things up and
go straight to asking you about your
sexual habits and fantasies. I assume from

your attitude, so far, and the fact that you
answered the ad, in the first place, that

that’s okay.
ANN: Well, yes. I was very curious. My
friend read me your ad. Actually, I
couldn’t wait to call.

OUl: Okay, let’s start with some basic
information. How often do you have sex?

ANN: Quite a lot, I must admit. Probably
more than many sighted women. I sleep
with my regular boyfriend about 3 times a
week, but I also sleep with men whenever
I feel like it and whenever the opportunity
arises.

OUl: About how often does the opportun

ity arise?
ANN : Oh, once every couple of hours. No,
about every few weeks or so. About.
OUl: Is your boyfriend sighted?
ANN: You know, I really don’t want to
answer that.

OUl: Why not?
ANN: I have my reasons.
OUl: Are the men you pick up sighted?
ANN: Most of them. That’s the fun of it.

OUl: Do you like to make it with sighted
men as opposed to blind men?
ANN: I like to pick up sighted men and
have sex with them. The sex is connected

to picking them up. I like the idea of
seducing sighted men. They usually are
careful and thoughtful about hurting my
feelings. I like to get them excited before
they stop playing nurse. They feel safe
hiding behind being overproteaive. Most
of them are shocked, at first, when they
realize I’m coming on to them.
OUl: I need a specific scenario. Give me a
specific instance. Tell me how the
seduction proceeds, from beginning to
end.

ANN: Well, it’s all involved with playful
tease. I’m a tease. It confuses sighted men.
They feel aroused, but then they think,
my God, she’s blind. It really turns me on.
OUl: Very sexy. Give me that specific
incident.
ANN: You mean, tell you about an actual
adventure?

OUl: Are you playing hard to get now?
ANN: Only a little. Okay, I’ll tell you
about something that happ>ened only a
few weeks ago. I think I might have lost a
friend over it. She’s an actress. It

happened at a cast party. It began at a cast
party, I should say. He’s a member of the

it would be this friend of mine, a very
close friend, but I don’t think it has

anything to do with my blindness.
OUl: How do you feel about wearing sexy
underwear?
JANE: Fine.

OUl: I mean, would you wear sexual
underthings if you anticipated going to
bed with a sighted lover?
JANE: If I knew it would please him.
OUl: You know, if I played this back and
took out the words blind and sighted
there would be virtually no difference. It
would sound like an interview with a
woman about sex and women. Let’s talk
about what the differences are. What’s

unique to blind women sexually. Near
the beginning of the interview, you said
that there was a tremendous difference. I

don’t think I’ve heard that difference yet.
That’s by no means a put-down, either.
JANE: Okay, there’s a difference in
growing up. There’s a great deal of
overprotection on the part of parents of
blind fjeople when they’re growing up.

OUl: Do you generally enjoy being
stimulated orally? Having a man go
down on you?
JANE: Sure, but I have mixed feelings

about doing it to him. It’s something that
I don’t often do to a man. I haven’t

figured out why.
OUl: Can you talk more about that?
JANE: When a man starts to really get
excited and he’s ready to ejaculate, I back
off. I think I’m afraid of swallowing it.
OUl: I believe there’s about a 50-50
difference. About half the women said

they enjoyed swallowing it, the other half
said they didn’t. About the same
percentage among sighted women. Does
any of it, though, have to do with feelings
of inadequacy? You know, a lot of men
are concerned that they aren’t doing it
well enough when they go down on a
woman.

JANE: I know that. Yes, feeling of
inadequacy have something to do with it.
OUl: How do you think that that could be
solved?

JANE: If one were interested in doing that,
then there has to be communication. It

takes a lot of talking between lovers. How

you like it, where. There has to be that
open constant communication.
CMJI: Have men ever asked you to do
something you were not willing to do?
JANE: Well, yeah. Not lately, though.
Most of the men I know now pretty much
know what I like, so it’s no problem. Back
when I first became sexual, though, I had

a partner who was a little older by a few
years and far more sexually aggressive
than I. It was interesting, because he had
the same disability as I and he was deaf as
well.
CXIl: He was blind and deaf?
JANE: Yes, which meant that he could do

a lot of things without being distracted by
noises or anything in the background. So
he could do a lot of concentrating, a lot of

really fine, I mean a lot of intricate sexual
maneuvering. I would hear a sound and it
would throw me off, but he wouldn’t be

bothered by that. He was wonderful.
Anyhow, he wanted me to try anal sex and
I did, and I decided that I didn’t like it.
OUl: One of the women interviewed said

that she found it less threatening to have
sex with a woman. She had done it with

her boyfriend present and another
woman, and once with a woman alone.

She found it rewarding and really enjoyed
it.
JANE: I can understand that.

OUl: Have you ever had such an
experience? Or wanted to? Or fantasized
about it?

JANE: Oh, sure.

OUl: Would this have anything todo with
your being blind?
JANE: No, I doubt it. I mean I don’t really
think I’m inclined that way, unless it’s
latent. It just hasn’t come up yet. But I
have often thought that if it were anybody

"I like to pick up sighted men
and have sex with tiiem I like

seducing them. They usually
are careful about hurting my
feelinga They feel safe hiding
behind being overprotective.
Most of them are shocked, at

first when they realize I am
coming on to them.

But, also, the big difference in me is what
I began the interview with, and if that is
not a difference then there is no

difference. And that is, growing up and
not being able to see the penis. Of course,
once you get beyond that stage, then you
begin to learn about your own sexuality,
about your own body, about the bodies of
men. I guess, in a sense, that it becomes
the same as other groups or couples
having sexual relations.

OUl: How long have you been blind?
ANN: Since I was 6 years old.
OUl: Was your blindness caused by
disease or by an accident of some kind?
ANN: It was caused by an accident.
OUl: Do you remember ever having seen a
penis? Your father’s or your brother’s?
ANN: Vaguely. I think it was, it must have
been my brother’s. He’s 5 years older than
me. I sort of remember something, some
glimpse. He was walking out of the
bathroom and he stopp>ed by the hall
mirror. He was naked.
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of their body without flinching). Since
the “decision” on pain was reached, not
in the skin or brain, but in the spinal cord
where nerve impulses from all over the
body are collected, the “Gate Theory”
also went far in explaining the ancient
Chinese system of acupuncture, wherein
needles carefully inserted and jiggled at
pressure points far removed from the ache
itself can still effectively kill pain.

company—Stimulation Technology
inc.—to produce and market the inven

tion; within three years, they’d perfected a
portable shirt-pocket size stimulator and
built Stimtecb into a million-dollar-a-

year operation through a vigorous
doctor-to-doctor sales campaign, Howevet
they saw far more glorious things ahead,
“We recognized quite early that there

was an almost unlimited potential for the
stimulator,” McDonald remembers.

“Just in the area of pain relief we
envisioned myriads of applications—in
labor and childbirth, sprains and
fractures, post-surgical care, sports-
injuries, arthritis, and especially for
chronic pain."
Chronic pain. Medical textbooks

define it as pain persisting for more than
six months, and there’s no appropriate
analgesic drug to remedy it, without
causing side-effects or dependence.
Morphine and codeine relieve pain but
are addictive; Valium can cau.sedepression,
which is the last thing you want in pain
patients; aspirin is acidic and, used in the

high dosages (up to 20 tablets) required
for chronic pain, can cause ulcers; and the
non-aspirin pain reliever Tylenol has a
synergistic effect when combined with
alcohol which the Federal Drug Admin
istration warns, can cause liver damage in
indiscriminate drinkers. “The TN.S

appeared to pose no such problems, ”

explains Stan McDonald, ’but we were a
small company and couldn’t finance the
lesearch to prove it. ”

In 1974, Foster B. Whitlock, at the time

Vice Cdiairman of the Board of Johnson &
Johnson entered the picture with an offer
to do just that, and more. Hagfors,
McDonald and Jensen were whisked
around town in limousines, toasted at

corfxtrate luncheons, and promised the
world: $4 million out front, executive

positions in the J & J organization, huge
salaries, a percentage of profits, and
millions more in research, development
atid marketing funds. “They said they'd
put a stimulator in every doctor’s office in
America," says Daniel Shulman, an
attorney for the inventors. “Naturally our
guys didn’t ciuestion it. If you’re in the
health care business and Johnson 8c
Johnson starts making nice noises to you,
it’s like a baseball player Ireing courted
with a 10-year contract by Cieorge
●Steinbrenner. They assumed they'd
arrived."

But only months after signing the
contract, the three inventors realized that
all wasn’t rosy in baby powder land.
Their requests for research funds were
denied, they were demoted and replaced
in their jobs by Johnson 8c Johnson old
boys. The final blow came in early 1975—
they were forbidden even to u.se the

Continued on 20

Acupuncturists have known for centuries
what TNS practitioners only recently
discovered, for example, that stimulating
the area behind the ear produces
esptecially powerful analgesic effects.

While P. Norman Shealy, a Melzack-
Wall disciple, confirmed much of this
theoretical work with his electrical
implants, McDonald and Hagfors were
quick to realize that people might be
reluctant to have their bodies wired for
pain-relief surgically when—quite possibly
—such radical procedures weren’t
necessary at all. It was Hagfors who, in
1971, actually built the first TNS for
external use, in his basement, using
Radio Shack parts. The prototype was a
huge cumbersome instrument, but the
results it produced were nothing short of
miraculous. People suffering from long
term, continual pain reported 24-hour
relief after 20 to 60 minutes on the
machine. Within a year, Hagfors along
with McDonald and Jensen set up a small
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.  . . then we thought, ‘what the hell. . . if Goodyear can do it, why shouldn’t we?
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company. He turned out to be a sweet

guy. He approached me at the party, after
the performance. He was disappointed
that I was blind. I could tell he was

interested, though,
OUI: How could you tell that he was
interested?

ANN; By the silence during our cftnversa-
tion. He couldn't think of much to say,
but he didn't leave, llsually, if a man is
turned off, when they realize I’m blind,
they get very embarrassed in talking or
else thev walk awav.

OUI; How did you let him know that you
were interested? Did you touch him?
ANN; I touched his knee. A lot. Then I just
innocently suggested that we go out into
the empty theater. I told him that 1 lo\ ed
to sit in a big auditorium alone or with a
friend. The show was over, so the theater

was empty. He was a little taken aback at
first. He didn’t mind flirting, but he
didn't figure on anything really happen
ing, It was probably still pretty far from
anything he was thinking about seriously,
though he had that, of course, in mind.
When we got into the theater, after we
talked for a while, I asked him if I could

touch his face. He was willing, so 1 ran
my fingers over his face, ending up
putting a finger just inside his mouth.
OUI; What happened? What happened?
ANN; Well, I could tell he was getting
turned on. I smiled and got all apologetic.
I told him that I could sense that he had a

very sexy expression on his face and that I
wished I could see it. Then he kissed me. 1

pulled away a little. He, of course, .said he
was sorry, but not really. I explained that
I was living with someone and couldn't
go home. That made him feel more at
ease. Then I told him 1 would still like it

very much if I could make him feel good,
and asked him if we were completely
alone. He assured me that we were alone.

Then I touched his penis through his
pants.
OUI; Was it erect?
ANN; Yes.

OUI; I get the feeling you like telling the
story.
ANN; I guess so.
OUI; You know it’s effective.

ANN; Is it? Well, do you want me to go on?
OUI; By all means,
ANN; I unzipped his fly and started
playing with his prick right there in the
empty theater.
OUI; Did you jerk him off? Did you give
him head? Or what?

ANN; Both, actually, 1 went down on him.
OUI; Is that the kind of sex you prefer
when you pick men up?
ANN; Sometimes. I'm very good at
manipulating a penis. I worked on it. 1
was in the hospital for 6 months once and
my girlfriend and I used to practice on
this wheelchair guy who was blind. He
thought he was in heaven. We really got
good at it.
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obligated to make me come. Finally, I had
to break it off/with him.

OUl: Did you love him?
ANN: How perceptive. Yes, as a matter of
fact, I did. But I got over it. He was such a
jerk.
OUl: Did you ever make it with a woman?
ANN: Yeah, sure, but I didn’t really like it.

OUl: Was there some special reason? I’m
curious. Did you have a particular reason
why you didn’t like it?
ANN: There was nothing to hold onto.
No, not enough friction. I didn’t feel like
it was much of a challenge to have sex
with a woman. I mean, maybe if I could
see her I imagine I might be attracted to
her looks. With men I like the feel of their

OUl: Were you turned on at all with that effective way of communicating,

guy in the theater?
ANN: Sure.

OUl: Did he do anything to you?
ANN: He put his hnger under my dress any length of time?
inside me when he was about to come.

OUl: You mentioned that you almost lost affairs,
a girlfriend over this incident. What was OUl: I have to say you seem to have come
that about?

OUl: Have you ever been married?
ANN: No.

OUl: Have you ever lived with a man for

ANN: No, but I have had several extended

to terms with your blindness. I’d like to
ask you about something one of the other
women interviewed said. She said that she

always felt cheated, at a disadvantage
with a sighted lover, because he could see
her every expression. From what you’re
telling me, I would guess that you don’t
feel that way.
ANN: No, I feel I have an advantage over

my glrl-Mpnrt ftnri I used. tO sighted men when it comes to sex, if
anyone has an advantage. But I know
what that woman means with certain

men, men I stay away from now that I

t.Tirmght. ha WSS 111 heaven. better. Being blind is like being
°  i

practice on this wheelchair
guy who was blind He

norgasmic.tf

OUl: Explain.
ANN: Well, I used to go out with this

sighted dude. He was always being real
ANN: That’s my girlfriend, the actress, nice tome, always being extra considerate
She knows me very well. She made me because he felt so bad about my blindness,

promise I wouldn’t do anything if she And when we fucked he was so careful to
invited me to this cast party. She has to make sure I had an orgasm it used to kill

everything. There was nothing I could

OUl: Maybe she actually wanted you to say to him. Sometimes I felt like just
carry on. After all, she must know you playing around and he right away felt basically,
like to fool around.

ANN: I think she feels sorry for me and

invites me out to her parties and then calls
me up the next day to yell at me for
having sex with one of the men that she
either has to work with or some other

friend of her boyfriend.
OUl: Apparently, you really get around,
in spite of your blindness. Do you
consider yourself promiscuous?
ANN: God, I hate that word, promiscuous.

Though I guess that’s what I am.
OUl: What I’d like to try to get at before
our time runs out is the part of you that
has to do with your being blind. How do
you think your sexuality is connected to
your blindness? Or is it?
ANN: That’s a good question. I don’t
think that they’re all that connected. It
mainly has to do with my ability to enjoy
sex. Because I am blind I think I worry
less about having a lot of sex than a
sighted woman might.
OUl: Are you saying that being blind can
be liberating, which forces you to take
your pleasures more seriously?
ANN: Yeah, something like that. I like

people and I can relate to them in one of
two ways. Either I have sort of a spiritual
relationship, because there’s an absence
of concert interactions, since I can’t see

expressions and gestures I can’t carry on a
dialogue non-verbally. But I certainly can
have an intimate rHationship, touching
and sex. When I make contact with

someone physically things become very
alive for me. That’s probably my most

I’m very good at
manlpfulatiiig a ]penis. I

worked on it I worked on
it for six months once and
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and handled it and the two became fast

friends and they fired the other little

fellow and Sabu became The Elephant
Boy and a star.

OUl: That’s a wonderful story. It has a
romantic sense to it. And speaking of
romantic sense, what was it like working
with Raquel? She was your first
producing job.

SABU: Raquel is an amazing lady. She’s
the only woman that I’ve known in my
life that you could sit down and talk to
and not be at all infatuated with, and then

she smiles and your heart j ust skips a beat.
Could you imagine sitting down and
having a normal conversation with

Raquel Welch? There’s not one photo
graph that I’ve seen that does justice to
her. If you have never seen her in person,
you just have no idea how goodshereally
looks. She’s a fabulous lady—a goddess!
OUl; How about Ann-Margret?
SABU: Where Raquel has this aura of

power around her, Ann-Margret is sort
of sweet. With Raquel, you can get a little
nervous because you think she might just
kick your ass if you get out of line.

OUl: Did you say that you were working
with Lynda Carter and Debbie Reynolds?
SABU; I was discussing Lynda with Ron
Samuels. I like both ladies but I don’t

want to get known for just producing all
the female goddesses of the land.
OUl: But you did accept Goldie Hawn...

SABU: But Goldie’s so neat! Just thecutest
little thing. She’s very natural and

extremely intelligent. The way you
her on film is the way she is in real life.
Talking to her is like talking to Private
Benjamin. She’s been in some dog-shit
movies, but she still manages to shine.
OUl: What’s the attraction like between
you and these ladies?
SABU: Anybody has to be attracted to
Raquel. I mean, she could tantalize

plants. I was attracted to Ann-Margret,
but I always figured that when you
worked with someone, you shouldn’t get
into an intimate relationship with them.
We all got along fine and had a lot of fun.

OUl; How do you feel about Cindy being a
continuous hit with Playboy?
SABU; I hate it. 1 was raised religiously
and it goes against my beliefs. She says
that she's in it for the art alone and has no

afterthoughts about the millions of men
that buy the magazine and maybe jack off
to her picture.
OUl: What effect do you think you have
on women in the audience when you stru t
on stage in those sexy clothes?
SABU: I guess it’s a stalemate.

OUl: How did you get to meet Cindy?
SABU: Like I said, I usually don’t date the
women 1 work with, but me and Cindy
got to be really good friends and one
thing just led to another. It turned out to
be much easier working with her being
her boyfriend than it was just being her
producer. She had a lot of ideas about

see

what she wanted, which is more than

most people have. Cindy reminds me of
Raquel in the way that she thinks.

OUl: But it bothers you about Cindy and
Playboy...

SABU; Well, she’s doing a feature with
them on “Women Over Thirty” and
agreed that this would be the last thing
that she’d do for Playboy. You know how
it is with those men’s magazines...
OUl:Guess what, Paul. You are in a men’s
magazine! ■

we

SABU
Continued from 34

their knees and start fucking their brains
out. What they don’t realize is that before

a gig, we’re so keyed up that the last thing
on our minds is sex. But that “last thing”
always manages to roll around after the
introductions are made. And the rest, as
they say, is history.
OUl: Before you go on stage or after?

SABU: The lightweight bands may get a
little before they go out, but the big-
timers are usually working. I wouldn’t
say that there’s a lot of anxiety attached to
the gig, know what I mean?

OUl: Do you ever get identified with your
father, Sabu, The Elephant Boy?
SABU: For those who know, yes. My dad
died about 14 years ago. No sickness, he
just passed away. He was a fabulous man,
a good actor and a sort of heart-throb for

all mothers. He was the only guy to get 11
academy awards for one picture.
OUl; How did you get along with your
dad?

SABU: We were very close. As a matter of

fact our whole family holds a great deal of
respect for one another along with that
love. My parents made a nice couple. My
dark handsome dad and my mother is half
English and half Sctoch.

OUl: Where did the elephants come in?
SABU: Not from me, that’s for sure! I don’t

like the things. Especially after The
Enquirer did a story on me in relation to

my dad. They got this big elephant and
took it to a field and had me dressed in a

white suit. The guy tells me to get up on
this*huge animal’s back with my white
suit. Alright, so I do it but I’m nervous. I
mean I don’t know how to talk to

elephants! We’re just ready to take the
photos when a pack of dogs following a
female pup runs all around the elephant’s
legs. The elephant freaks out and starts
bolting away which is when I found out
that the trainer couldn’t control the

thing. I slid off into some mud and that’s
the picture they used. I looked like a
complete fool!

OUl: Your dad liked them though.
SABU: My grandfather on my dad's side
was an elephant veterinarian. My dad
inherited his father’s estate when he was

nine years old. One day a man from a
movie company came to the estate
looking for my grandfather, as the
elephant they were using in the film.
Elephant Boy, became ill. He finds this
nine year old boy holding down Vet
headquarters but he was so frantic he
grabbed up my father and took him to the
set to see if he knew anything at all.

It so happened that this elephant was
mean, really cranky, and to top it off he
hated the kid from England that was to be
the lead in the film and the boy was afraid
to boot. Well, needless to say, my dad
knew what the elephant's ailment was

KARLA DEVITO

Continued from 35

OUl: So how did you drift into the evils of
rock’n’roll?

KARIA I’ve always loved it. Back in 1975,

there wasn't much happening in the way
of musical theater, not for my age group
anyway. The whole camp rebirth was
going on. I wasn’t too into that, and

cabaret singing wasn’t my bag either.
People thought rock'n’roll was kid’s
stuff, but I was still a kid, and that’s what

I wanted to do. I wound up auditioning
for Orchestra Luna, which was part rock
and part theater. The record companies
just didn’t know what to do with it.
OUl: So you drifted back and forth from
rock to theater?

KARLA: Well, rock’n’roll mainly. I
heavily into rock until I met Meatloaf and
Jim Steinman. Orchestra Luna was the
rock band for Neverland, one of Stein-
man’s plays. Neverland has a lot of the
songs from Bat Out of Hell on it before
Bat was ever released. That was the

summer of ’77. Two weeks later they gave
me a call, and that’s when I joined the
band.

OUl: Who choreographed the whole
Paradise segment?
KARIA We did it ourselves. When I asked

them what they wanted me to do out
there. Meat came over to me, gives me this
pat on the back and says, ’’Karla, you’ll
figure it out when you get there.” The
character is totally different from my own
persona, but it was theatrical, so I could
get away with it. That's how the record
company got to know me, and now I’m
on my own.

OUl; So now that you’re in a fxrsition to
pick and choose, what turns you on in a
guy?
KARLA Intelligence. Warmth. All those

corny things. I'm not attracted to pretty
boys in the least. I’ve always been
attracted to cxld types, the Wocxly Allen
types. It doesn’t really matter what they
look like, as long as they got it in the
heart. And you know when it’s from the
heart.

OUl: So what are your views on sex?
KARLA Oh wow! Nobody has ever asked
me that before. Well, I believe in privacy.
Anything that goes on between two
pteople is fine. It should be personal—

was
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nobody knows what goes on behind really very simple. has been on the air, the public has heard
closed doors. OUl: Is that a big factor in your success? you speak. They believe what they hear.
OUl: So how about love and marriage? KARLA: That mixed with a healthy dose of After all, if it was on television or in the

Are you really an old fashioned girl? ambition. You've got to have that newspaper it must be true.
KARLA It’s strange. I never thought that something that builds a very thick skin. In all fairness to those reporters who
marriage seemed sensible for some Whatever it is that makes you forge on are honest, fair and try to do  a good job,
reason. I don’t know why, since I know a with drive. It’s a fight. Even after you put I must say thank you. But let me hasten

lot of people that are happily married, out a record it’s a fight. I look at these to add these are few and far between. In
Older people mainly. I don’t know if you basement bands just looking to put out fact, I can count on one hand those I
can call it old-fashioned; I never once an album. They don’t realize that that’s repsect and trust. To them. I’ll always be

thought that being a woman stopped you when it all begins. You just don t wake grateful for their fair treatment of me
from doing anything that you really up one day and have 10 zillion gold and my family,
wanted to do. albums, and live happily ever after.

OUl: How do you feel about living OUl: Why not? P.S. There’s an old saying that goes like

together? KARLA Because there is no happily ever this: Believe none of what you read and
KARLA: Definitely, but you have to after. You have to make every day of your hear and only half of what you see. Of
maintain your independence. In some waking life happy and face yourself every course, this column is exempt from that

ways it’s limiting, but I guess if I fall in day. You can be a has-been in ten saying,
love with the right guy it would be minutes. 1 can show you a million cases,
alright 1 could probably have children OUl: So what’s in store for Karla DeVito Retraction:
out of wedlock and feel very good about in the ’80s? In last month’s Redneck Reason we

it. It’s no big deal to get married. KARLA I’ve already screen-tested for Ken mistakenly identified Senator Howard
OUl: How about drugs? Did you ever get Russell—a full eight-hour screen test. It Baker as a member of the committee m-
into them? was very exciting for me, and I have some vestigating Billy Carter’s involvement

KARLA I smoked a little dope when I was time to wait before I find out if anything with the country of Libya. Instead that

a young rock’n’roller. will come out of it. I’m also writing should have read Senator Max Baucus,
OUl: How little was he? Bloody Bess, based on the Organic Montana. Our apologies to Billy and to
KARLA Cute. Real cute. I smoked for a Theater Company of Chicago’s play and Senator Baker. ■

while and then stopped. It’s not good for the song on my album (Is This a Cool 

your voice or your center. It gets hard Worldor What?). There are a lot of things jjqN MURDOCH
in the works. I mean, is this a cool world?
OUl; ●We know, we know. ■

focusing in on things.
OUl: What about cocaine?
KARLA Oh I think that coke is vile. It costs

much that it’s just sickening. That’s a BILLY CARTER
big part of it, the monetary thing. I hate Continued from 5
the social dynamics of cocaine more than
anything. You know, using it as bait. This, in fact, happened to me. John
“Hey youl C’mere”. It’s gross. Martin with Nightline accomplished this Newlywed Game, finishing off the
OUl: So what are your philosophies on feat all by himself. His response when Chinese food. “What people won’t say for
life? 1 mean, you look so healthy it’s confronted was, “I changed the ques- a washer and dryer,” Vickers mused
disgusting. You must be incredibly tions to clarify the answers.” sagely. Then he started telling jokes,
disciplined. The famous Sixty Minutes program Murdoch was amused. He began to
KARLA Not really, I like to be with has been known to shoot forty hours of relate some stories about his friend,
friends. I’m not really a party girl, tape for a seventeen-minute spot on the Yankee ace Goose Gossage. “One time we
hanging out in clubs ’til four in the air. What a field day they must have were watching films of the series together
morning. You gotta have a sense of breaking down the tape and putting it at the Goose’s house at six in the
humor. That’s the most important thing together, to come up with exactly what morning. It was after Studio one night,
in life. It let’s you enjoy your success and they wish the public to see and hear. Goose took me out to his house in Jersey
it helps you through when you fail. It’s What recourse do you have? The story and we’re watching the tapies and his wife

— is yelling at him to turn it off and go to
bed. Then we went out in his backyard
and had a catch. No shit. Goose even gave
me one of his gloves.”

"Did he tell you how he hurt his hand
in the fight?” I wondered about the Cliff
Johnson incident.

“He said it was the last time he’d ever
hit anybody in the head,” Murdoch
laughed, “Next time, he’ll kick him in the
balls.”

It was getting late. Nearly eleven
o’clock. The city lights beckoned from
Greschner’s 27th floor apartment. Oh, to
be young, rich, famous, and unattached.
Murdoch picked up the phone and dialed.

"We’d like a limo sent over, ” he said,
O  giving Gresch’s address. But then

Murdoch thought a second. “Better make
it one of those extension ones,” he added,
“in case we have to lay someone down.”*

Continued from 104

and prepare for a night of partying. It was
the last night they would leave for the
secluded confines of Richmond, Virginia,
and training camp.

We were sitting around watching the

so
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<^l: There is so many new faces. happening now in our society. I don’t
Lw: It’s going to get more and more so know if it has been written clearly about a
like that because of cable. And what’s woman who is just feeling independence,

●f ij j II to happen is the star system—we About the kind of women that no
if we would do all our rehearsal

LOIS ARENO
Continued from 88

women
s without will always have a star system—will never have been yet. There has to be stuff

rub"i^c3pretd7Th7n;:d‘"^'?h‘ '-‘Sesame. We’regoingtohavesomany written about that £Lse wom^n " 'now
deliver es^^^ iies stations that there will be a star in every are walking out on men. They
S  Were vou^S ' ** ^ great opportunity to work.... walking out on kids and becomingwui. were you dressed? It s very exciting

are

, the crossover from presidents in corporations. Women have
thLOIS: I always had on a bikini eatre movies into television. Sure.

Standards and Practices i
there is

incic. iKo,
,  r.ii , insists that If

-ru . movies. been passive, they haven’t been doing
 There was a time when th e movie stars things. Now women are doing things

shown ih much cleavage never did TV. It’s very seductive being in and that necessarily has to mlk^ mme
£””0 86 ●'■'VmoyieandhiuingMmillionpeople scripo come in lhai ara more lemale-

0«,: WKo wonk, krro. i, ,o„ were S,Twhr do„k you hook up wUh a "ptSi „t“iS*e?r hL'jSrS

1^ Oh. people wonid know, beeanre, fn^nar'' SreTw^e Sti rtS^'ahaid
IhotT^^*’ though It was LOIS: My biggest pity about being a single they are going to get reject^ by men

“iH Hollywood is that almost They are frightened The^ are frShtened
cSh f see straps on everyone in my shoes has dated a  of being intelligent, frightened of beiiS
ShCT Shil hke^HHe H has a power accomplished, they are mentally thread

m " ^tx), or is It just flying? going out to dinner purposely avoiding OUl: Are you into the successful career
LOB: Flying IS my big craziness. I learned talking about the very thilig that you love game? successful career
he mos, '^b«-e“'s and stand for, because you don’t want LOIS: I’m into it, I want to learn how tothe most hravily trafficked area in the that person to think that the only reason play it and then be able to retreat from it
SetllvTv LneH ‘p "" ^ou want to witLut having To hve with t on al

ê wS S^Xe’s aToroVTrafr T*: '^^at level. It’s survival, but we don’^go ^t
it’s IktTe m^vate mTots whod^^^^^^^^ ‘be with machetes any more. Now all of
uoasmiich h K Py brads most you never get to talk about, because gymnastics are mental and we have to
acciiZ So ? 1 ke t^wSa CO ni^lr ‘bat you fight mentally. We have totally changed
wh“ y St there whe^^^^^ Z" there because you enjoy their the physicality of it to menulity, so you
to flv alSr company. So you walk away from the just have to reapply the same thing. But
rtlli. n L thnner and you say to yourself, “It wasn’t it’s survival, it’s killine the bear WhaiHn

Do you commune with your co- that much fun berause I didn’t talk about you think my careeSo meSStS hun"
LOB- Whv not? “bout.” And People say to me why do you do what you
OUl-xh; I ii, . I ^''^D'one IS so paranoid about being hit are doing? It’s so hard it’s almost
turne7St^r£S^^‘ 7T ‘bey can do for you. This is impossible. I say that is why I am doing it
turned out to be men of clay . One time my biggest unhappiness out there. You that is what I like That is what it is^li
anv'^S ‘ ‘ ^ direct. My fantasy mate is the about. You have to go for the buzzing life,
I OK. I 1., ii,- u u 1 , kind of man who IS m the same business because you are going to be dead a lone

^^“1! b*^^®bing myths, that I’m in, so that I could work alongside time. And you can’t really get off unti!
Siarm me The ma7h be creative you have dJne what you hivf m da YouCharming. The man has a myth about with, that once in a while I’ll work in do it to survive. You structure vour life
t^ woman he « going to put on a something that he is doing. To me, it’s the a conscious level and say afl richt I’
pede^l. I always had a myth, I think I ideal situation; then you have the best of going to subject myself to the junlle from
was born with to do^at I’m doing all worlds, and  I can’t find it. There is Tuesday to Friia™ Sn from fSv^
now, being in Hollyw^, making it nothing nicer than a man who will take til Monday at 6 I’m going to with^aw
hap^n. working. I had a myth about you out of the rat race, fight your battles and I’m going to fSate my own
Hollywood celebrities and I always saw for you so that you can just be and not garden. These are the things that keep itthem as royalty, American royalty. I think have to be out there being a businessman e tnings tnat keep it
that the most surprising thing would be out there selling and hustling, its a lot ’
to get to Hollywood and want to see OUl: Look at John Derek,
perfection in all of your stars, because the
American Press always enhances
stars. You don’t see them picking their
teeth in publications, and the American
press generally elevates stars to be gods
and goddesses. So when you are weaned
on that and you finally go out there and
see the reality of them as human beings,
you know as someone who has broken
finger nails, or not manicured....
OUl: I’m very curious about the bigger-
than-life images that flash
movie and television screens. There are so
many. You know in the old days when I
was a kid, people on TV were all stars.
Everybody that was on TV was a star.
LOB: That is changing now.

was

our

on
m

sane.

OUl: What is the hardest thing you
had to do to sustain yourself?

LOB: John Derek, not so shabby. He has LOB: The hardest thing was finding the
only elevated his women’s demands a ability to objectively look at the constant
little more, that’s for sure. I think that is rejection that you get as an aaressoreven
wondCTful. He is a good businessman, as an ex-model, as something that is not
Good for him. It takes a big man to do personal.
that. It really does. He is secure enough. OUl: Doesn’t it make you angry that lesser
The bottom line is if someone is secure, talents have advanced or proceeded
they feel that if they are instrumental in advance to your level?
making you a star, then they will lose LOB: Angry? No. It’s nerve-wracking, but
you, which IS so wrong because that is the you can pull yourself out of it. Like I get
very thing that makes you love the into an airplane, and I start flying and I
person. You wouldn’t reject that, you laugh. I look down on all of those little
would hang onto it, if not tripily so buildings, those little people that are even
because you know thatyouneed it.It’s just liitler than the buidings, and I laugh and

^ thought it was that
Wi: What role would you like to play? important —look at these clowns—God,
LOIS: I‘d like to portray what is look at that suni”

ever

our

to
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Queen” where he picks up a guy with a
wig on. And people come up to him all
the time and say, “Boy, that's funny.
When did that happen, and where...Tell
me more.” It’s just a song.
OUl: What about groupies?
MB; They 're around, there’s no doubt!
Can’t say they’re not. But it don’t bother
me.

OUl: Do they feed you some good lines?
MB: (laughs) Oh yeah, some good ones.
OUl: Come on...

MB: The typical thing, you know. The
thing I worry about is that a lot of the
women are married when they flirt, and
their husbands are sitting in the crowd. I

always have a fear of some guy coming up
and knocking me off my feet. Or I’ve seen
them come up and grab the women and
run off with her. I’m real careful about
who I talk to. It’s not that I’m afraid of

these guys, but I just don’t want to get
involved with someone from the audience.
Wouldn’t be worth it to do that.

OUl; Are women more aggressive in

different parts of the country?
MB: Not really, it can happen anywhere.
Any time you’re an entertainer, any time
you’re on stage, you’re gonna have
women hollerin’ and screamin’. I love it; I

don’t mind that. I think it’s great. It

makes me feel good, but I’m very
cautious. Often the women are trying to

make the men jealous. I don’t want to be
any part of that. I don’t like that kind of
stuff.

OUl: Do they go after the guys in your
band too?

MB:Oh yeah! (laughs) They go back after
’em. Well, the ones that are single! ■

me over the head with a statue of Jesus
Christ. That was my childhood.”
What do their famous relatives think of

what passes for their music? Sarcasm
oozes out of his every deeply tanned pore
as Dragon replies, "They think it’s just
wonderful.” Drew, who has hair like

untied dreadlocks, bleached nearly white,

says just about the same. "Captain
Steubing loves us and has been to see us
many times. He seems to enjoy getting a
face full of flour. We’re thinking of doing

a song in his honor called ‘Lust Boat,’ in
fact.”

Neither of The Surf Punks will admit

to dreading skin cancer, though they
both have abundant reason to do so,

considering the amount of time they
spend in the sun but both cop readily to
being infinitely more devoted to the
beach than they are to rock and roll. “If
we had to give up one or the other,”
Dragon asserts, “it would be music, in a
second. Obviously. We never practice—I
mean, we’ve practiced a total of three
times in four years.”
An expression of the most sublime

smugness comes over his face. “And it
sounds it, pal, it sounds it.” ■

SURF PUNKS
Continued from 29

audiences, who, by his own estimate,

comprise “one-third surfers, one-third
girls, and one-third total reject fringe
types who always stand in front of the
stage snarling, 'God, you guys are so
fucked, but who seem to know the words
to all our songs.”
“Drew likes his audiences to be all

white,” Dragon explains, “and 1 personally
enjoy hearing girls whine, ‘1 came to see a
concert, not to get all wrecked!’ ”

It turns out that the beaches of at least
two states are strewn with the bodies of

former members of the group. Only
recently, in fact, "Johnny Malibu turned
out to be a fruit-and-nut freak, so he had

to go. Another guy got married and
moved to Hawaii, and somebody else

turned into a faggot.” Dragon’s lower lip
curls in disdain. “He’d get a boner in the
dressing room, and we wouldn’t know
why. But word was getting out, so we had
to get rid of him too. We’ve got our
reputations as the last of the male
chauvinist machismo jerks to think of.”

In seleaing new Punks, Dragon and
Steele claim to look first for musicians

“who can do something adequately in
the ocean. Instrumental ability if

secondary to attitude, as you know if

you’ve heard our records.”
The last place you’d expect our heroes

to try to recruit new accomplices is The
(San Fernando) Valley, that vast inland
suburban sprawl from which hails that
breed of interloper most rabidly loathed
by Southern California surfers. The Val.
But get a load of this: “We’ve never told
this to anybody before, but after four
years, we’ve figured out that we don’t
really hate them at all—we’re envious of
them. They'’ve got the hot vans and
Camaros. They’ve got the bowling alleys
and the mini-marts. They’ve got more
gas stations than we could ever have. And
they’ve got the beach too, ’cause there’s
no way that we can keep them off it.”
But how could the sons of such

celebrated fathers (Dennis’ conducts

symphony orchestras, and Drew’s has
become an even bigger star than he was in
the epoch of Mary Tyler Moore via his
casting as Captain Steubing in The Love
Boat) ever have felt disadvantaged? And
yet, when his prestigious parentage is
invoked. Dragon snarls, “I consider
myself nothing better than common,
uh...gutterscrape,” and burrows his face,
mirror sunglasses and all, into the sand.
"Gaa,” Drew says admringly, “that’s a
good description.” Then he continues:
"When I was in the first grade, the nuns
tapted my mouth shut for talking in class.
I had a nasal problem, so that left me with
nothing to breathe out of. I’d sit there
turning blue, making suffocating noises,
and they’d yell at me to shut up and hit

MOE BANDY
Continued from 37

MB: That was an old Carl Smith song. He
recorded it in 1952, and I’ve been singing
it all my life. Ray Baker had the idea of
Joe Stampley and me singin’ it “Hey
Joe—Hey Moe.” So we called the writer,
asked if we could do it, and he said of

course. It’s a really good song for us.
OUl: Do people think the song’s about
you?
MB: Oh yeah. People think that Joe and I
go out and party all the time, talkin’
about girls and me takin’ one away from
him like the song says. Joe lives in
Nashville, and I live in Texas, and the

only time we see each other almost is
when we’re on stage together. Yet
everyone thinks we run around together
and do all these things. You can’t live
your songs. Even though people insist.

I had this song called “Bandy The
Rodeo Clown.” Everybody thought it
was me. The object of a rodeo clown is to
save the bull rider from getting killed if
he’s thrown,” and I’ll say, “No I didn’t,”
and they’ll go, “1 knew it was you. Sure
you did.” You can’t convince them
different. Guys have come up to me (with
their wives), tears in their eyes, and say,
“Honey, this man saved my life. ”
OUl: Let’s say some guy is in a bar and he’s
had too much todrinkandhecomesupto
you and tells you you’re a cheater or a
drunk—

MB: I tell them I’m an actor. I sing the
songs but I don’t do them. As I said,
singin’ is the same as actin’. Joe Stampfel
did that song called “Honky Tonk

EROTIC MAGICK
Continued from 105

Example: Marie has been living with
Fred for nearly a year. Theirs was a
harmonious relationship until he ran
into another woman, Bea. His interest
shifted to Bea. Marie’s interest remained
with Fred. But she recalled her esoteric

training, the year she spent amongst a
coven of while witches in Vermont. Little

by little, every day, she projected a
“holding pattern” on Fred, stripped
down to a few essential thought ideas. At
the same time she visualized herself

making love to him, then she visualized
the other woman in her stead, and

followed this by blotting her out and
replacing her with her own visualization.
What Marie was doing was of course
retrace her own situation, but with a new

end result! She did this especially at times
when Fred was about to fall asleep or
wake up, i.e. when the bonds between his
conscious and unconscious minds were

weakest and thus most susceptible to

outside impressions. Within two weeks,
he broke off with Bea and returned to

Marie: puzzled as to why he had ever tried
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to leave her in the first place!
Here we have the occult utilization of

mind power to obtain desired results.

Body power, on the other hand, is derived
from a different center. The same

glandular system which supplies sexual

fluids, also manufactures psychicenergy.

This energy is normally invisible, but

occasionally becomes visible in red light

as the so-called ectoplasm of the seance
room: it is an albumen-rich substance

drawn from the ‘solar plexus’ centers at

the top of the head and in back of the

stomach, and usually exteriorized through

mouth, nose and sexual organs. It must

be returned into the body eventually, or
weakness results. It is alsoserious

How to order them
without embarrassment.

● How to use them
without disappointment.

Our products range from the simple to the
delightfully complex. They are designed for both
the timid and the bold. For anyone who's ever
wished there could be something more to their
sex life.

If you’re prepared to intensify your own
sexual pleasure, then by all means send for the
Xandria Collection catalogue. It is priced at just
three dollars which is applied in full to your
first order.

Write today. You have absolutely nothing to
lose. And an entirely new world of enjoyment
to gain.

Sexual Aids
If you’ve been reluctant to purchase sexual

aids through the mail, the Xandria Collection
would like to offer you two things that may
change your mind:

1. A guarantee
2. Another guarantee

First, we guarantee your privacy. Should you
decide to order our catalogue or products, your
transaction will be held in the strictest con
fidence.

Your name will never (never) be used for
additional mailings or solicitations. Nor will it
be sold or given to any other company. And
everything we ship to you is plainly packaged,
securely wrapped, without the slightest indica
tion of its contents on the outside.

Second, we guarantee your satisfaction.
Everything offered in the Xandria Collection is
the result of extensive research and real-life

testing. We are so certain that the risk of dis
appointment has been eliminated from our
products, that we can actually guarantee your
satisfaction-or your money promptly, unques-
tioningly refunded.

What is the Xandria Collection?

It is a very, very special collection of sexual
aids. It includes the finest and most effective

products available from around the world.
Products that can open new doors to sexual
gratification (perhaps many doors you never
knew existed!).

1
-sensitive to white light and must not be

exposed to it. However, when the psychic

energy is invisible and has not reached

the stage of visible density, it can be

extremely useful in the so-called Psycho-

Ecstasy process. By carefully arousing the

jxjwer centers during the preparatory

stages of sexual relations, the rising

psychic [xjwer can add great depths and
additional dimensions to the sensory

experience itself. In India, this is referred
to as kundalini, the “dormant serpent’’
which is aroused to create the fire of

passion in lovers. In the West, we have
still lots to learn abrjui our hidden

The Xandria Collection, Dept. 0-02-82
P.O. Box 31039. San Francisco, CA 94131

Please send me, by first class mail, my copy of the Xandria
Collection catalogue, Enclosed is my check or money
order for three dollars which will be applied towards my
first purchase.

I
I
I
I
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I Addrei

I City

I Zip.State

Our catalogue and products are sent only to adults over
the age of 21. Your age and signature are needed below.

, years old.I am

I
I
I Signed

Xandria, 1245 16th Street, San Francisco

^^Void where prohibited by law

I
J[xiwers.

Example: John and Sue were very
much in love, but their sexual attunemem

had been less than perfect. John was

considerably more nervous in Sue’s

presence than desirable, and the results

were poor, threatening a dissolution of

their relationship. At that [xiini Sue read

of Psycho-Ecstasy and decided to test it.

Following the basic instructions, she

prepared a harmonious background for

the experiment, the kind of colors, music,
and scent both liked; then they abstained

from sex for a week, although that had

not been required in their instructions.

On the apjxiinted night, both stretched

out side by side in comfort, and began by

gently commanding their life forces to

enter the two solajjaJexus areas from the

peripheral nerve centers where they

normally are. Shortly after, both felt a

feeling of intense heat in the stomach and

head areas, but they knew this was to be

expected so it did not cause them to

worry. Next, they verbally commanded
this ‘force’ to rise into their conscious

selves, at the same time silently visualizing

the ’opening up’ of themselves to the

other person. As they did, their skin

began to tingle as if they had plugged
themselves into an electric circuit, which,

in a way, they had—their own, unused

jxrtential!
The [xtwers of occult sex are. after all,

not so strange. What is strange is how few

people know about them and how many

regard them as imaginary. Imaginary,

indeed! Ask John and Sue.... ■

THE RJ. BOTTOMSORIGINAL
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"This is a great place," Cummings
beams. “It's always busy and always ex
citing. The girls are lovely and a real
treat to work with. It’s like a big family
and the ladies are getting themselves a
name as big as the Dallas Cheerleaders.

A great many big stars today got their
start right here at the Follies. We en
courage them to pursue success on their
own. Let's face it, this show breeds

talent. I never have to worry about losing
a hot act because we’ve got a long
waiting list for fresh talent, just lounging
in the wings.”

Don Guglielmo. the Trop’s PR man,
insists that his is the only showroom on
the entire Las Vegas strip that operated
at a profit last year, because of the in

credible attendance at the Trop’s
elaborate stage shows.

The making of a Las Vegas produc
tion of the Follies has become an almost
extinct art form. The Follies from which
all other French revues can trace their

beginnings, is most popular for featur
ing an endless array of beautiful women
floating down shimmering glass stair
cases and dancing among bright colored
lights.

There are over 60 dancers, singers,
and acrobats featured nightly in the
Folies Bergere Tiffany Theatre. A dress

dancer will average seven to eight
costume changes, donning a different

colored wig each time, and often runn
ing up two flights of stairs and down a
hallway between each act. 30 to 60

minutes is the time required for the cast’s
preparation of each evening’s perfor
mance. Lead principals, who are the
featured “stars” of the Music Hall, can

usually be found backstage one hour
before curtain call. With the first cur

tain hall at 8;00 p.m., one can find a
bustle of activity at 7:30 p.m. with hur
ried wardrobe assistants, electricians,

stagehands, sound men, orchestra

players and various performers running
in every direction, towards their destina

tion, and making last minute prepara
tions.

Hats, gloves, canes, bow-ties, stock
ings, shoes, feathers and various
costumes are laid out on large white
sheets on the backstage floor. These
various items are stacked beneath im

printed names so that a Debbie or a
Mary, Jane or a Theresa can make a
speedy costume change where only
seconds are allowed. Once the curtain is

drawn or a scene changes, the per
formers run off stage pulling off wigs,
stepping in and out of dresses, trousers,
tugging at sleeves and wiping the brow.
The flymen pushes a button which

controls a series of ropes running up and
down the walls in perfect columns, and
backdrops go up, a side curtain comes

FOLLIES GIRLS

Continued from 82

THE FOLLIES AT
THE TROPICANA
With spectacular staging, enticing
females, unusual specialty acts, the
“Follies” is regarded as much as a French
national institution as the Eiffel Tower
or the Louvre.

When Lou Walters opened up in
Vegas in ’58, the “new idea” was greeted
with rampant enthusiasm. For 18 years,
the hotel has continued to operate the
Pollies as an extrememly high-class act,
importing props, costumes. . . and
women . . . from France. Fifteen editions

later, the I'ropicana's Folies Bergere is
generally accepted to be the greatest
production show on the strip.
Drew Cummings, director and pro

ducer of the local version of TV’s Enter

tainment Tonight, is currently under
long-term contract to the Trop as its
director of entertainment. Cummings’
theme for next year will be “The Folies
Bergere in the year 2000.”

“It’ll cost approximately SL5 million
to produce,” Cummings told us. “But,
remember, that if we had to produce the
whole show from scratch today, it would
cost us about S6 million!

Never Get
Turned Down AgainI

Now you can have COMPLETE CONTROL overallyourrelationships with women!
Introducing. . .

GET TOUGH! The No-Nonsense

Guide to Women and Relationships
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trSFASTASTK
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PROMOTIONAL SPECIAL! GET

TOUGH! (retail $12.95) is available for a

limited time for ONL'V'$7.95 less than you’d

spend in one hour in a singles bar! And, our
offer is FULLY GUARANTEED!

GET TOUGH! is a revolutionary new

approach to W'omen that instantly gives you the

upper hand-l with techniques simple enough to

master in ortf’ryai'.'). It's like having an expert at
your side telfing you what to do and when:

stopping you from making mistakes that can
ruin your chances. You will learn:

● Detailed, easy-lo-master dating strategies
guaranteed to improve your sex life

● The ,1 secrets to getting everything you want
from a relationship
● How to make a woman believe in ‘love at first
sight'

● The simple way to avoid the most common

first-date pitfalls

●How a fewsimple words can make even the most
experienced woman thrilled to be with

for as long as sou want

you
●The ingenious key to turning 'shy and quiet' into
'strong and silent'
● How you can immediately date the pretty
women you see every day
● A loolproal method for getting a first date with
uni woman, that takes all the pressure off you
● The special secret to turning vacations, parties
or 'blind' dates into romantic adventures

So, DON'T DELAY
dynamic man who takes charge wherever he
goes with the women he chooses! Get it and
GET TOUGH! today!!
------ DISC 01 NT f 01 PON -------

Send check or money order lo; I

C AS Publishing. Dept.0282 |
535 Fifth Avenue, New York, N.Y. 10017 I
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give you her phone number
● How to create vour own sexual mystique
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The Intimates Collection...
The word later came to denote public
places where Parisians of the 18th cen
tury could dance, drink and watch open-
air entertainment.

Opened on May Day, 1869, theFolies
Bergere was the first Music Hall to debut
in Paris. The auditorium was lit by com
pressed gas. Every night, five electricians
with a gas wagon drew up outside the
Follies to refuel the theatre for the

following night’s performance.
It was the romantic age of jugglers,

clowns, mimes, acrobats, wrestlers, sing
ers, dancers and animal acts, and it was

the Folies Bergere that captured the
magic and gaiety of these special per
formers in their spectacular extravagan
zas.

down, and a “ceiling” appears from out
of a vast darkness above. Stagehands
scurry across the floor and suddenly a
stairway appears as it is pushed towards
the center stage area. Tall mannequin
showgirls ranging from 5'8" to 6'2"
begin lining up in the wings, pulling at
gloves and chattering about the day’s ac
tivities while clambering up a false back
flight of steps to the “mirrored
staircase,” which once in position, will
measure over 30 feet above the theatre
audience.
As one scene unfolds into another and

still another act, the audience is

breathless and hopelessly struck with
awe. The magnificent set designs, the
creative lighting and the brilliant
costumes are a sight to behold. Such
abrupt transitions from fantasy to fan
tasy, from symbolism to symbolism
never confuses the audience as long as
the physical changes are made smoothly
and these are. With the stage alive in
swirling colors, and a range of momen
tum, the audience has been placed in the
mood to join the Folies Bergere cast for a
musical tour through the historical era
of Le Music Hall.

Unlike so many other revues today
that feature taped tracks and lip syn
ching, the Folies Bergere orchestra and
music numbers are all original and live.
But perhaps the single most important
element that makes the Follies so appeal
ing to captive audiences, is the personal
message it transcends to each and every
guest of the Music Hall.

Distinctive Lingerie for
Your Private
Moments-
Intimately Yours...
The "Sophisticated Lady”
A frisky, risque teddy de
signed to show you at
your most alluring. Deluxe
nylon tricot; Black or
Cream. P(6-8), S{10-12),
M(14-16), L(18).
(M245555) Only $12.00i
+ $1.25 post./handl.
(includes exciting
free catalog!)
Guaranteed-
or purchase
price refunded
(except ship.
& hdig.)

Of course, there were no nudes as yet
and the night that an “undraped”
female figure was first unveiled to a Paris
audience provoked a scandal which
shook the country. The scandal, which
might be called the first striptease, took
place at midnight, February 4, 1893. On
year later after repeated court trials and
protestations, the vogue caught on like
wildfire, and the Follies introduced the
most famous beauties of the turn of the

century.
There were names to attract the old

aristocracy of Europe and the new
aristocracy of money —enough money
to claim a place in the gay social whirl of
pre-war Paris and a seat at the Folies
Bergere.
Then came the stark reality of World

War 1, and the Folies Bergere slipped in
to a period of stagnation. But im
mediately after the Allies victory of
1918, the sunny golden years for France
and the Folies Bergere returned with
large production numbers featuring
beautiful animated tableaux of nude

figures which became the real box office
draw. Highly paid headliners were
quietly replaced by the showgirls and the
Folies Bergere stage entered a new
dimension of entertainment. It was

through the development of this new for
mat in Parisian entertainment, that
such international celebrities as Charlie

Chaplin, Maurice Chevalier and
Josephine Baker were fostered from this
famous French revue.

The richness and magnificence of the
lavish production numbers is today the
nectar for the thousands who feast their

eyes on the many splendors of the Folies
Bergere Music Hall.
The Music Hall theme, prevalent

even today in the Tiffany Theatre of the
Tropicana Hotel, is a format that pro
ducers and directors alike insist on using
in portraying the golden era of France
up to the traditions of today. The spicy
French Can-Can, as a climactic finale to
the show, allows the theatre audience to

take one last peek into the past of gay
Paree, circa 1900. ■

Major
Credit Cards
Accepted

NIGHT N DAY ?
INTIMATES CATALOG!
Lingerie at its loveliest, laciest, sexiest... famous-
designer originals. Full-color catalog-ordered
separately, $2.00 each; $5.00/year. (M899989X)
(Catalog price refunded with 1st order.) Order today-
You'll be delighted!

Night’N Day Intimates, Dept.EM-1005
340 Poplar St., Hanover, PA 17331

PHOTO lO
HISTORY OF THE
PARIS FOLLIES

IN FULL COLOR ■

SEALED IN PLASTIC
All States and Provinces

'Fhe Folies Bergere is erotically French
entertainment, but transplanted in the
rich frontier soil of the American im

agination, just like its Vegas counter
part Neon, a French invention and
import that blossomed in America and
especially in Vegas to become a kind of
symbol of the garish vitality of Vegas,
but also of the boogie-woogie energy of
more metropolitan American cities like
New York and Chicago.
The flavor of the naughty French

Can-Can, the beautifully animated
tableaux and the tall graceful showgirls
cannot be fully realized until one ex
amines the historical background of this
famous French revue and how it became

the world’s greatest entertainment ex
travaganza.
The Folies Bergere Theatre was nam

ed for the nearby Rue Bergere, which, in
turn, is a corruption of “Bergier”, the
name of a master dyer who once had a
business there.

The term “Folies” for many years, us
ed to describe a piece of land where soft
grass and lush thickets favored the clan
destine meetings of romantic couples.

● CUSTOM-MADE WITH YOUR PHOTO

● USE ANYWHERE, ANYTIME FOR
POSITIVE INDENTIFICATION

24-Hour Service ● Moneyback Guarantee

FREE BIRTH CERTIFICATE

SEND $6.00, Name,

Address, Sex, Height,

Weight, Color Hair, Eyes,
Birthdate & Small Photo.

$  I or more
■ ■ Us.00 EACH

if you want more Information send 25*

CARDINAL PUBLISHING, DEPT. 83
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TM: You’re a friend of Walter —did

Walter ever tell you how he got with
Howard Hughes?

was the name? C.A. Johnson, that was OUl: No, not exactly,

what he signed as. I mean, it is very in- TM: Well, Walter was an agent. He was
teresting where Jean has never sued the married to Lynn Bari, a gorgeous lady,
estate, cannot write a book or many He had gone broke, his life was in a

things. Notice how quickly the whole shambles, and he tried to commit
world accepts her marriage and does not suicide. Howard got a hold of Harry
want to accept mine. They never check- Cohen —they both liked Kane a great

deal — and he said, “Let’s help this man,

think she was married, and I think that his waking up alive is not going to help

he fooled her and he may have fooled me him, he needs those debts paid off and
but I didn’t/StnoitJ he fooled me. The law everything.” So Howard and Harry ^
reads that if Howard took me out, he Cohen paid them off. After a while,

may. . .he may have thought that he Harry said, “Hey, no one’s helping me
fooled me but I mean I know that my out; he’s back on his feet!” So he pulled

marriage was under Captain Flynn and out. Howard never did. So he felt that
Dietrich and everybody else. It was a Walter owed him his life. He liked to

legal marriage. He may have destroyed control. And the women in Howard’s
it, but it was legal. Even if he had, the life, anyone, whether it be Jean Peters,
law reads like this: let’s say that Howard or myself, hated Walter Kane, because
took me out, it wasn’t a real sea captain, Walter was always looking for “talent.” I
we weren’t in Mexican waters, he took mean, some of us called it pimping. He

me out to defraud me, the marriage is would lie on his rosaries to you. Howard

good as long as I thought it was. That is told Walter what lies to tell us.
the law. I was legally married to him, OUl: And I think that’s the reason that

Jean Peters wasn’t. I was his last wife and Walter has such an iron-clad contract,
I believed the reason Howard didn’t sign ‘cause he must be close to eighty, or
her document was because of our mar- maybe over, now. Howard Hughes was

riage. And by the way, this has never protecting his past, through Walter,
been printed, so you have a story that Because Walter was the guy who was get-
nobody knows. ting the gals for him. . .

Sen

Bla
Can

OUl: When you signed the document. Was Howard the kind of a person that^
did you use you real names? —wanted to know about the sex life of

TM: We used our real names. I signed other people? Was he into that heavy?

Helen. It has been accepted by the courts TM: Oh, yeah. Very much,
of Houston. It is documented. Mine has OUl: And real descriptive about how

been proven. they did it and when they did it and
OUl: There’s a gentleman I worked for in where they did it, etc. ?

Vegas who was, and still is, Summa TM: He told me all about everybody else’s
entertainment director there. He was indiscretions. The people he was most
the entertainment director for Summa fascinated with were: Ava Gardner, with

Corporation —Walter Kane. He was a Frank Sinatra, with their sex lives, with
good friend of mine. He’s a rather elder- Darryl Zanuck. The man that he
ly man, now. But he used to tell me a lot thought had the greatest sexual powers
of things about Hughes. He didn’t have in the entire world was Bob Mitchum.
that much contact with him in the past. He thought Mitchum could get any

say, 20 years, but at one time, he was woman. And that they chased Mitchum.
Howard’s right hand man. Didn’t he run The irony was that Mitchum had a great

marriage, and is still very much in love
TM: No, he never ran RKO, but he was with his wife, Dorothy, and Bob would

probably like head of new talent.
OUl: Yeah. I know that on several occa-

executives with Summa screen tests like the Marilyn Monroe

TERRY MOORE
Continued from 53

ed. That doesn’t mean that she didn’t

RKO for him?

practically run away from women.
OUl: Did Howard Hughes ever make

sions various

A
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Jack Daniel
Low Ball Glasses

These 8 oz. glasses are perfect for sippin’ on-
the-rocks or any other way you plan to sip. Each
glass in the set boasts a different design in the
traditional Jack Daniel black and gold. There’s
a man-sized feelandagood heft to these glasses,
and the designs are fired on for quality and
durability. My $10.00 price includes the set
of 4 glasses and delivery.

Send check, money order or use American Express,
Visa or MasterCard, including all numbers and
signature. (Add 6% sales tax for TN delivery.) For a
color catalog full of old Tennessee items and Jack
Daniel's memorabilia, send $1.00 to the above ad
dress. In continental U.S. of A. call 1-800-251-8600.

Tennessee residents call 615-759-7184. A

were trying to throw him out as enter- screen test?
tainment director. Not because he TM: Howard had so much money he

couldn’t function properly. But because didn’t have to do it. He would do all of
he’s rather elderly. He gets ill. But they that when he really put them under con-

can’t budge him. He did a pretty damn tract. Where most people would do it
goodjob for Summa. In fact, if it weren’t without film in the camera, he could af-
for some of the moves he made —the ford to do it in a feature-length movie,

greatest example is Wayne Newton —
Summa could have blown its entertain

ment complexes like the hotels in Vegas.
Walter’s talent could fill up any room name, and let them feel they were going
that he booked for the organization. The to be a star, put them up in a house and
Sands and the Frontier were the two sue- everything. He had reams of woman all
cessful hotels for Howard Hughes.

He could afford to put them under the
contract, and send the same one to the

same drama coach and change their

over the place like that.

oui126



101 SEXUAL POSITIONSOUl: How do you feel about the current and they fell into his hands and he
heavy use of plastic surgery? them.

TM: I think most stars have had OUl; So this was your first exposure?
something done. I mean I think it is the TM: This was my first exposure,
greatest thing that ever happened. OUl: Was he the kind of guy who, when
Whether we start with Dean Martin who you were at home, wanted to look at sexy
had a different nose or Eric Fleming who films? Was he into porno?
had a whole new face. I know stars who TM; I would say that he was definitely
have had thick lips and had them thin- more predisposed than most men. And
ned down. Most of Hollywood’s girls again, probably way ahead of his time in
have had their eyes opened. Gary that respect. He believed that there was a
Cooper —I saw him shortly before he great market for porno films, which pro-
died and he had had some overhangs on ved to be right, and that they should be
his upper lids fixed. I think plastic made in color and done better. He

surgery is marvelous. I say more power to fought the Green office and later the
anybody you know, they need anything, Johnson office, tooth and nail. Even if he
fix it. My manager loves to tease me hadn’t had to fight it, I think he
about my nose. He always accuses me of would’ve. He loved to push them, and
having it fixed. I have not had my nose push them, and push them; that was his

fixed. tenacious type of personality, the thing
OUl

ran

.Thavetoaskyou. You never had any that he loved to do. Hehimself, inaway,
work done? was brought up very much like I was. I
TM:I was very lucky. I never had to have think, deep down, he was still a Bible-
any corrective surgery. But I am in a Belt refugee,
yoga class and dance class with a lot of OUl: What is the story about you taking a
movie stars and every time that someone nude screen test?
stays out for three months they come TM: There is none. You know. I’ll tell

you, a lot of girls are into exhibitionism
because now everybody can have what I and everything and I have always loved
have. I haven’t been blessed. Howard publicity and I think there is nothing
taught me the tricks of staying firm and more beautiful than a woman’s body,
that I can pass on because I think that I But I have always believed, as my photo-
am as firm as I was at 18. Doctors say that graphs will show, that when you show leg
I am one in ten million and that was

because Howard screamed if I didn’t imagination, it is much more interest-
wear a double strength bra if I went jogg- ing. Many of the top people in Holly-
ing or horseback riding. He insisted on a wood never understood why I wouldn’t
bra when you sleep. Today all the girls do nude pictures, but I don’t think it’s a
go around without bras and they are question of having a nice body or not, I
breaking themselves down. I am more just think that it is far more interesting,
firm than most 18-year olds of today. I OUl: What is the reaction to these pic-
think that John Derek’s women all look tures you posed for for GUI?
alike, they are all having silicone shots TM: I was thrilled with them. I think

and they all have these apple cheeks up something like that is lovely in the way
to here. We saw a girl the other night on that any of the great paintings are
the screen that it was like wow, it was like beautiful. To me that is beauty. I think
two apples. I think that these doctors they are beautiful, the pictures. My ex-
should be strung up because they are husband, Stuart, was wild about

convincing girls that it does not move. I Playboy. I remember that when they
can tell you that I have girlfriends, and it started putting stars in there, I won’t
does move. I have seen what they put in mention names, but there was one he

to get rid of their frown marks and it was just wild about. Until he saw her
ended up being bags under their eyes or nude, and then she turned out to be what

it ended up hanging out of their chin. It he had imagined. She may have been
better to someone else, but I think peo-

OUI: We understand that Howard pie prefer their imagination. ■

back with bosoms. I hate silicone

or a little bosom and leave the rest to the

is all very dangerous.

Hughes introduced you to porno. Is this
true?

TM: Howard brought home porno films
and they were the old blue movies of that
type you know where the stockings and
the garters and all of this, not like today’s
movies at all and he had actually got
them because he had heard that a cer

tain star at the time was in these; and it

proved to be that it was a rumor, that she
was not in these films but Howard’s

curiousity was piqued and these passed
around town from executive man to man
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guaranteed. Sampler pack of 22 condoms; $5.00.

FREE PHOTO BOOK!

i  To introduce you to Adam & Eve's ex-
I : elusive line of sexual bestsellers we're
S  making an unprecedented introductory
■  offer. A FREE 176-page book bursting

with dozens of explicit close-up photos of
I  the most arousing sexual positions you’ve
’  . ever seeni Send Just $2 for postage and
’  handling and we’ll rush your free photo
‘  book plus illustrated 48 page catalog.

GOOD VIBRATIONSI
Give your favorite person the VIP treat
ment with this flexible, multi-speed
vibrator. It has all the best features. It's
flexible and textured. And now it's
variable speed! A quick twist at the base
adjusts the vibrator from a low tingle to a
powerful throb. Made of pliable rubber. It
yields to body contours, a full 8" long,
Only $9.95. If you are not completely
satisfied your money will be refunded In
full.

<i/ldam&^Eve Box 900, Dept. OU-36
Carrboro, NC 27510

Please rush in plain package under your money-back guarantee;
□ #9L 101 Sexual Positions  ' '$ 4.98
□ #C6 Condoms $ 5.00
□ #FB2 Free Photo Book (P&H only)
□ #7A Vibrator

$ 2.00
$ 9.95

□ #DD3 Condoms & Books $ 9.45
□ #DD4 All 4 Products $16.50

CANADIAN ORDERS ADD $4.00
Name
Address
City  State

All Products Unconditionally Guaranteed
z ip

A condom so thin
it conld only be named

Bareback.

...

u w

,  Finally, a condom
~~m so super-thin that

s its very name . . .
p Bareback". . .spells
p out the sexual plea-
p sure you're able toS achieve.

A safety tested
this thin

and sensitive, took
years of develop-
ment. Its modern

lubricant, silky smooth SK-70* feels different. If
eliminates messy wetness.

Bareback. A super-sensitive condom. It's what
you've always wanted . . . And less.

-  ■ condom
usng nothino of oU.

FOR THE TIMES A
WOMAN DOESNT
WANT TO BE
TREATED GENTLY

Rough Rider" condom is covered from head to shaft
with 468 raised studs. Creates sensations far more
stimulating than regular textured condoms.
Lubricated with SK70. Try Rough Rider too.

Stamford Hygienic Dept.ou-42
P.O.Box 932, Stamford, Ct. 06904

FREE FRENCH TICKLER IF YOU ORDER NOW!
□ 12 Bareback Condoms S5 □ New 40 page "For Lovers
□ 12 Rough Rider Condoms $5 Only" color catalog $2
□ 15 Assorted Condoms $5 (Free with order)
□ 40 Deluxe Assortment S10
□ 100 Super Deluxe Assort, S20
Assortments include Bareback,
Rough Rider, Stimula. Hugger,
SuperStud, fJuda. etc,

□ MasterCharge DVISA ($10 Min, on charges)
Expires

□ FREE FRENCH TICKLER
(with order only)

Acet, #

-
drixson; P. 18, Ed Salter; P.24 (top), 25, 26
(top right), Orlando; P, 22-27, Oscar
Abolafia; P. 28, Richard Creamer; P.
30-31, Mark Weiss; P. 32, Bobby Hanson;
P, 35, Carl Kravats; P. 39-43, Quark
Graphics; P. 45-46, Irumi Inoue; P. 48-52,
Steve Eisenberg; P. 54, Sports Photo File;
P. 56, Daniel Kirk; P.57, Bobby Hanson;
P. 58-65, Quark Graphics; P. 84-85, Ace
Burgess; P. 86-87, Andy Pearlman; P.
89-94, Richard Fegley; P. 99, Bobby Han
son.

Signature
Name 
Address .
City   State

Money back guarantee. Shipped in discreet package.
Zip
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THE GIRLS OF
BOULDER
Out uncovers the
winter beauties of

America’s #1 snow

spa with a gorgeous
panorama of Rocky
Mountain High
Society in its
natural habitat.
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INTERESTED IN WOMEN-READ OUl!
INTERESTED IN SPORTS, MUSIC, GOOD LIVING

YOU'RE A OUl MAN
AND, ON THE REVERSE SIDE

THERE'S MONEY SAVING NEWS FOR YOU!
I
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Any car designed for extraordinary performance
should also be equipped for extraordinary sound.

I'his Lamborghini is ecjuipped with the high
technology of Alpine Car Audio Systems. Clean,
powerful sound that extends to the limits of human
hearing. Reproducing everything from a whisper to
a crescendo with vanishingly low distortion.

If you love music the way y(.)u love your car,
experience Car .Audio.

Only your Alpine dealer has it.
For the .Alpine dealer nearest you, call toll-free,

8()()-421-l,'f9.'i. In California call , 80()-262-415t).
■'1981 Alpine Klectronics of America, Inc.

fl02 Kashiwa Street, Torrance, CalilTrrnia 90.50.5
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Camel LigMs.
8 mg. "lar, 0.8 ing. iiicoiiiia av. par cHiiiniiia by ITC method.

Low tan (^m#l taste,
Warning: The Surgeon General Has Determined
That Cigarette Smoking Is Dangerous to Your Health.




